
BAGHDAD: A pair of suicide bombings
minutes apart hit a central Baghdad mar-
ket yesterday, killing 29 people and
wounding at least 54, prompting security
forces to ban traffic from key streets at
the center of the Iraqi capital, police and
hospital officials said.

The twin attacks hit Al-Sinak, a busy
market selling car accessories, food and
clothes as well as agricultural seeds and
machinery. Minutes after the first sui-
cide bomber detonated his explosives-
laden belt, the second one struck amid
the crowd that gathered, according to

the officials.
All officials spoke on condition of

anonymity because they were not
authorized to release the information.
The Islamic State group claimed respon-
sibility for the attacks in Al-Sanak in a
statement posted by its Aamaq news
agency, confirming that the blasts came
from a pair of suicide bombers. Later yes-
terday, three separate attacks in and
around Baghdad killed eight people and
wounded 17.  Those killed included one
policeman. 

Continued on Page 27
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Celebrations kick off 
as world rings in 2017 

Revelers bid adieu to a year of conflicts

Kuwait Times offices will be
closed on Sunday, January 1,
2017. Therefore, there will be
no issue of the newspaper on
Monday, January 2, 2017.  Our
next issue will hit the news-
stands on Tuesday, January 3,
2017. Happy New Year!

SYDNEY: Australia rang in the New Year with a spectacu-
lar fireworks display in Sydney, sending rainbow-colored
showers into the night sky and defying the global terror
attacks that cast a pall over 2016. Around 1.5 million peo-
ple packed Australia’s biggest city to watch as the mid-
night fireworks erupted from Sydney Harbour Bridge,
with the extravaganza beamed to television sets and
phones across the world.

As 2016 drew to a close, revelers around the world
were biding a weary adieu to a year filled with political
surprises, prolonged conflicts and deaths of legendary
celebrities.

Japan ushered in 2017 in style, with thousands pack-
ing the streets of Tokyo and releasing balloons into the
air in celebration of the new year. Sydney’s visual feast
paid tribute to some of the international musical legends
who died this year, including David Bowie and Prince,
with purple rain pouring off the bridge in an early display
and firework “stars” soaring high above the harbour.

2016 has seen repeated bloodshed, most recently a
deadly truck attack at a Berlin Christmas market, a similar
incident on Bastille Day in France that killed 86 people,
and atrocities in Turkey and the Middle East. But the New
South Wales state premier urged “business as usual” as a
larger-than-usual crowd gathered due to the weekend
timing and warm weather.

“My encouragement to everyone is to enjoy New
Year’s Eve... in the knowledge that police are doing every-
thing they can to keep us safe,” Premier Mike Baird said.

Around 2,000 extra officers were deployed in Sydney
after a man was arrested for allegedly making online
threats against the celebrations. There were a number of
other reported threats during the holiday period, in Asia-
Pacific and elsewhere.

In Melbourne, police foiled a “significant” Islamic State-
inspired Christmas Day terror plot. Indonesia said it foiled
plans by an IS-linked group for a Christmas-time suicide
bombing, and 52 died in the Philippines in bomb attacks
blamed on Islamist militants. Israel on Friday issued a
warning of imminent “terrorist attacks” to tourists and
western targets in India. 

Continued on Page 27SYDNEY: Fireworks erupt over Sydney’s iconic Harbour Bridge and Opera House during the New Year celebrations today morning.— AFP

IS bombings in Baghdad kill 29

BAGHDAD: Women grieve for bomb victims Arif Muhanad (36) and his son
Muhanad (8) during their funeral procession in Baghdad yesterday. — AP

WASHINGTON: The Pentagon said on Friday it believes
that Islamic State chief Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi is indeed
alive, despite repeated efforts by the US-led coalition
to take out the jihadist group leader. Baghdadi has
kept a low profile, despite having declared himself the
leader of a renewed Muslim caliphate, but last month
released a defiant audio message urging his support-
ers to defend the northern Iraqi city of Mosul.

It is not clear if he is in the besieged city, where he
declared his caliphate in 2014 after the IS group seized
territory covering much of eastern Syria and northern
Iraq. “We do think Baghdadi is alive and is still leading
ISIL and we are obviously doing everything we can to
track his movements,” Pentagon spokesman Peter
Cook told CNN.

“If we get the opportunity, we certainly would take
advantage of any opportunity to deliver him the jus-
tice he deserves,” he said. “We’re doing everything we
can. This is something we’re spending a lot of time on.”

In mid-December, the United States more than dou-
bled the bounty on the shadowy IS leader’s head to
$25 million. The group has only released one video of
Baghdadi, showing a man with a black and grey beard
wearing a black robe and matching turban, dating
back to 2014. Cook suggested that Baghdadi is isolat-
ed because coalition raids have killed many IS leaders.
“He’s having a hard time finding advisers and confi-
dants to speak with because a lot of them are no
longer with us,” the spokesman said. According to an
official Iraqi government document, Baghdadi was
born in  Samarra in 1971. — AFP

Baghdadi alive, 
still leading: US

JAMMU: People watch Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressing the
nation, on television at a grocery store in Jammu yesterday. — AP

NEW DELHI: Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi defended his govern-
ment’s decision to demonetize the coun-
try’s highest-value currency bills last
month in an unusual New Year’s Eve mes-
sage to the nation yesterday.

Modi called India’s massive demoneti-
zation drive, which withdrew 86 percent
of the country’s currency bills from the
system, “a historic purification ritual” to
cleanse the system of tax evasion and cor-
ruption. “This will play an important role
in changing the direction of the nation in
times to come,” he said in the speech,
which was televised live.

In an announcement that caught the
country by surprise on Nov 8, Modi said in
a similar address to the nation that India
was withdrawing 500- and 1,000-rupee
bills as legal tender in order to crack down
on the country’s massive amounts of
“black money,” or untaxed wealth.

The deadline for exchanging or
depositing the old currency in bank
accounts passed Friday. When the govern-
ment announced its demonetization
plans, it also announced a cap on the
amount of money people could withdraw
from ATMs and bank accounts, while the
central bank printed new currency bills to

fill the gap created by the erasure of a
majority of the country’s notes. At that
time, Modi said that by Dec 30, normalcy
was likely to return. However, on Friday,
the Reserve Bank of India announced that
that it would continue to control how
much money people can withdraw from
ATMs and banks for now.

According to a statement from the cen-
tral bank, the daily limit on ATM with-
drawals will go up to 4,500 rupees ($66)
from 2,500 ($37) rupees, but the weekly
cap on withdrawals from bank accounts
will remain at 24,000 rupees Saturday
onward. It wasn’t clear how long the limits
would be in place.

Since the announcement that the old
high-value bills were no longer legal ten-
der, banks and ATMs have seen massive
lines of people. It’s not unusual for ATMs
to not be refilled for days and for banks to
run out of cash within a few hours of
opening.

A majority of Indians earn and spend
in cash, either due to habit or because
they ’re too poor to have access to
banks. Experts say only about 40 per-
cent of the country’s ATMs are equipped
to start giving out the new 2,000- and
500-rupee bills. — AP

Modi defends decision
to pull high-value bills

BERLIN: Islamist terrorism is the biggest test fac-
ing Germany, Chancellor Angela Merkel said yes-
terday in a New Year’s address to the nation, and
vowed to introduce laws that improve security
after a deadly attack before Christmas in Berlin.
Merkel, seeking a fourth term as chancellor in
2017, described 2016 as a year that gave many
the impression that the world had “turned
upside down”. She urged Germans to shun pop-
ulism and said Germany should take a leading
role in addressing the many challenges facing
the European Union.

“Many attach to 2016 the feeling that the

world had turned upside down or that what for
long had been held as an achievement is now
being questioned. The European Union for
example,” Merkel said.

“Or equally parliamentary democracy, which
allegedly is not caring for the interests of the citi-
zens but is only serving the interests of a few.
What a distortion,” she said in a veiled reference
to claims by the far-right party Alternative for
Germany (AfD) that is stealing votes from her
conservatives. Ahead of the 2017 election, polls
put her conservative bloc well ahead of rivals
but a fractured electoral landscape risks compli-

cating the coalition arithmetic.
“Election year 2017: For Merkel, nothing is

certain any more”, ran a headline in Saturday’s
edition of mass-selling daily Bild. The paper
wrote that for an increasing number of voters
the chancellor, 62, no longer appeared unas-
sailable.

Liberals across the Atlantic have hailed
Merkel as an anchor of stability and reason in a
year that saw Donald Trump elected as US presi-
dent, Britain vote to leave the EU and US-Russia
relations deteriorate to Cold War levels. 

Continued on Page 27
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KUWAIT: The price of Kuwaiti oil went down by
six cents to $51.87 per barrel on Friday after being
at $51.93 pb the day before,  said Kuwait
Petroleum Corporation (KPC) yesterday. At the
global market, the price of oil went down due to
the increase of US oil drilling rigs and platforms
by 525 units. —KUNA

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah yesterday exchanged
cables of congratulations with heads of Arab and
friendly countries on the advent of the new year
2017, wishing their countries stability, peace and
prosperity. —KUNA

KUWAIT: The Amiri Diwan on Friday issued the fol-
lowing statement: On behalf of His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and
Al-Sabah Family, the Amiri Diwan expresses grati-
tude to the citizens and residents who had
expressed condolences on demise of Shama Barakah
Obeid Abalhawaya, widow of the late Sheikh Salem
Al-Humoud Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. — KUNA

In Brief

Photo
o f  t h e  d a y

KUWAIT: Traditional dhows sail during the annual pearl diving trip held last summer. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Amir exchanges New Year
greetings with world leaders

Diwan thanks people
who expressed sorrow 

Kuwait oil price
down six cents

VIENNA: The date of January fifth, 2017
will be very significant as the world will
focus eyes on the implementation of the
decision by OPEC countries and other
major global players to reduce production
by about 1.8 million barrels per day (bpd).
Oil and economic expert Dr Bashir Aliyah
said that the decision, which took several
grand meetings to reach, will hopefully
lead to the constancy of the oil price after
years of instability.

The lack of agreement between con-
sumers and producers led to a sorrowful
situation which could have been avoided,
said Dr Aliyah who commended both par-
ties on finally reaching a settlement which
will hopefully recover the oil price to its
normal level. He also stressed that the US
decision to reduce its production of Shale
oil was a blessing for producers, otherwise,
the situation might have been much worse.

Ahead of the actual implementation of
the decision, the global market is witness-
ing a hopeful atmosphere which will surely
consolidate with the actual execution of
the production reduction, said the expert.

OPEC members agreed to cut down pro-
duction by 1.2 million barrels per day.  Non-
OPEC members also agreed to do the same,
cutting production by 600,000 bpd. Russia
alone will reduce its output by 300,000
bpd. — KUNA

World eyes execution of OPEC,
major states oil output reduction

KUWAIT: Organizers of the Horeca
2017 exhibition are putting the final
touches to host the event which takes
place on 16-18 of January
2017 at the Kuwait
International Fairground
in Mishref. On that regard,
Nabila Al-Anjeri, General
Manager of the event ’s
organizer Leaders Group,
said that the event is set
to include several activi-
ties, including the ‘Horeca
Cooking Club,’ which will
be a new platform that
contributes in investing in
Kuwaiti youth’s potentials,
and encouraging them to
start new lines of busi-
ness. “Hotel rooms’ capac-
ity in Kuwait is expected
to increase to over 10,000
within three years, while restaurants
are expected increase to over 5,000 in
the same period,” Anjeri stressed, not-
ing that Horeca is the perfect platform
to set special strategies and plans to
cope with this expansion. 

Meanwhile, Fatima Al-Hubail the
Horeca Cooking Club’s supervisor, said
that the exhibition visitors’ are on a
date to be amazed by what the club’s

team plans to showcase, including
new ideas and visions on learning
cooking skills. 

Hubail added that the
club aims at attracting
those eager for knowl-
edge and productivity as
well as giving participat-
ing young people oppor-
tunities to communicate
with raw material
importers as well as the
companies importing var-
ious cooking equipment.
“The club will be the base
of encouraging youth to
start mega projects and
businesses,” she added,
noting that some young
people might,  for
instance, excel in baking
cakes,  while others are

more experienced in desserts or cook-
ing, and might thus seek to start an
integrated project of a family business.

Horeca 2017 exhibition is organized
by Leaders Group in collaboration with
Hospitality Services Company, and
takes place under the patronage of
Minister of Information, State Minister
for Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah
Al-Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah.

Horeca Cooking Club
invests in Kuwaiti

youth’s potentials: Anjeri 

Nabila Al-Anjeri

The Central Bank of Kuwait

CBK: Money supply down 0.1% in Oct
KUWAIT: Money supply (M2) plummeted by
0.1 percent to KD 35.6 billion last October,
compared with the previous month, showed
recent statist ics of  the Central  Bank of
Kuwait (CBK). The private sector’s deposits at
local banks hiked by 0.6 percent to KD 31.1
billion in October, while deposits in foreign
currencies fell by 9.1 percent to KD 2.8 bil-
lion, thus bringing the private sector’s total
deposits to KD 34 billion, the CBK said in a
statistical report.

Local banks’ claims on the CBK, involving
CBK bonds and related Tawarruq, rose by 1.0

percent to KD 3.1 billion in October, while
local banks’ assets dipped by 0.9 percent to
KD 60 billion, it added. Local banks’ net for-
eign assets dwindled by 7.3 percent to KD 8.1
billion in October, as time deposits with the
CBK jumped by 69.4 percent to KD 1.1 billion
in the same month, according to the CBK’s
recent statistics.

Conventional investment companies’ total
assets dropped by 0.9 percent to KD 3.7 bil-
lion in October, as Islamic investment firms’
assets edged down by 0.  3 percent to KD 4.1
billion, bringing these companies’ total assets

to around KD 7.9 billion. The balance of uti-
lized cash credit facilities to residents fell by 2
percent to KD 34 billion in October, while
interest rate (return) on one-year treasury
bonds stood at 1.25 percent, the CBK added.

The financing of Kuwaiti imports (paid up)
nosedived by 1.8 percent to KD 276.6 million
in October, while the average US exchange
rate against KD was 302.5 fils, it noted. The
CBK’s total assets shot up by 11.4 percent to
KD 9.2 billion in October, and net foreign
assets went up by 11.6 percent to KD 8.8 bil-
lion, it added. — KUNA
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Happy New Year everyone and I hope that all
your wishes come true. I was trying to enjoy
the news, but I came across the report of a sad

incident involving a doctor at the Amiri Hospital was
allegedly attacked by a patient.

This is not the first time we read about such ugly
incidents, committed by people who I don’t think
deserve to be called patients for attacking a doctor
just because he did not prescribe him the drug he
wished for, did not like the service, was simply bored
from waiting too long or just because he thought he
could get away with it.

I believe that the repeated bad behaviors of peo-
ple against doctors at their workplace reflect the lack
of ethics and morality of the society. Moreover, it also
shows that doctors are not receiving the respect and
protection that they need at their workplace, and that
besides the fact that it encourages for further misbe-
havior.

A patient at the Amiri Hospital left his room and
headed to the office of Dr Ali Al-Alanda, the Director
of the hospital, and asked to be prescribed a prohibit-
ed medication. And while the doctor was explaining
to him the hospital’s regulations  about  this drug,
how it was dangerous and can’t be given without a
medical prescription, the patient became furious and
insisted on getting the drug. With the doctor’s refusal,
the man took a stick and attacked the doctor.

He broke the doctor’s arm before being taken back
to his room. I know some people may sympathy with
the attacker, but I don’t. I can’t even think that an ill
man can implement such a plan, in which he leaves
his room, starts a fight with a hospital official and
attacks him because he did not get what he wanted!
That man deserves jail and not a hospital room.  

Local media ran the news with several inquiries
about how long these chain of attacks against doctors
will continue. Not only is it a problem of brutality
committed by the public or patients, but such prac-
tices also reflect a negative image about Kuwait and
the Kuwaiti people in general. Please readers, don’t
think that all Kuwaitis are bad or abusers. These peo-
ple are only representing themselves, and not Kuwait
or Kuwaitis. 

I need to say here that I don’t think the attacker is a
real Kuwaiti. There is no way he is. Not every holder of
a Kuwaiti passport is a real Kuwaiti. With many people
carrying dual citizenship, such ill actions reflect who
they are as liars and forgers. Now, this man eventually
may be set free because of wasta (connections) if the
doctor ceded from his legal and human right of
respect as a doctor and an employee who got beaten
and insulted at his office and in front of everyone.  We
have a new Minister of Health now and hopefully this
incident will not pass easily without punishment.

I have spoken with some expat doctors and I find
some of them are really good and helpful, yet they
don’t feel comfortable about their workplace or the
public behaviors. The sad thing here is the role of the
public awareness and the culture, which fails to show
that doctors are not servants; instead they are there
to save lives and give support. How about the
Ministry of Health spreading this message among the
public? Doctors are not supposed to go to their work
with fear and anxiety from being attacked. They are
needed to save lives and give comfort. So, how can
they carry out their mission if they are  abused?! 

Local Spotlight

Doctors

under attack!
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ANKARA: Kuwait Red Crescent Society’s Chairman Dr Hilal Al-Sayer distributes relief
aid to the Syrian refugees in Turkey. — KUNA

Dr Hilal Al-Sayer participates in an activity oriented to the Syrian refugees in Turkey.

Dr Hilal Al-Sayer performs a surgical operation on a
Syrian refugee.

Dr Hilal Al-Sayer distributes gifts to Syrian refugees. Dr Hilal Al-Sayer poses with Syrian orphans.

ANKARA: A team of Kuwait Red Crescent Society (KRCS)
led by Chairman Dr Hilal Al-Sayer has been engaged in a
variety of activities to support refugees and displaced from
the war-ravaged neighboring country Syria.

The programed activities included hand-over of food
supplies to Syrians who have been relocated to the
province of Idlib, signing a number of cooperation accords
with Turkish and Qatari relief associations. The KRCS was
the first philanthropic association to reach the displaced in
the Idlib countryside and deliver relief aid to them, as part
of the campaign ‘Cry of Aleppo.’

The Kuwaiti society’s field team, in coordination with
the Qatari Red Crescent Society, has distributed 500 food
parcels, mattresses, child clothes and heating fuel to those
who have taken refuge in Idlib, fleeing Aleppo and other
regions in the country. The KRCS has dispatched 20 truck-
loads of humanitarian supplies, including mobile clinics,
from the border Turkish town of Gaziantep.

The wide-scale relief program included cooperation
accords, valued at $2.4 million, with the Qatari society, to
provide relief and medical supplies to Syrians in need,

three cooperation agreements, worth $390,000, with a
Turkish relief association in Calis for the same purpose, in
addition to another accord with the Turkish Red Crescent
in Gaziantep to examine relief  projects for Syrians who
came from eastern Aleppo.

Furthermore, the society has provided backing for an
orphanage house in Gaziantep. Dr Sayer himself had per-
sonally performed a surgery on a two-year-old Syrian child
in Hatay. The Kuwaiti relief team is pursuing activities in the
Syrian-Turkish border region, helping the refugees and
organizing delivery of much needed supplies to Syrians
struggling to survive.

Distinguished roles
On Friday, Dr Sayer extolled efforts by humanitarian

organizations aiming to aid the Syrians displaced from
eastern Aleppo. Speaking before of leaving Gaziantep air-
port in eastern Turkey, he said KRCS, Qatar Red Crescent
Society and Turkey’s IHH Humanitarian Relief Foundation
had played distinguished roles in providing humanitarian
aid to Syrians either inside or outside the country. KRCS

made a humanitarian example through offering aid to the
displaced Syrians that includes food, health services, fuel
for heating, children’s clothing and mobile clinics on a daily
basis, he added.

KRCS’ initiatives are contributing as much as possible to
alleviating the crisis of the Syrians displaced from Aleppo,
he noted, describing the crisis as “complicated and critical”
that requires cooperation amongst relief organizations. He
stressed that the “society will continue consulting with the
parties interested in the humanitarian crisis so to as pro-
vide aid to Syrians in order to put an end to the big human-
itarian disaster.”

Dr Sayer affirmed that the State of Kuwait under the
leadership of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah has been offering distinguished
efforts in the fields of humanitarian relief and healthcare
services aiming to help our brothers in Syria. He expressed
his appreciation to Kuwaiti donors for their donations that
helped all Syrian people who are in dire need of most basic
needs like food, means of heating and blankets for harsh
winter. — KUNA

Kuwaiti Red Crescent Society in

wide-scale action to relieve Syrians

ANKARA: The Syrian crisis, which is
entering its sixth year,  had been
plaguing the international commu-
nity due to the atrocities committed
during the ongoing war.  S ince
March of 2011, the raging conflict
resulted in a humanitarian catastro-
phe that led to the displacement
and expulsion of millions of Syrian
refugees who sought safe havens
within their own country, neighbor-
ing states, as well as Europe and
other parts of the world.

The GCC countries took a leading
role in providing humanitarian assis-
tance to the unfor tunate Syrian
refugees with Gulf States women
being on the frontline of relief aid
efforts. Women from the GCC bloc
had been part of numerous initia-
tives to provide relief aid material
and humanitarian assistance to
Syrian refugees in Turkey. Saudi vol-
unteer and activists Hawazen Al-
Zahran said that the presence of GCC
women citizens on the ground was
not a “strange thing,” affirming that
providing aid to the Syrian brothers
and sisters was an obligation that she
gladly carried out.

Voluntary work creates this social
bond among people that no other
form of human interaction could pro-
vide, stressed Al-Zahrani who added
that GCC societies always focused on
the importance of social solidarity.

With the majority of refugees
being children and women, it  is
important for GCC women volunteers
to be on the ground to provide them
with necessary assistance, said the
Saudi activists.  Though nothing
seems to be promising, these small
gestures towards the Syrians will
hopefully help in decreasing the suf-
fering of those affected by the gruel-
ing conflict in Syria. — KUNA

By Ben Garcia

KUWAIT: If you plan on buying large
amounts of fruits and vegetables this
New Year, Al-Forda Central Fruits and
Vegetables Market in Sulaibiyah, near
Kabd, is probably the best place to go.
Since the market is a place for whole-
sale/retail activities, the prices are
expectedly much cheaper as com-
pared to other markets. About ten
pieces of fresh cob corn were sold to
this reporter for KD1, while the same
quantity is sold for up to KD3 in super-
markets, if not more. The bags of
onions are sold from half dinar to KD3
per sack. Cauliflower is sold at 750 fils
per bundle, and if you ask for a dis-
count, you could ultimately take it
home for as low as 500 fils.

“The key to getting your desired
price in Al-Forda is to negotiate,” said
Iftikar, a Pakistani regular customer
buying fruits and veggies at the mar-

ket. “You can ask even half of the price
and most of the time [the seller] will
give you the discount especially if you
are buying in bulk.” 

Tomatoes weighing between sev-
en and eight kilograms are only sold
at KD1, while in the supermarket it is
sold for a much higher cost ranging
between 400-500 fils per kilogram.
Most of the fruits and vegetables
being sold in Al-Forda are from neigh-
boring countries like Saudi Arabia,
Jordan and Lebanon. There is current-
ly an oversupply of bell peppers,
which dropped their prices to KD1 per
box, probably the cheapest item in Al-
Forda. “Yes, I heard from the supplier
that we have abundance of those so it
is cheaper,” said Rajish, an Indian fresh
produce vendor at Al-Forda Market.
“We have many of the product from
Kuwait and also from Saudi Arabia, so
it is cheaper.” 

Oranges and apples are also sold

per box, and they are much cheaper
compared to the prices you would see
in the supermarkets. Oranges and
apples are sold at KD2 per box, and
each box weighs more than five kilo-
grams. Supplies of fruits and vegeta-
bles are abundant. And while there
are some intermittent shortages of
certain items, the reaction would only
be reflected in the prices. Nowadays,
fruit vendors say that they are regular-
ly getting supplies from new Asian
suppliers such as Thailand and India.
“Before, we used to get many supplies
from Syria, but because of the war
there, we are getting other sources,
mostly from neighboring countries,”
Rajish told Kuwait Times. US and other
European countries also regularly sup-
ply some needed fruits and vegeta-
bles to Kuwait, but those products can
mostly be found in some high-end
supermarkets in Kuwait, and under-
standably, they are costly.ANKARA: The Tarahum volunteering team poses for a group photo. — KUNA

Saudi volunteer and activists Hawazen Al-Zahran poses for a picture with
some Syrian refugees.

GCC women contribute to aid

efforts for Syrians in Turkey

Al-Forda Market best destination for

fruits, vegetables at bargain prices

KUWAIT: A wide variety of fruits and vegetables put on display at Al-Forda Market. — Photos by Ben Garcia
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Special Report

"Customers were calling me regarding the project
that we stopped, as it was not profitable. The company
operated for about six years with total loss, and one of
the main reasons for its losses was that it was collecting
the waste for free from houses. At that time, the price of
metals was high, but after the financial crisis in 2008,
the government issued decisions banning exporting
metals abroad, except under certain strict conditions.
This made the price of metal drop, and the ministry of
commerce froze prices," Essa explained. 

"For instance, in the past if an old refrigerator was
placed in the street, it would immediately disappear,
while today, nobody wants it. In the past, prices were
about five times higher than today. This has also reduced
the theft of manhole covers, as they're not worth any-
thing anymore, and will only fetch KD 2 today," he said.

Long cycle
According to him, the recycling process is a long

cycle that starts from the consumer and ends with him
again using the recycled object. "If somebody has an
old glass cup and doesn't want it, he can give it away for
recycling, and after it is recycled, another person will
buy it. This is if we have a factory for recycling this mate-
rial, otherwise it will be exported," Essa stated.

In a small country like Kuwait, there aren't factories
for recycling all kinds of materials. "When the compa-
nies were operating, there were various buyers inside
and outside Kuwait, which encouraged competition.
But the Ministry of Commerce later issued a regulation
banning the export of metals, so two local factories
fixed prices, which were high and not profitable. So it's
not a good business for companies to work in," he
pointed out. 

Kuwait is not an attractive environment for invest-
ments in recycling. "This industry is facing a danger of

completely disappearing. The government's proposal of
realizing a public-private partnership (PPP) project for
producing energy from recycled waste is yet to be real-
ized. But this will kill the business of recycling factories
that run on this waste as their only source," warned Essa.

The recycle process goes through multiple stages.
"Some companies sift out materials from the waste col-
lected by the municipality and deliver it to the recycling
factory. We are all part of the process. The consumer can
also separate waste, and the company will take and
clean it, then deliver it to the recycling factory. Without
the middlemen, this process will not be complete,"
highlighted Essa.

Various obstacles
Some kinds of waste need to be in a certain quantity

to be recycled. "The population of Kuwait is very small
to have a factory for recycling electronics. We can't be
sure that the costly factory will collect enough electron-
ic waste for the recycling process. Also, recycling facto-
ries fear new regulations that could limit their business,
such as the regulation on banning the export of metals,"
he said.   

Ninety percent of the resources of recycling factories
come from landfills. "If the project for using waste for
generating electricity is realized, factories and compa-
nies working in this industry will lose their resources
and shut down. This project was proposed in the past
and wasn't realized, but recently, the government pro-
posed it again. It's a one-billion-dinar project. I don't
think it's a great project, as plastic recycling will be most
affected," Essa said.   

'Recycle Kuwait'
Essa is currently the general manager of Safya

International Import and Export Company and is work-
ing on 'Recycle Kuwait' - a project that was launched a
year ago. "Over 100 clients deal with this project, who
pay KD 80 annually for the company to take recyclable
material from their homes. This waste includes metal
products such as microwave ovens and refrigerators,
paper, plastic, glass and used frying oil. I pick this waste
weekly," he noted.  

This shows that awareness is rising in the society.
"People are now more aware of environmental prob-
lems, and the increasing number of diseases that
spread in the community. They know that our lifestyle is
not healthy, including our food. These clients are
thoughtful people, and they usually eat organic food,
practice sports and strive to improve the environment,"
noted Essa.

"In my opinion, there shouldn't be landfills, and 95
percent of waste should be recycled. Even food can be
converted into organic fertilizer that can be used for
agriculture, instead of wasting money on transporting it
with all the foul smell. There are special machines for
this type of recycling, which convert it immediately. And
if people don't want to buy it, they can recycle it them-
selves, but this will take about a month. This organic fer-
tilizer is liquid and can be used to improve agriculture
or can be mixed with sewage to clean it. As there is no
law regulating the recycling process, people are not
obliged to use such machines, which if used will save
both the public budget spent on waste and the envi-
ronment as well," he added. 

Waste is mainly of three categories: Recyclable, non-
recyclable, and hazardous, out of which recyclable
waste forms the majority. "We may have concerns about
what to do with expired drugs, but we are now working
on this issue to find a solution. Hazardous waste
includes lamps and batteries, as these contain danger-
ous materials. We need to treat it and not bury it.
Currently, we only collect recyclable waste, but we aim
to become a solution provider for the rest of the waste
in the future," concluded Essa. 

Recycle factory owner believes 95%
of waste in Kuwait can be recycled

'Recycle Kuwait' takes recyclable material from 100+ homes

By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: Recycling is not very popular in Kuwait, but there are people who believe it is important to preserve our environment.
Shakir Al-Essa has been working in this field since 2007. He first worked in a company that ran a factory recycling metal, and
another that recycled plastic. But the company closed down, as it couldn't sustain its operations. "I worked at that company for
about 11 years. In 2007, I started a project of collecting recyclable household and office waste, such as paper, plastic and metal.
Later, about six or seven years, other companies were founded, but each of them only focused on one material. With time, all these
companies shut down, and the last of them was the one I worked for, in 2013," he told Kuwait Times.

Shakir Al-Essa

Labels distributed by
‘Recycle Kuwait’ project
workers to be placed on

recyclable material.

Waste collected by Safya
International Import and
Export Company for recy-
cling.

Customers were calling me
regarding the project that we

stopped, as it was not profitable

In the past, prices
were about five times

higher than today

Banning exporting 
metal abroad made the 

price of metal drop

• This industry is facing a danger
of completely disappearing

• The population of Kuwait is
very small to have a factory
for recycling electronics

•  People are now more aware of
environmental problems
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Irecently attended the seventh congress of the  ‘Fatah’
movement, one of the oldest Palestinian factions that
is currently headed by President of the Palestinian

Authority Mahmoud Abbas. My participation came after
I received an invitation from the movement to attend
the congress, along with a group of parliamentarians,
intellectuals and parties in support of human rights and
backing the Palestinian cause. I was accompanied by
Abdallah Al-Naibari and Dr Shafiq Al-Ghabra from
Kuwait. The visit required going to Jordan and getting
through the occupied territories to reach the congress
hall in Ramallah. It is a beautiful town, well known to
Kuwaitis before its occupation in 1967, when families
used to spend the summer there. Now, it is the adminis-
trative city of the Palestinian Authority.

Lectures were held about the future of the struggle
and its nature, in addition to field trips to see the painful
reality and hear stories about the cause of people that
struggled and still struggle to get their legitimate rights.
I visited Bethlehem, Nablus, and also Hebron where the
Ibrahimi Mosque is located. I saw the building of Israeli
settlements that expand in front of every Arab city and
village, also the electrified security barriers and the inhu-

mane separation wall. We heard stories about official
and popular roles the State of Kuwait is playing, and the
necessity to overcome all hurdles and obstacles that
affected relations.

Kuwait’s popular speech at the conference was spon-
taneous and reflected a Kuwaiti-Palestinian relationship
that was affected during the Iraqi Invasion, and was
restored officially and popularly through initiatives by all
parties. It left something in all those who attended the
conference, particularly those who lived in Kuwait, and
we listened to supporting speeches from free people
around the world.

We saw the suffering in how citizens are steadfast
towards settlement and organized action by a wanton
and oppressive power that supersedes any description,
as seeing with your own eyes is different from looking at
pictures in the media. This trip remains a link among the
links of moral support of people to keep their steadfast-
ness, and also to intensify and focus on events in occu-
pied Palestine and all regions, as well as war and
destruction being witnessed by the Arab and Muslim
worlds. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

By Dr Mohammad Al-Abdeljader
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Crime
R e p o r t

Embezzlement

A citizen working for the Ministry of Utilities was
recently arrested for embezzling a fortune by collect-
ing ministry fees in cash and not depositing them to
the ministry’s treasury, said security sources. They
noted that the suspect usually targeted big compa-
nies, adding that a person grew suspicious of his
demand to do the payments in cash, and reported
the matter, which led to the suspect’s arrest. 

Search for harassers

A female citizen reported that someone was follow-
ing her around a Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh shopping mall,
and then followed her to her vehicle and forced her
to take his mobile phone’s number, said security
sources, noting that a case was filed and the suspect
is being summoned. Separately, a female citizen in
her thir ties reported that someone had been
harassing her by calls through which he kept flirting
with her, said security sources, noting that the girl
provided the police with the caller ’s number.
Further investigations are in progress. 

Fatal crash

Two citizens were recently killed after they lost control
over their vehicle and it collided into a truck along
Nuwaiseeb highway, according to investigations.
Separately, three citizens sustained various injuries when
two vehicles collided together along Damascus street,
said security sources. 

Cross-dresser caught

A male citizen dressed as a woman and wearing a wig
was recently arrested in Salmiya, said security sources. 

Home robbery

A GCC national reported that unidentified robbers
stole contents of his Jahra apartment, including a
safe containing KD 25,000 in cash, said security
sources. A case was filed and further investigations
are in progress. In other news, a citizen reported that
unidentified robbers had stolen the contents of his
Abdali camp, said security sources. Meanwhile, a
Filipino man reported that his mobile phone was
stolen at a barber shop in Jabriya while he was hav-
ing a haircut, said security sources. 

Fugitives detained

A Saudi suspect managed to escape after he was briefly
left alone while being transported from Sulaibiya police
station to the attorney general’s office. He was later
ambushed outside a relative’s house in Jahra and placed
under arrest, security sources said. In a separate case, a
citizen wanted for a KD 14,000 financial claim was recent-
ly arrested at a checkpoint in Sulaibikhat. — Translated
by Kuwait Times

Al-Qabas

Development
Why did MP Osama Al-Shaheen feel bad

about seeing a Christmas tree at Dasma Co-
op Society? Why did the government, repre-

sented by the Minister of Social Affairs and Labor,
immediately react to his demands and order the
removal of the tree just like any trash gets removed
off of streets? The land on which the co-op society is
built is government property. 

Upon a complaint made by MP Osama Al-
Shaheen had asked the minister to remove the tree
and she immediately responded! It is the same MP
who said during his election campaign that he
believes that all freedom of expression and the rule
of the law cases in Kuwait are ok, as we do not have
any midnight visitors or human right violations. 

Shaheen represents the nation of which some
individuals put a plastic tree at the co-op society.
And since his powers include removing major dam-
age or threats from the ‘nation’s co-ops,’ and since the
government and minister’s duty include responding
to MPs to set things straight, this is how major reform
is done. This is how we get rid of worries about immi-
nent economic disasters. Let us not get lost into too
much detail about the major priorities of an MP in
the new youth parliament. But let me ask again: why
did that plastic Christmas tree cause so much psy-
chological harm to the lawmaker or to his voters?
Why did the minister immediately respond and feel
sorry for hurting the lawmaker’s feelings and, thus,
removed the tree from government property just the
same way the government uprooted some citizens
and withdrew their citizenships on grounds that it
had made a mistake on granting those people citi-
zenships in the first place a long time ago? Or even
the same way it deprives them of freedom of expres-
sion and jails them over a simple tweet or opinion
that violates the law?  Keep in mind that we are in a
state ruled by laws!

Once more, why did that plastic tree hurt the MP’s
feelings? That tree did not prevent him from per-
forming his religious rituals and did not distract him
from practicing his freedom of religion. That tree was
not behind the fall in oil prices. It did not overburden
citizens nor did it stop the great economic, health
and educational reforms led by the new government
with participation from the minister who removed
the tree! 

Why that particular tree that might be trivial in
itself  but represents a particular occasion? It was
actually the shape of a tree and not a real one. Why
does such a plastic mold keep the MP, the ministers
and the people preoccupied? 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

The MP’s tree 
and the minister

By Hassan Al-Essa 

Al-Jarida

Scenes in Ramallah

KUWAIT: Senior Risk Model Analyst, Risk Quantitative
Analytics at Kuwait Finance House (KFH) Abdul Rahman Al-
Duaij has been awarded the prestigious Mansion House
Scholarship by the Lord Mayor of London, Alderman Dr
Andrew Parmley. The scholarship in business and finance
has been granted to Duaij after successfully passing the
required interviews under the supervision of an arbitration
panel at the British embassy in Kuwait in presence of Head
of Training at the Institute of Banking Studies. This confirms
the competencies and the proficiency levels of KFH’s
national manpower. 

All local banks participated in this scholarship, yet Duaij
managed to win and represent KFH and the Kuwaiti bank-
ing sector in London. This prestigious award opens new
horizons for further educational attainment in the banking
industry. It equips scholars with skills and tools that can be
properly utilized, thus optimally translated into fruitful
practices in the bank.

Duaij will join one of the specialized program within the
framework of the Mansion House scholarship during the
year 2017. He can obtain several advantages that serve in
honing his skills and increasing his experience and compe-
tency as he can have special access to Mansion House
where he can be introduced to the latest developments in
the business and finance sector. 

Meanwhile, Executive Manager Talent Management at
KFH Imad Mirza affirmed that selecting Al-Duaij for this pres-
tigious scholarship reflects the unremitting efforts of the
training and development of human resources at the bank,
indicating the bank’s keenness to provide all tools needed
for employees to achieve success. This contributes in

improving the productivity and efficiency of employees. He
added that KFH works tirelessly to beat odds and pave the
way for its most valuable asset, the employees, to achieve
further success and excellence in their career.

Meanwhile, Duaij extended his thanks and gratitude to
KFH for this support, indicating KFH has added to him a lot
of experience and skills since he joined the bank in 2011.
He underlined the importance of this scholarship in hon-
ing his skills, noting that the programs of the scholarships
will allow him to experience business networking oppor-

tunities that can be utilized for the interest of the bank. He
reiterated that he will do his best to complete the pro-
grams with outstanding results that reflect the flagship
status of the bank.

Abdul Rahman Al-Duaij Imad Mirza

KFH employee awarded ‘Mansion House’
Scholarship by the Lord Mayor of London

Kuwaiti citizen killed in
robbery at Saudi desert

KUWAIT: An Egyptian chef was recently arrested in
Saudi Arabia for murdering and robbing a Kuwaiti citi-
zen who had gone camping at the Debdebah desert in
Saudi Arabia,  said security sources.  The sources
explained that the citizen had gone ahead of his friends,
selected the camp’s site, pitched the tents, hired the
chef in order to serve the group during the camping
period and sent the location to his friends. The sources
added that taking advantage of being alone with the
man in the middle of nowhere, the chef hit the citizen
with a metal object, killing him, and stole away his mon-
ey and vehicle. Arriving to the camp, the citizen’s
nephew found his uncle dead and reported the case to
Saudi authorities, who managed to arrest the culprit. 

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Red Crescent
Society (KRCS) recently honored
Kuwait International Bank (KIB) with
the tit le ‘Friend of Humanity ’,  in
recognition of the Bank’s exemplary
commitment to supporting humani-
tarian and social causes.  

This recognition came in an affir-
mation of the key role KIB plays in
supporting KRCS and its many initia-
tives, in line with the strategic part-
nership between the two entities. Dr
Abdulrahman Mohammed Al-Aoun,
General Manager at KRCS, presented
the honor to KIB’s Chairman, Sheikh
Mohammed Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah, laud-
ing the Bank’s unwavering dedica-
tion to its leading social responsibili-
ty program. 

Jarrah said: “KIB has always sought
to support social and humanitarian
programs that strive to affect real
positive change in our community,
driven by our deep-rooted commit-
ment to social responsibility and
motivated by our core values as an
Islamic financial institution. Within
this vein, we continuously seek to
collaborate with various civil society
organizations across Kuwait - includ-
ing KRCS, which has become one of
our key strategic partnerships.” 

Jarrah further added: “KIB has
always been a keen advocate of
KRCS, as we believe that it is truly
Kuwait’s ambassador to the world.
By spearheading numerous humani-
tarian programs and projects, and
diligently working to support those
in need around the globe, KRCS con-
tinues to be the embodiment of
Kuwait’s dedication to its humanitari-
an mission.”  

“We are immensely proud of our

par tnership with KRCS, as it  has
become a trusted and respected
humanitarian organization renowned
worldwide for its commitment to its
altruistic vision; providing assistance
to the most vulnerable people affect-
ed by social conflicts, wars or natural
disasters - without discriminating
against any human being on the
basis of nationality, gender, color,
race, religion or political beliefs,” con-
cluded Jarrah.

KIB named ‘Friend of Humanity’
by Kuwait Red Crescent Society



BEIRUT: Russia is pushing for a UN Security Council vote
yesterday to support the ceasefire it helped broker in
Syria, where the truce remained largely intact on its sec-
ond day despite sporadic clashes. Moscow says it wants
the United Nations to be involved in peace talks between
Damascus and rebels in Kazakhstan in January, although
the UN is negotiating its own separate peace efforts.

Rebel supporter Turkey and key regime ally Russia,
which brokered the truce, say the talks in the Kazakh
capital Astana aim to supplement UN-backed peace
efforts, rather than replace them. They want to involve
regional players like Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and
Jordan. Russia’s UN ambassador Vitaly Churkin voiced
hope that the council would vote on the draft resolution-
which also endorses the planned talks in Kazakhstan-
”and adopt it unanimously”.

Diplomats however said they did not see how a quick
UN weekend vote could occur as the resolution needed
to be “seriously studied” and hinted Russia might be
hard-pressed to muster the nine votes needed for it to
pass. Washington is conspicuously absent from the new
process, but Moscow has said it hoped to bring US

President-elect Donald Trump’s administration on board
once he takes office in January.

The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, a British-
based monitor of the war, said that most of the country
remained calm yesterday.

But limited clashes continued in some areas including
Wadi Barada near Damascus and the southern city of
Daraa where one opposition fighter was killed. The fight-
ing in Wadi Barada has led to water shortages that have
affected four million people in the capital, with the two
sides trading blame.

Observatory director Rami Abdel Rahman said that
five rebel fighters were killed on Friday in the opposi-
tion bastion of Eastern Ghouta near Damascus and in
Wadi Barada where helicopters carried out raids on
rebel positions.

A civilian was also killed by regime sniper fire in
Eastern Ghouta while another died in shelling in Wadi
Barada, he said. The forces in Wadi Barada include former
Al-Qaeda affiliate Fateh al-Sham Front, previously known
as Al-Nusra Front, which Syria’s government says is
excluded from the ceasefire.

‘Real opportunity’ 
Syria’s government and its ally Iran have both wel-

comed the ceasefire deal. Damascus called it a “real
opportunity” to find a political solution to the war, which
has killed more than 310,000 people since it began in
March 2011 with protests against the regime of President
Bashar Al-Assad.

Despite being left out of the process, Washington
described the truce as “positive”. Analysts were cautious
but said the involvement of Russia, Iran and Turkey could
be impor tant.  Sam Heller,  fel low at  The Centur y
Foundation, said there was “real interest and urgency”
from Moscow and Ankara, but expressed doubts about
whether Tehran and Damascus were on board.

“All indications are that Iran and the regime want to
continue towards a military conclusion,” he said.

Talks in Astana 
Russian President Vladimir Putin said Friday he would

now reduce Moscow’s military contingent in Syria, which
has been fighting to bolster the government since last
year. But he added Russia would continue to fight “terror-
ism” and maintain its support for President Bashar Al-
Assad’s government.

Despite backing opposite sides in the conflict, Turkey
and Russia have worked increasingly closely on Syria,
brokering a deal this month to allow the evacuation of
tens of thousands of civilians and rebel fighters from
Aleppo. Their ceasefire deal calls for negotiations over a
political solution to end the conflict that has killed more
than 310,000 people and forced millions to flee.

UN peace envoy Staffan de Mistura has said he hoped
the agreement would “pave the way for productive talks”,
but also reiterated he wants negotiations mediated by
his office to continue next year. In an interview published
yesterday, de Mistura said a UN resolution that foresees a
political transition in Syria was also still on the table,
although the focus had shifted following territorial gains
by the regime.

“We now have before us another scenario: a negotia-
tion between the Assad regime and the rebels,” he told
the Italian daily Corriere della Sera. The Security Council
held closed-door consultations on the Russian-proposed
resolution early Friday and Moscow later amended the
draft at the request of several member states.

The latest version of the resolution, a copy of which
was seen by AFP, includes a reference to the talks being
led by de Mistura.

Violations 
Syrian rebel groups said yesterday they would consid-

er a ceasefire deal brokered by Russia and Turkey “null
and void” if the Damascus government’s forces and their
allies continued to violate it.

Russia, which supports Syrian President Bashar al-

Assad, has urged the United Nations to give its blessing
to the fragile ceasefire, the third truce this year seeking
to end nearly six years of war in Syria.

Clashes and air strikes have persisted in some areas
since the ceasefire began on Friday, though the Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights, a monitoring group,
said on Saturday the truce was still largely holding.
“Continued violations by the regime and bombard-
ment and attempts to attack areas under the control of
the revolutionary factions will make the agreement
null and void,” a statement signed by a number of rebel
groups said.

The statement said government forces and their allies
including Lebanese Hezbollah had been trying to press
advances, particularly in an area northwest of Damascus
in the rebel-held Wadi Barada valley. The Observatory,
which is based in Britain, said government forces and the
rebels had clashed on Saturday in Wadi Barada.

Rebels say the army is seeking to recapture the area,
where a major spring provides most of Damascus’s water
supplies.  Several people were killed in violence there on
Friday, the Observatory said.

Blasts from government shellfire were also heard in
the southern provinces of Quneitra and Deraa, the
Observatory said. — Agencies
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Russia seeks UN backing for Syria truce 
Rebels say ceasefire ‘void’ if violations persist

ATHENS: Syrian refugee Fatima Slu (5) and her brother Banken (6) whose family fled from Aleppo look out from their family’s shelter during a snowfall at the Ritsona, Greece refugee camp about 86 kilometers
(53 miles) north of Athens on Friday. — AP

Trump tweets 
backhanded New

Year’s greetings to
his ‘many enemies’

WASHINGTON: Donald Trump sent New Year ’s
greetings to his “many enemies” in a backhanded
tweet yesterday in which he gloated over his politi-
cal conquests. 
“Happy New Year to all, including to my many enemies
and those who have fought me and lost so badly they
just don’t know what to do. Love!” the US president-
elect wrote.

The message on Twitter, Trump’s preferred mode of
communication, caps a year in which he overcame
long odds to vanquish 16 other Republicans vying to
become the party’s White House nominee.

He then upended Democrat Hillary Clinton in last
month’s general election her formidable political
machine and bigger campaign coffers notwithstand-
ing in a shock election upset. 

Trump takes the oath of office on January 20, when
he will become the 45th US president. —AFPDAMASCUS: Syrians walk past a destroyed building in the rebel-held town of Douma, on the eastern outskirts of

Damascus on Friday on the first day of a nationwide truce. — AFP
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SADA, Iraq: The earth shook three times with
the impact of air strikes targeting Islamic State
positions north of Mosul. Only then did the Iraqi
troops assembled on the edge of the small farm-
ing village advance. The army had gathered on
Friday afternoon in a muddy street that showed
signs of heavy fighting with the jihadists from a
day earlier: store fronts shorn off, electricity
poles pulled down, bullet casings carpeting the
ground. A rooftop sentinel kept watch.

The Iraqis’ tan-coloured Humvees, reinforced
with steel plates around the wheels to guard
against sniper fire, were dwarfed by four MRAPs
(mine-resistant ambush-protected vehicles)
manned by US military advisers. The second
phase of the operation to retake Mosul, Islamic
State’s last major stronghold in Iraq, began on
Thursday after several weeks of deadlock in the
most complex operation in the country since the
2003 US-led invasion.

Conventional US forces deploying more
extensively in this phase are now visible very
close to the front lines. They are backing Iraq’s
army, federal police and counter-terrorism serv-
ice (CTS), whose levels of training and experi-
ence vary widely. Since the offensive began 10
weeks ago, CTS punched into Mosul from the
east and took a quarter of the city, but regular
army troops like those in Sada have made slower
progress advancing from the north and south,
slowing the operation.GLGL

Meanwhile, two elite Iraqi units linked up in
Mosul yesterday and will form a joint front to
advance westward against the Islamic State
group, officers said.

The Rapid Response Division reached the
northern edge of Al-Intisar neighborhood, while
the Counter-Terrorism Service (CTS) advanced to
the southern side of the adjoining Al-Quds area.

The two neighborhoods are located on the
eastern side of Mosul, where security forces have
retaken multiple areas from IS, but the city’s
west is still completely in jihadist hands.

“God willing, Al-Intisar neighborhood is com-
pletely liberated,” Brigadier General Mahdi
Abbas Abdullah, the commander of the Rapid
Response Division’s 2nd Brigade, told AFP.

“We will become one front” and will advance
“towards the river,” he said, referring to the Tigris,
which divides Mosul in two. Lieutenant Colonel
Athir Al-Basri of Rapid Response also confirmed
its forces and those from CTS had reached the
same main street that divides Al-Intisar and Al-
Quds. Iraqi forces launched the massive opera-
tion to retake Mosul on October 17, eventually
pushing into the city from the east. On
Wednesday, Iraqi forces announced the “second
phase” of the battle for the eastern side of the
city, marking the start of a new round of inten-
sive fighting after progress had previously
slowed to a crawl.

Iraqi Prime Minister Haider Al-Abadi had
pledged Mosul would be retaken by year’s end.

Earlier in the week, Abadi said the country
would need three months to eliminate IS-still an
ambitious timeline given that it would mean
retaking Mosul, clearing the jihadists out of
western territory they hold, and eliminating
sleeper cells in government-controlled areas.

Advance
Western officials from a coalition providing

air support, training and advice to the Iraqi mili-
tary have hailed the recovery of the army and
police, which dropped their weapons and fled
Islamic State’s blitz across a third of the country
in 2014 despite billions of dollars in US support.

“They don’t have to be as good as us, they

just have to be better than Daesh,” one US mili-
tary official told Reuters earlier this year, using
an Arabic acronym for Islamic State. That margin-
al advantage, though, means the Mosul cam-
paign is likely to drag on for many months and
could wreak significant destruction.

During earlier battles like the one in Ramadi a
year ago, coalition officials said they often had to
prod the Iraqis to advance rather than wait for
aerial bombardment to eliminate all enemy posi-
tions. The Iraqi commanders in Sada huddled
with the Americans for a few minutes on Friday,
and after the third air strike piled into their vehi-
cles. Half a dozen Humvees charged ahead, fir-
ing mounted machine guns and a rocket-pro-
pelled grenade. As the sound of gunfire pierced
the clear blue sky, the US vehicles followed them
down the road and appeared to establish over-
watch positions in an adjacent field.

“The Americans came this morning. They are
for guidance and direction only,” said one Iraqi
soldier, a bandoleer hanging around his shoul-
ders. “They don’t enter combat. They will turn
and have our backs.” Behind the Americans came
a dozen more Iraqi Humvees, some of whose
occupants fired wildly as they advanced. One
soldier standing in the bed of a military truck
lost balance and nearly tumbled out when the
vehicle lurched forward.

Army officers said intelligence suggested
about 30 Islamic State fighters were holed up
inside the village with two car bombs and a
truck bomb and were using tunnels between
houses and into agricultural areas to furtively
resupply or launch attacks. Inside Sada,
reporters saw the bodies of a dozen Islamic State
fighters the army said were killed in earlier clash-
es. A soldier held up the severed head of one, an
expression of shock still on its face. — Agencies

MOSUL: Internally displaced people flee fighting between Iraqi forces and Islamic State militants in the Quds neighborhood of Mosul on
Friday. —AP

Caution marks Iraqi army 
advance against jihadists

Two elite Iraqi units join Mosul advance

BEIRUT: Its slogan was “the voice of the voice-
less”, but after four decades the prestigious
Lebanese daily As-Safir published its final issue
Saturday amid a crisis in the country’s print
media. A front-page editorial entitled “The
nation without As-Safir” said the paper had
“become exhausted... but we continue to see
some light on the horizon of the profession.”

Founded one year before the start of
Lebanon’s 1975-1990 civil war, As-Safir was
known for its pan-Arab outlook and opposi-
tion to American policy in the Middle East. It
gave a platform to some of the Arab world’s
leading intellectual and artistic voices, includ-
ing Palestinian national poet Mahmoud
Darwish.

In March, founder and editor-in-chief Talal
Salman announced that the paper,  also
known for its support for the Shiite militant
group Hezbollah and the Syrian regime,
would be closing.  “We’ve run out of funds and
we’re desperately looking for a partner to
finance the paper,” he told AFP at the time.

Salman blamed Lebanon’s political stale-
mate and internal divisions exacerbated by
the war in neighboring Syria. As print media
around the world struggle to adapt to the dig-
ital age, Lebanese papers have also faced a
slump in funding from rival regional powers.
During the 1975-1990 Lebanese civil war,
Libya’s Moamer Kadhafi, I raq’s Saddam
Hussein and the Palestine Liberation

Organization’s Yasser Arafat were key finan-
ciers. As-Safir acted as the voice of Arab
nationalists and defenders of the Palestinian
cause while its rival An-Nahar stood for
Lebanese pluralism. After the war, Saudi,
Qatari and Iranian money took over, but today
even Riyadh’s vast coffers are running dry.

Financial hardships have also hit An-Nahar.
On Friday it told 40 employees not to turn up
to work from January until its money situation
was resolved, an employee told AFP.

The paper  has  not  pa id  sa lar ies  for
almost 15 months.  The Lebanese journal-
ists’ union said print media, the “national
memory of Lebanon”, was facing a “major
national crisis”. — AFP

CAIRO: Egyptian authorities yeterday start-
ed handing the remains of those killed in
the crash of EgyptAir flight 804 to their
families, the airline said.

The Airbus A320 had been flying from
Paris to Cairo on May 19 when it crashed
into the southeast Mediterranean killing all
66 on board, including 40 Egyptians and 15
French nationals.

EgyptAir said yesterday it had begun
“overseeing the handover of the remains of
the MS804 plane crew members” to their
families. Officials will start handing over the
Egyptian passengers’ remains on Sunday
and the bodies of French passengers and
other nationalities will follow, it said, with-
out specifying a timeline. The airliner had
been carrying two Iraqis, two Canadians
and one passenger each from Algeria,
Belgium, Britain, Chad, Portugal, Saudi
Arabia and Sudan.

Egypt ’s aviation ministry said on
December 15 that traces of explosives were

found on victims’ remains. France’s air safe-
ty agency said it was not possible to deter-
mine what caused the crash but aviation
experts have said there is little chance that
a mechanical fault was responsible.

The plane only entered service in 2003,
making it relatively new for an aircraft that
tends to have an operational life of 30 to 40
years.

Investigators determined that a fire
broke out in or near the cockpit before the
plane crashed between Crete and the coast
of northern Egypt. The disaster came as
Cairo was still investigating the October
2015 crash of a Russian passenger plane
filled with tourists flying home over the
Sinai peninsula. The Islamic State jihadist
group claimed responsibility for bombing
the Airbus A321 that crashed soon after
takeoff from a Sinai resort, killing all 224
passengers and crew.

There has been no such claim linked to
May’s EgyptAir crash. —AFP

CAIRO: An Egyptian appeals court yes-
terday upheld an agreement to give con-
trol of two islands in the Red Sea to Saudi
Arabia, providing a boost for the govern-
ment in a case that has prompted rare
street protests. The territorial deal,
announced in April, caused public uproar
among many Egyptians who said the
uninhabited islands of Tiran and Sanafir
belonged to their country.

The case has become a source of ten-
sion with Saudi Arabia, which has provid-
ed billions of dollars of aid to Egypt but
recently halted fuel shipments amid
deteriorating relations. Last week, the
Egyptian government approved the deal
to hand over the islands and sent it to
parliament for ratification, despite the
legal dispute over the plan.

On Saturday, the appeals court in
Cairo upheld a verdict by a lower court
that annulled a ruling by the administra-

tive court, which had said the agreement
to hand over the islands was void, judi-
cial sources said. The administrative court
had said the agreement violated Egypt’s
constitution, which prohibits giving away
any part of Egyptian territory to another
country. A more senior tribunal, the high-
er administrative court, is due to issue a
verdict on Jan. 16. Tiran and Sanafir are in
the narrow entrance to the Gulf of Aqaba
leading to Jordan and Israel.

Saudi and Egyptian officials say the
islands belong to Saudi Arabia and were
only under Egyptian control because
Riyadh asked Cairo in 1950 to protect
them. Many Egyptians reject the gov-
ernment argument, accusing it of sell-
ing part of their homeland. Lawyers
who oppose the handover say Cairo’s
sovereignty over the islands dates to a
1906 treaty, before Saudi Arabia was
founded. — Reuters

MAIDUGURI, Nigeria: Boko Haram’s
leader has declared in a new video that he
is alive, denying Nigerian government
claims that his Islamic extremist group has
been crushed. President Muhammadu
Buhari said last week that soldiers had
driven Boko Haram from its last forest
enclave in the northeast, boasting “the ter-
rorists are on the run, and no longer have a
place to hide.”

In a video posted on YouTube, Abubakar
Shekau announced: “I am here, well and
alive” and that “the battle is just beginning.”
He urged his followers, in graphic terms, to
continue the campaign.

Nigeria’s military has claimed to have
killed Shekau at least three times, and earli-
er this year declared he had been fatally
wounded. This week, the army said it seized
Shekau’s Quran in the Sambisa Forest
assault - wanting to indicate he was on the
run. Each time such claims are made, the
Boko Haram leader reappears in a video to
mock them.

In the latest, posted on YouTube on
Dec 29, he reiterates that “our mission is

to establish an Is lamic cal iphate” in
Nigeria - whose 180 million people are
divided almost equally between mainly
Muslims in the north and a predominantly
Christian south.

In the video, Shekau does not mention
some 200 schoolgirls kidnapped from a
school in Chibok town who were believed
to be held in the Sambisa Forest. Nigeria is
unlikely to see an end soon to the deadly
suicide bombings, village attacks and
assaults on remote military outposts in
northeastern Nigeria. The Islamic State
group, to which one faction of Boko Haram
belongs, announced an attack on an army
barracks “killed and wounded many” sol-
diers on Dec. 22 - the same day the army
said it seized the forest hideout. Already,
there are reports that the insurgents have
been regrouping south of their northeast-
ern stronghold. The seven-year-old Islamic
uprising has killed more than 20,000 peo-
ple, spread across Nigeria’s borders, driven
2.6 million from their homes and created a
humanitarian disaster with some 5 million
people facing starvation. — AP

Violent campaign will
continue: Boko Haram 

Egypt court backs govt in 
Red Sea islands dispute

RAMALLAH: Palestinian women cry during the funeral of Maan Abu Qara, 23,  in the
village Mazrah Ghrbeih  near the West Bank city of Ramallah yesterday. Abu Qara
was killed by Israeli security forces after an alleged stabbing attack at a checkpoint
in the West Bank. —AP

Egypt begins handing over 
crash victims’ remains

ANKARA: Trees and a cars are covered with snow in Ankara yesterday. —AFP

BEIRUT: A man walks past a newspaper stand, displaying the As-Safir newspaper, in Beirut’s Hamra neighborhood yesterday. —AFP

Lebanon’s famed As-Safir 
daily prints final issue
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KINSHASA: Congolese President Joseph
Kabila will step down after elections to be
held by the end of 2017 under a last-
minute deal struck by political parties on
Friday, the lead mediator of the talks said.
Negotiators spent weeks in tense talks
seeking to ensure Democratic Republic of
Congo’s first peaceful transfer of power
since independence in 1960. But it
remains unclear if elections can be organ-
ized by the end of next year, or if leading
politicians, including Kabila, will keep to
the terms.

“The government is asked to take all
steps so that the elections are organised
by the end of 2017 at the latest,” said
Marcel Utembi, president of Congo’s
Catholic Bishops’ Conference, which has
mediated the talks. Under the deal, which
is expected to be formally signed on
Saturday, Kabila will be unable to change
the constitution to allow him to stay in
power for a third term.

Kabila’s mandate ran out on Dec 19,
but authorities have effectively extended
it until 2018 because the government

said it could not arrange elections before
then. The parties agreed that Kabila will
appoint a prime minister from the coun-
try’s main opposition bloc to oversee the
transition, a major sticking point in the
final stages of the talks.

Neither Kabila nor the country’s leading
opposition leader, Etienne Tshisekedi, are
expected to sign the deal, raising concerns
about whether it will be respected.
Spokesmen for the government and Kabila’s
ruling coalition were not available for imme-
diate comment. Election experts also ques-

tion the feasibility of organizing presidential,
legislative and provincial assembly elections
together by the end of 2017.

“If the accord calls for organizing the
three elections together, it (shows) a com-
mon will to not organise good elections,
or at least to not organize them within
the planned timeframe,” Sylvain Lumu, a
lawyer and election expert, told Reuters
shortly before Utembi’s announcement.
Kabila’s extension of his rule has sparked
bloody confrontations. Security forces
killed around 40 people last week protest-

ing over the tenure of a leader who came
to power in 2001 following his father
Laurent’s assassination.

Western and African powers feared the
current impasse could lead to a repeat of
conflicts seen between 1996 and 2003 in
eastern Congo in which millions died,
mostly from starvation and disease. A suc-
cessful deal, however, is seen offering a
boost to pro-democracy activists in other
African countries and help buck a trend in
which presidents have changed constitu-
tions to stand for third terms. — Reuters 

Congo deal reached for Kabila to step down after elections

MADRID: Spanish Prime Minister
Mariano Rajoy yesterday flatly rejected
the possibility of a referendum in the
northeastern region of Catalonia on a
split from Spain, telling pro-indepen-
dence politicians to desist from attempts
to hold one next year. The regional
Catalan government has said it will hold a
referendum on secession before
September 2017, with or without consent
from the central government, although
they would prefer a consensual vote like
the one Scotland held in 2014. Scots vot-
ed to remain part of the United Kingdom.

“It is not possible to hold a referen-
dum that will do away with national sov-
ereignty and the equality of Spaniards,”
Rajoy told a year-end news conference,
adding he was open to talks over other
issues but the law was clear that a refer-
endum was illegal. “This is not going any-
where, I’m offering something which is a
lot more reasonable - dialogue,” Rajoy
said. “I ask that no more steps are taken in
the opposite direction.”

High unemployment and austerity
cuts following an economic crisis have
intensified a long-standing separatist
movement in the wealthy northeastern
region. Catalans held a symbolic ballot on

independence from Spain in 2014 follow-
ing a legal block by the central govern-
ment against a formal vote. Nearly two
million Catalans voted in favor of seced-
ing from Spain but turnout was low.

Many senior politicians involved in
that vote, staffed by grassroots pro-inde-
pendence organizations, have since faced
sanctions or trials for pursuing measures
which were deemed illegal by Spain’s
Constitutional Court. Pro-independence
parties came to power in the local
Catalan assembly in 2015. Catalan
President Carles Puigdemont said on
Friday the region would hold the referen-
dum in 2017 and carry out the people’s
mandate ‘without delay or excuses’.

However, support for a break with
Spain has ebbed over the past six
months, a poll showed on Thursday. The
number of Catalans who oppose seces-
sion stood at 46.8 percent in December,
up from 45.1 percent in November and
42.4 percent in June, according to the
regional authority ’s official pollster.
Support for independence was slightly
up from November at 45.3 percent, but
down from 47.7 percent in June, when
more people had declared themselves in
favor of a split than against it. — Reuters 

UNITED NATIONS: Ban Ki-moon ends 10 years
at the helm of the United Nations lamenting the
“fires still burning” from Syria to South Sudan but
buoyed by a global agreement to combat cli-
mate change and new UN goals to fight poverty
and inequality. As a final act before his term
ends at midnight on New Year’s Eve, the secre-
tary-general will push the button starting the
descent of the glittering 11,875-pound ball in
New York’s Times Square in the countdown to
2017’s arrival.  At that moment, former
Portuguese Prime Minister Antonio Guterres will
start his tenure as United Nations chief for the
next five years.

Looking back at his stewardship of the United
Nations at a farewell news conference earlier this
month, Ban told reporters “this has been a
decade of unceasing test.” While he has seen col-
lective action improve millions of lives, Ban
expressed frustration at the failure to end Syria’s
war, now in its sixth year, and conflicts in South
Sudan, Yemen, Central African Republic and
Congo, to name a few.

And in rare criticism of world leaders, he
blamed unnamed presidents, prime ministers
and monarchs for the turmoil in the world today

- and expressed disappointment many care
more about retaining power than improving
their people’s lives. He singled out Syria, saying
he can’t understand why it is being held hostage
to “the destiny” of one man, Bashar Assad.

‘Pre-eminent 21st century fact’
Even after leaving the UN, Ban said he will

keep urging new and longstanding leaders to
embrace the “pre-eminent 21st century fact” -
that “international cooperation remains the
path to a more peaceful  and prosperous
world” - and to demonstrate “compassionate
leadership.” To reinforce this, the secretary-
general’s final trip this month was to visit the
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum in Springfield, Illinois. “Lincoln was a
heroic force for equality, integration and rec-
onciliation; and desperately, we need that
spirit today,” Ban said of the US leader during
America’s Civil War.

Ban has also expressed frustration at the way
the UN operates and expectations in some quar-
ters that the secretary-general has the power “to
be some almost almighty person.” That’s impos-
sible, he told the AP in September, because the
UN’s 193 member states make decisions and the
secretary-general implements them. The UN
chief cannot implement his or her own policies
and initiatives.

John Bolton, who was US ambassador to the
UN when Ban was selected to be secretary-gen-

eral, said President George W Bush’s administra-
tion supported him because “we wanted some-
one who would do what the member govern-
ments wanted” - and not take the lead on issues
and act as the world’s top diplomat like then-

secretary-general Kofi Annan. “I think Ban Ki-
moon lived up to our expectations, which is
not to say I agreed with every position he took
on climate change and things like that,” Bolton
told AP. When the former South Korean foreign
minister, who grew up during the Korean War,
took over as secretary-general from Annan at
the start of 2007, he promised his tenure
would be “marked by ceaseless efforts to build
bridges and close divides.” And he made tack-
ling global warming, then on a back burner, a
top priority.

During his first term, he won plaudits for
helping move climate change close to the top of
the global agenda, for creating UN Women to
focus on the fight for gender equality, and for
speaking out early and strongly for demonstra-
tors in Tunisia and other countries that rose up
in the Arab Spring.

During his second term, his campaign for a
new global climate deal culminated in the
December 2015 Paris agreement. He got all 193
member states to agree on 17 new UN  goals
and 169 targets to combat poverty, achieve gen-
der equality, protect the environment and
ensure good governance by 2030. He called ear-
ly on for an end to the Syrian conflict and he
strongly backed gay rights despite opposition
from many countries.

But Ban also faced criticism - in his first term
for not speaking out against human rights abus-
es in China and Russia. In his second term, the
UN ‘s handling of the cholera epidemic in Haiti
and its failure to deal effectively with sexual
abuse by UN  peacekeepers in the Central
African Republic and elsewhere were widely crit-
icized. Ban’s temporary removal of the Saudi
Arabia-led coalition in Yemen from a UN  black-
list for allegedly killing children after coalition
supporters threatened to stop funding many UN
programs was sharply rebuked as well.

‘Sense of humility’
A workaholic, Ban traveled more than any of

his predecessors on UN  business. He said most
Western leaders speak through statements, but
he believes face-to-face meetings with world
leaders are critical to getting support to end
conflicts or promote action on issues like climate
change and combatting poverty.

Despite his decade as UN chief, Ban Ki-moon
is hardly a household name. He has been criti-
cized for his lack of charisma and communica-
tion skills crucial in an increasingly globalized
and interconnected world, though in private and
at the off-the-record UN Correspondents
Association’s annual gala he has regularly dis-
played a good sense of humor. — AFP

PARIS: Money, and how to get it, has
dogged French far-right presidential con-
tender Marine Le Pen for years. Now, as her
National Front party’s treasurer says it’s look-
ing “everywhere” for the 20 million euros
($21 million) needed to fund upcoming
campaigns, she may be looking to Russia for
cash - again. While foreign donations to
French political parties are barred, loans are
not. But it’s still a daring prospect for a party
whose finances have already drawn unwant-
ed scrutiny.

Alleged funding irregularities have
prompted multiple legal investigations and
an impending trial for several party officials
and associates, and a 2014 loan from a
Russian bank raised concerns over Moscow’s
potential influence on French democracy.
Not to mention the U.S. decision this week to
impose sanctions and expel Russians over
alleged cyber-meddling in the U.S. presiden-
tial election.

The French National Front says it’s the tar-
get of a smear campaign, and notes that
other candidates have also had financial
troubles. Le Pen’s firm rejection of foreign
influence would make fishing for finances
outside French waters a no-go, were it not
for her Russia-friendly stance and what party
officials say is the refusal of French banks to
lend money to the anti-immigration
National Front.

Working discreetly
Funds are needed to finance campaign-

ing for the April-May presidential vote and
June parliamentary elections. Party officials
deny recent reports that they have already
received a new loan from a Russian establish-
ment - but no one is denying that the party
may be asking for one. “We are looking
everywhere. We are working discreetly,” party
treasurer Wallerand de Saint Just told The
Associated Press. The National Front needs
20 million euros for its electoral campaigns,
and already has a portion of it, he said in a
telephone interview, without specifying the
amount in hand. They’re not ruling out fund-
ing requests from sources including Russia,
the United Arab Emirates, or even the United
States, he said.

The party borrowed 9 million euros in
2014 from the small First Czech Russian
Bank, but the bank’s license was revoked this
year, Saint Just said. Other Russian banks
might consider a new loan. Moscow has
courted far-right parties in Europe in an influ-

ence-building campaign as friction between
Russia and the West has mounted over
Ukraine and the Syrian civil war. Some lead-
ers like Le Pen have hobnobbed in Moscow
and at embassy events at home. Chieftains of
Hungary’s anti-Semitic Jobbik and Austria’s
Freedom Party also have made the trip.

Le Pen envisions a concept of Europe that
stretches “from the Atlantic to the Urals,” that
would encompass Russia instead of pressur-
ing it over Vladimir Putin’s authoritarian poli-
cies. In a shifting of views in Russia’s favor,
some mainstream politicians, from France’s
conservative Francois Fillon, a top presiden-
tial contender, to US President-elect Donald
Trump, are sympathetic to a friendly
approach to Moscow.

Finding ways to raise money has run like
a leitmotif through Le Pen’s quest to make
the National Front an alternative to main-
stream political parties - and has led to run-
ins with the law. The party treasurer, Saint
Just, is among seven people called to stand
trial for alleged schemes to bolster party cof-
fers. Le Pen is not implicated, but the party
has also been called in for judgment, along
with two concerns run by old Le Pen friends.
They allegedly helped raise funds through a
complex system that judicial authorities
deem illegal.

‘Russia-phobia’ 
“I will be acquitted,” Saint Just said. “We

have absolutely done nothing wrong.” A trial
date has not been set, but a judicial official
said it was unlikely to take place before the
elections, so as not to “interfere with democra-
cy.” There is concern now that any new effort
to tap Russian banks for loans could do just
that, however, by making France vulnerable to
influence from the Kremlin.

“There is an ambient Russia-phobia that is
now leading to theories of plots,” the
National Front’s No 2 official, Florian
Philippot, said Thursday on the iTele TV sta-
tion. US intelligence agencies suspect that
Moscow hacked into private email accounts
to interfere with the US political process in
favor of Trump - a claim shrugged off by
Putin, who said recently that the hackers
could have been located anywhere. A Russia-
friendly approach to geopolitics runs in the
Le Pen family. Jean-Marie Le Pen, the
National Front’s co-founder, his daughter
Marine and her niece Marion Marechal-Le
Pen have all made numerous visits to
Moscow over the years. — AP

Ban Ki-moon buoyed by climate 
accord but laments conflicts
He has seen collective action improve millions of lives

IRBIL: In this Jan 4, 2014, file photo, United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon sits inside
a tent belonging to a Syrian refugee family at a refugee camp. — AP 

STRASBOURG: In this July 14, 2009 file photo Jean-Marie Le Pen, right, and his
daughter Marine Le Pen sit at the European Parliament. — AP 

French far right 
short on funds

KIEV: The skeptics are out there-and so are the
shells echoing over the decimated war zone of
eastern Ukraine that is supposed to be protected
by a new “indefinite” truce. The announcement of
latest armistice in the 31-month conflict that has
roiled the EU’s backyard at the cost of nearly
10,000 lives came after several days of unusually
heavy clashes that killed 10 Ukrainian troops and
an undisclosed number of insurgents.

Only one Ukrainian soldier has died in the
week since the ceasefire began.  Yet each side
accuses the other of pelting dozens of missiles
every night in what is supposed to be a time of
peace and good will. The question is whether
this deal will collapse like the two prior peace
agreements and four temporary ceasefires-all
tied to specific dates like religious holidays or
the start of a school year-or might actually let
the mortars die down.

Geopolitical ground shift 
Talk of halting hostilities in the separatist

areas of Russian-speaking regions of Donetsk
and Lugansk comes at a time of immense
geopolitical change. The US election saw Donald
Trump beat the hawkish Hillary Clinton in a dra-
ma-filled contest that was closely watched in
Ukraine. The reality TV star and property mag-
nate has professed his admiration for Vladimir
Putin-the Russian leader Ukraine accuses of
launching the war two months after the
Moscow-backed president was ousted in Kiev in
February 2014.

Some believe Putin may want to get on
Trump’s good side by reining in the militias in
order to get US sanctions lifted from Russia’s criti-
cal oil and gas sectors. The counter-argument says
Putin will simply feel free to do what he pleases
with Trump-who once had trouble pinning down
who controlled Russian-annexed Crimea-in power.
“The end of the war fully depends on Putin,” said
Moscow military analyst Pavel Felgenhauer. Russia
itself denies any role in the conflict.

European, rebel impatience 
Germany and France have spearheaded

nearly two years of peace talks that have been
hit in past months by new problems such as
Britain’s exit from the European Union and a
populist wave sweeping the continent. Several
European diplomats have said in private that

both countries are tired of Kiev’s resistance to
even the most minor concessions agreed under
a February 2015 peace deal Paris and Berlin
helped broker to end the bloodletting.

The most important one would award the
separatist regions limited special status that
would let them set up their own local councils
and police forces. Lugansk peace negotiator
Vladislav Deinego admitted there has been a
“significant drop in the number of attacks.” “But in
order to see further progress in peace talks or for
us to gains special status, we need a complete
halt to the fire.” Some European officials urge
patience. “What is required is political will,” said
Alexander Hug of the Organization for Security
and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE). “They have
shown in the past that they can cease fire when
they want to,” the OSCE’s Principal Deputy Chief
Monitor for Ukraine told AFP.

Stronger Ukrainian force 
Ukraine’s army was in a shambles and rid-

dled with corruption when the separatists began

their revolt in April 2014. But Western military
equipment such as radars as well as massive
Ukrainian spending have turned the army into a
well-fortified force that is no longer as easy for
the Moscow-backed fighters to catch by sur-
prise. A deal between Putin and Trump might
end the flow of Russian weapons and troops
that Western reporters have seen pouring into
the war zone for years. “Without Russian parts
and ammunition, the rebels can last a couple of
weeks at the most,” Ukrainian military analyst
Sergiy Zgurets told AFP.

Domestic pressure on Ukraine to stop its
young generation from dying in combat is also a
factor. Nationalist sentiment-as well as tremen-
dous fury at Russia-was high when the war first
started and those passions still linger. But war
fatigue has also set in. “People are tired of war,”
said Kiev political analyst Vadym Karasyov. Only
14 percent of those polled jointly by two of
Ukraine’s top research centers in mid-December
said they wanted fighting to continue “until all
the territory was returned to Ukraine.”  — AFP 

Will Ukraine’s ‘indefinite’ 
truce bring any change?

DONETSK: Recently freed judge Anzhelika Presnyakova (L) and journalist Olga Svorak (C) talk with
negotiator Volodymyr Ruban who was involved in prisoner swaps (R) during a gathering. — AFP 

Catalan referendum 
is not possible: Rajoy 



NEW YORK: Connecticut’s top court rein-
stated Friday the murder conviction of a
nephew of the slain Robert F. Kennedy
over the beating death of a 15-year-old
girl more than four decades ago. In a 4-3
decision, a divided Connecticut Supreme
Court ordered a lower court to reject an
appeal by Michael Skakel, a nephew to
Kennedy through the late attorney gen-
eral’s widow Ethel.

Defense attorney Hubert Santos did
not immediately respond to requests for
comment. Skakel was found guilty in
2002 of murdering Martha Moxley when
both were just 15 years old in 1975. 

But Skakel was released in 2013 on
$1.2 million bail after a judge granted
him a new trial based on claims that he
was inadequately represented by his
attorney at the time. The Connecticut
high court, however, concluded that
Skakel’s trial attorney “rendered constitu-
tionally adequate representation.”

Moxley’s body was found under a tree
after a pre-Halloween party on the
Skakel family’s Belle Haven estate. There
were no witnesses to the murder and no
hard forensic evidence. A golf club used
in the murder was later traced to a set

once owned by Skakel’s late mother.
The prosecution’s case was based

largely on the testimony of people who
said they heard Skakel confess and boast
that his famous family connections
would prevent him from being brought
to justice. The Skakel family spent years,
and millions of dollars, appealing the
guilty verdict. — AFP
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WASHINGTON: US relations with Moscow during
and after the Cold War have been marred by diplo-
matic dustups ranging from espionage scandals to
an Olympics boycott. Current tensions, highlighted
by President Barack Obama’s decision to impose
sanctions and expel 35 Russia diplomats, are excep-
tional because they stem from US allegations of
Russian cyber meddling in the presidential election
and because they are playing out during a White
House transition. They also coincide with a collapse
of military-to-military relations and nervousness in
Europe over Russia’s annexation of Crimea and
aggression in eastern Ukraine.

Some of the more significant episodes of the
past three decades: MAY 2013: A US diplomat was
expelled after the Kremlin’s security services said he
tried to recruit a Russian agent, and they displayed
tradecraft tools that seemed straight from a spy
thriller: wigs, packets of cash, a knife, map and com-
pass, and a letter promising millions for “long-term
cooperation.” The FSB, the successor agency to the
Soviet-era KGB, identified the diplomat as Ryan
Fogle, a third secretary at the US Embassy in

Moscow. The Fogle case was a reminder that years
after the Cold War ended with the dissolution of the
Soviet Union, Russia and the United States still spy
on each other and maintain active counterespi-
onage operations.

DECEMBER 2012: President Vladimir Putin
signed into law a ban on adoptions of Russian chil-
dren by American citizens. The ban was a blow to
US-Russian diplomatic relations and was imposed
in response to Russian accusations of abuses of
adopted Russian children in the United States. It
was included in a broader Russian law retaliating for
US passage of the Magnitsky Act, an effort to pun-
ish Russian human rights violators.

JULY 2010: In the biggest spy swap since the
Cold War, 10 confessed Russian agents who infiltrat-
ed suburban America as “sleeper” agents were
ordered deported in exchange for four people con-
victed of betraying Moscow to the West. The
agents, many speaking in heavy Russian accents
despite having spent years in the US, pleaded guilty
to conspiracy, were sentenced to time served and
were ordered out of the country. The 10 were

accused of embedding themselves in ordinary
American life while leading double lives complete
with false passports, secret code words, fake names,
and encrypted radio.

FEBRUARY 2001: A veteran FBI counterintelli-
gence agent, Robert P. Hanssen, was arrested and
charged with committing espionage for Russia and
the former Soviet Union by providing highly classi-
fied national security information to intelligence
officers assigned to the Soviet embassy in
Washington. In the aftermath, the US expelled 50
Russian diplomats. The FBI has called Hanssen the
most damaging spy in the bureau’s history.

FEBRUARY 1994: The US expelled Russian sen-
ior intelligence officer Alexander Lysenko, saying he
was in a position to be responsible for the spying of
CIA agency Aldrich Ames.  This was just days after
Ames and his wife, Rosario, were arrested on
charges of selling secrets to Moscow from at least
1985 to 1993. Even in expelling Lysenko, the admin-
istration of President Bill Clinton softened the blow
by emphasizing the importance of strong ties with
Russia and the continuation of reforms under Boris

Yeltsin, who was seen as key to Russia’s move
toward democracy.

OCTOBER 1986: In one of the more memorable
tit-for-tat expulsions for alleged espionage activi-
ties, President Ronald Reagan ordered 55 Soviet
diplomats in Washington and San Francisco to leave
the U.S., shortly after expelling 25 others from the
Soviet mission to the United Nations. The Soviets
retaliated each time, kicking out American diplo-
mats and announcing that the US missions in
Moscow and Leningrad could no longer employ
Soviet workers.

MARCH 1980: In response to the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan in December 1979, President Jimmy
Carter announced the United States would boycott
the Summer Olympic Games scheduled to be held
in Moscow. He acted when the Soviets refused to
comply with Carter’s ultimatum for the withdrawal
of their troops from Afghanistan by February. The
Soviets retaliated by leading a communist-bloc
boycott of the 1984 Summer Olympic Games held
in Los Angeles. The Soviet army did not leave
Afghanistan until 1989. —AP

Spat over election hacking joins list of Russia-US feuds

A police car guards at the entrance of Killenworth, an estate built in 1913 for George du Pont Pratt and purchased by the former Soviet
Union in 1951, in Glen Cove, New York on Friday. Killenworth is one of two Russian compounds in Glen Cove with Norwich House, nearby,
being closed to Russian officials as part of the sanctions ordered by US President Barack Obama in retaliation for suspected Russian hacking
during the US elections. —AFP 

HONOLULU: Stung by new punishments, Russia
is looking straight past President Barack Obama
to Donald Trump in hopes the president-elect will
reverse the tough US stance toward Moscow of
the last eight years. In a stunning embrace of a
longtime US adversary, Trump is siding with
Russian President Vladimir Putin.

Whether Trump steers the US toward or away
from Russia upon taking office is shaping up as
the first major test of his foreign policy disposition
and his willingness to buck fellow Republicans,
who for years have argued Obama wasn’t tough
enough. Now that Obama has finally sanctioned
Russia over hacking allegations, Putin has essen-
tially put relations on hold till Trump takes over.

“Great move on delay (by V. Putin),” Trump
wrote Friday on Twitter. “I always knew he was
very smart!” He was referring to Putin’s
announcement that Russia won’t immediately
retaliate after Obama ordered sanctions on
Russian spy agencies, closed two Russian com-
pounds and expelled 35 diplomats the US said
were really spies. Though Putin reserved the right
to hit back later, he suggested that won’t be nec-
essary with Trump in office.

Brushing off Obama, Putin said Russia would
plan steps to restore US ties “based on the policies
that will be carried out by the administration of
President D. Trump.” Not only would Russia not

kick Americans out, Putin said, he was inviting the
kids of all US diplomats to the Kremlin’s New
Year’s and Christmas parties. “At this point, they’re
trolling Obama,” said Olga Oliker, who directs the
Russia program at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies.

The Obama administration said it had seen
Putin’s remarks but had nothing more to say.
Trump’s move to side with a foreign adversary
over the sitting US president was a striking depar-
ture from typical diplomatic practice. In a sign he
wanted maximum publicity, Trump pinned the
tweet to the top of his Twitter page so it would
remain there indefinitely.

Russia denies the US intelligence community’s
assessment that in an attempt to help Trump win
the presidency, Moscow orchestrated cyber
breaches in which tens of thousands of
Democrats’ emails were stolen and later made
public. Trump, too, has refused to accept that con-
clusion and insisted the country should just
“move on,” though he has agreed to meet next
week with intelligence leaders to learn more.

Notably, after the US on Thursday issued a
report it said exposed Russia’s cyber tactics,
Putin’s aides didn’t offer any specific rebuttal. The
report included detailed technical information
like IP addresses and samples of malware code
the US said Russia uses. One utility company,

Burlington Electric Department in Vermont,
reported Friday that it had detected the malware
on a company laptop that was not connected to
its grid systems. Burlington said, “We took imme-
diate action to isolate the laptop and alerted fed-
eral officials of this finding.”

There’s little certainty about how Trump will
actually act on Russia once he takes office Jan.  20.
Though he’s praised Putin as a strong leader and
said it would be ideal for the two countries to
stop fighting, he also suggested this month the
US might mount a new nuclear arms race, trigger-
ing fresh anxieties about a return to Cold War-
style tensions.

Ambassador Michael McFaul, Obama’s former
envoy to Russia, said while Trump has defined his
top objective as “getting along with the Kremlin,”
Putin has higher goals, including the lifting of
economic sanctions and, ideally, US recognition
of Russia’s annexation of Crimea.

“Obviously, Putin’s not responding because
he’s waiting for Jan. 20,” McFaul said in an inter-
view. “He’s got these much more important objec-
tives to him than getting into a tit-for-tat
response with the outgoing administration.”

Trump’s warm outreach to Putin, combined
with picks for secretary of state and national secu-
rity adviser who are seen as friendly to Russia,
have left hawkish Republicans with a particularly
unpleasant choice: look hypocritical for back-
tracking on their own tough talk, or risk a public
rift with their party’s new president.

In the House, many Republicans who have
long called for tougher sanctions have been silent
or vague about Obama’s penalties and Trump’s
positions. But a handful of GOP senators have
shown they have no intentions of letting up pres-
sure on the Kremlin.

“We intend to lead the effort in the new
Congress to impose stronger sanctions on
Russia,” said Republican Sens. John McCain of
Arizona and Lindsey Graham of South Carolina.
McCain, who chairs the Senate Armed Services
Committee, scheduled a hearing next week on
“foreign cyber threats” in an attempt to further
spotlight Russia’s actions.

Even if Trump opts to pull back Obama’s sanc-
tions and overlook hacking allegations, he may
find rapprochement with Russia isn’t that simple.
The past two presidents both tried to reach out to
Russia early in their terms but left office with rela-
tions in no better shape.

Though Trump has suggested the US and
Russia should align strategies in Syria by focusing
on their mutual enemy, the Islamic State group,
Russia’s military campaign has almost exclusively
targeted American-backed Syrian rebels, the US
has said. Nor is it clear whether Trump and Putin
share a common approach to Europe’s security
issues. And if Trump follows through on his vow
to renegotiate the Iran nuclear deal, he won’t find
a receptive audience in Moscow. Putin’s govern-
ment brokered the deal with the US, Iran and oth-
er world powers and has no intention of slapping
sanctions back on Iran. — Reuters

Russia, brushing off Obama, 
looks to friendlier Trump

Stunning embrace of long-time US adversary

WASHINGTON: For eight years, a leader-
less Republican Party has rallied around its
passionate opposition to President Barack
Obama and an unceasing devotion to
small government, free markets and fiscal
discipline.

No more. On the eve of his inauguration,
Donald Trump is remaking the party in his
image, casting aside decades of Republican
orthodoxy for a murky populist agenda that
sometimes clashes with core conservative
beliefs. Yet his stunning election gives the
GOP a formal leader for the first time in
nearly a decade. The New York real estate
mogul becomes the face of the party, the
driver of its policies and its chief enforcer.

Despite their excitement, Republican
loyalists across the country concede that
major questions remain about their party’s
identity in the age of Trump. The simple
answer: The modern-day Republican Party
stands for whatever Trump wants it to.
“He’s a sometime-Republican,” American
Conservative Union Chairman Matt
Schlapp said.  “Donald Trump was elected
without having to really put all the details
out on all these questions. We are going to
see in the first six months how this plays
out. Does government get bigger or does
it get smaller?”

Trump is eyeing a governing agenda
that includes big-ticket items that Schlapp
and other conservative leaders would fight
against under any other circumstances. Yet
some see Trump’s agenda as more in line
with the concerns of average Americans,
which could help the party’s underwhelm-
ing public standing and keep them in
power. The president-elect initially prom-
ised a massive infrastructure spending bill
to update the nation’s roads and bridges,
an investment that could dwarf the infra-
structure spending Republicans opposed
when it appeared in Obama’s 2009 stimu-
lus package. Trump has also vowed to put
the federal government in the child care
business by allowing parents to offset child
care costs with tax breaks. And he has
railed against regional trade deals and

threatened to impose tariffs on some
imports, a sharp break from the free-mar-
ket approach that has defined Republican
policies for decades.

“From a policy perspective, he might be
one of the more flexible Republican presi-
dents.  He’s just not encumbered with 30
years of Republican ideology,” said veteran
Republican operative Barry Bennett, a for-
mer Trump adviser.

“If there’s a win involved, he’s interested,”
Bennett said. Republicans in Congress and
elsewhere have expressed some hesitation,
but most appear to be willing to embrace
the incoming president’s priorities - at least
at first. There are indications that Trump
may initially avoid issues that would divide
his party. That’s according to Trump’s
incoming chief of staff, Reince Priebus, who
said in a recent radio interview that the new
administration will focus in its first nine
months on conservative priorities like
repealing Obama’s health care law and
rewriting tax laws.

In a post-election interview with The New
York Times, Trump acknowledged that he
didn’t realize during the campaign that New
Deal-style proposals to put people to work
building infrastructure might conflict with
his party’s small-government philosophy.

“That’s not a very Republican thing - I
didn’t even know that, frankly,” Trump said.
Trump’s confusion can be forgiven, perhaps,
given his inexperience in Republican poli-
tics.  He was a registered Democrat in New
York between August 2001 and September
2009. And once he  became a Republican,
his political views were shaped from his
perch in New York City, where the
Republican minority is much more liberal -
particularly on social issues - than their
counterparts in other parts of the country.

Trump said he was “fine” with same-sex
marriage in a post-election interview in
November, for example. And while he
opposes abortion rights, he supported
Planned Parenthood’s non-abortion-related
women’s health services throughout his
campaign. —AP

Grand Old Party? Trump 
remaking GOP in his image

WASHINGTON: In this Nov 10, 2016 file photo, President-elect Donald Trump (center)
walks with Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell of Ky after a meeting on Capitol
Hill in Washington. — AP

NEW YORK: Ambushes in Dallas and Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, and other shootings
around the country led to a sharp increase in
the number of police killed in the line of duty
this year. From Jan 1 through Wednesday, 135
officers lost their lives. Some died in traffic
accidents, but nearly half were shot to death.
That’s a 56 percent increase in shooting
deaths over the previous year.

Of the 64 who were fatally shot, 21 were
killed in ambush attacks often fueled by
anger over police use of force involving
minorities. “We’ve never seen a year in my
memory when we’ve had an increase of this
magnitude in officer shooting deaths,” said
Craig Floyd, president and chief executive of
the National Law Enforcement Officers
Memorial Fund. “These officers were killed
simply because of the uniform they wear and
the job they do. This is unacceptable to the
humane society that we are.”

In Dallas, a sniper on July 7 attacked at the
end of what had been a peaceful rally against
police brutality. He killed five law enforce-
ment officers and wounded nine others - the
largest death toll among law enforcement
from a single event since the 9/11 attacks,
which killed 72 officers. Months later, Dallas

businesses and residents still display blue rib-
bons and banners declaring, “We support our
Dallas police officers.”

But even amid community support, the
police department remains unsettled.
Hundreds of officers have retired or left the
force over the past six months as the city
struggles to find a way to increase pay and
save a failing police and fire pension system.
Former Chief David Brown, who became a
national figure in the aftermath, was among
those who opted to retire. And interim Dallas
Police Association president Frederick Frazier
said that morale is “almost nonexistent.”

“A lot of us are going through the motions
at work. We’re hoping things will get better
with our struggle,” he said. Frazier added that
the attack was a “game changer. It changed
the perception of law enforcement. I t
reversed the role after Ferguson. We were the
pursuer and now, we’re being pursued.”

Less than two weeks after the Dallas
attack, a lone gunman in Baton Rouge shot
and killed three officers and wounded three
others outside a convenience store in the
weeks after a black man, 37-year-old Alton
Sterling, was shot and killed by police during
a struggle. —AP

Shootings drive up number of 
police killed in line of duty

Kennedy kin’s murder 
conviction reinstated

STAMFORD: This file photo taken on
November 21, 2013 shows Michael
Skakel as he is granted bail at
Stamford Superior Court in Stamford,
Connecticut. — AFP



SEOUL: Even on New Year’s Eve, large crowds of South
Koreans gathered to join another rally demanding the
ouster of impeached President Park Geun-hye, who’s deter-
mined to restore her powers through a court trial. Carrying
signs and candles and blowing horns, people packed a
boulevard in front of an old palace gate that has been the
center of massive but peaceful protests in recent weeks.

Protesters later marched near Seoul’s presidential palace
and the Constitutional Court.

Park’s supporters rallied in nearby streets, surrounded by
thick lines of police. The court has up to six months to
decide whether Park should permanently step down over a
corruption scandal or be reinstated. The judges said Friday
that Park cannot be forced to testify in the impeachment tri-

al as it enters its argument phase next week.
Protest organizers estimate that nearly 9 million people

took part in anti-Park rallies nationwide in the previous nine
Saturdays. The historically biggest protest movement in the
country pushed lawmakers to vote for Park’s impeachment
on Dec 9. State prosecutors have accused Park of colluding
with a longtime confidante to extort money and favors
from the country’s largest companies and allowing the
friend to manipulate her administration. Park has apolo-
gized for putting faith in her jailed friend, Choi Soon-sil, but
has denied any legal wrongdoing.

‘Our democracy has shattered’ 
“Choi Soon-sil has shown us that our democracy was

shattered,” said Lee Hae-jin, who protested for the 10th con-
secutive Saturday in Seoul, carrying a large South Korean
flag and wearing black traditional hanbok and a black
dance mask that he said was a commentary on the state of
the country’s democracy.

“I hope in 2017 we will see our democracy repaired,”
Lee said. State prosecutors have now handed over the
investigation to a special prosecution team, which has
been focusing on proving bribery suspicions between
Park and the Samsung Group. The business giant is sus-
pected of sponsoring Choi in exchange for government
favors. On Saturday, investigators questioned Moon
Hyung-pyo, the country’s arrested former health minister,
over allegations that he forced the National Pension
Service last year to support a merger between two
Samsung affiliates last year. 

The deal shaved the fund’s stake in one of the compa-
nies by an estimated hundreds of millions of dollars in val-
ue, but allowed Samsung scion Lee Jae-yong to promote a
father-to-son succession of leadership and increase corpo-
rate wealth at the group. — AP 
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COLUMBUS: A federal appeals court on Friday
upheld a judge’s order blocking death row inmates
from information about Ohio’s new lethal injection
process. The 2-1 decision by the 6th US Circuit Court
of Appeals will help determine whether Ohio will
proceed with its first executions in three years
beginning in February. Attorneys for condemned
inmates had challenged the order.

Ohio plans to execute Ronald Phillips on Feb. 15
for raping and killing his girlfriend’s 3-year-old
daughter in 1993. Another execution is scheduled
for April. Judge Eugene Siler, writing for the majority,
said a judge didn’t abuse his discretion last fall when
he barred the release of information about Ohio’s
new lethal injection process requested by attorneys
for Phillips and other inmates.

Those attorneys can still pursue their challenge of
lethal injection drugs in the process, including tak-

ing the state up on its offer to provide samples for
testing, Siler said. Although knowledge of drug facil-
ities and handlers could help defense attorneys test
the drugs, “the harm presented by identification of
those intimately involved in an execution outweighs
the speculative benefit of complete understanding
of an industry already heavily regulated,” Siler said.

In a dissent, Judge Jane Stranch said the judge’s
order shields from attorneys “a vast array of informa-
tion” from the qualifications of the execution team to
how Ohio obtained the drugs. “In sum, they do not
have the information they need to ensure that the
testing is adequate or that the executions will be car-
ried out in a constitutional manner,” Stranch wrote.

Shield information 
The state prisons agency said it was reviewing

the ruling and awaiting an expected follow-up deci-

sion by a lower court judge, who put executions
briefly on hold until the 6th Circuit ruled. A message
was left with the lead attorney challenging the
judge’s order. At issue before the court were new
efforts Ohio is making to shield information about
lethal injection in hopes of jump-starting execu-
tions, which have been on hold since January 2014.
That’s when it took condemned inmate Dennis
McGuire 26 minutes to die from a never-before-
used two-drug method while he repeatedly gasped
and snorted.

Last fall, now-retired Judge Gregory Frost issued
a protective order that said Ohio’s need to obtain
supplies of lethal drugs outweighed concerns by
death row inmates that information about the
drugs, including names of the manufacturers, is
needed to meaningfully challenge them. Friday’s
ruling upheld Frost’s order. Defense attorneys

argued they couldn’t meaningfully challenge the
use of the drugs without the information being
shielded. They also said the secrecy protections are
unnecessary given the history of lawsuits over
lethal injection in Ohio.

The attorneys also said federal rules for obtaining
evidence should take precedence over a state law
trying to shield that evidence. For its part, the state
cited defense attorneys’ “wildly exaggerated and
misplaced arguments” to say that the protective
order should stay in place. The state’s interest in
keeping lethal injection information confidential far
outweighs death row inmates’ right to the release of
that information, the state said. The Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction in October
announced plans to use a new three-drug combina-
tion - midazolam, rocuronium bromide and potassi-
um chloride - for at least three executions. — AP 

SEOUL: In this Wednesday, Dec 28 photo, high school students take a selfie in front of a screen showing Korean traditional characters at the
National Hangeul Museum. — AP 

SEOUL: Impeached President Park Geun-hye’s
surname is “Park,” right? Nope. In Korean it’s
closer to “Bahk.” Park’s allegedly corrupt confi-
dante, Choi Soon-sil, pronounces her name
more like “Chwey” than the way it’s rendered in
English. And Samsung’s ailing chairman, Lee
Kun-hee? That English “Lee” is more like “Yi” or
“Ii” in Korean. There is a gulf, often a wide one,
between the way Koreans write their names in
English and the way they actually sound.

Even the ubiquitous “Kim” - the moniker of
beloved South Korean Olympic figure skating
champion Yuna Kim and North Korean dictator
Kim Jong Un - belies: It’s pronounced “Ghim” in
Korean. While the flubs of foreigners who take
the Romanized spellings literally cause smirks
for the bilingual, the mispronunciations can also
create confusion and embarrassment among
visiting politicians, tourists and business people.
The disputed reasons behind the discrepancies
are linked to a complex mix of history, American
influence, herd mentality and individual quirks.
Here’s a brief look:

The history
South Korea’s guidelines for converting the

Korean language into the Roman alphabet
were last revised in 2000 to try to get road
signs, places, internet domain names, guide-
books and surnames closer to their actual
Korean pronunciations.

When those rules are applied to surnames,
“Lee” should be “I” (pronounced “Ii”), “Kim”
should be “Gim,” “Park” should be “Bak” and
“Choi” should be “Choe.” But because people can

decide how to spell their own names, many sim-
ply go with the way everyone else does it,
which means they follow what their families
have favored for generations.

So Kim, Park and Lee still dominate. Experts
differ about the origins of these English spellings
of Korean surnames. Some think that when
South Korea was briefly under U.S. military rule
following the end of  Japan’s 1910-45 colonial
occupation, Americans chose existing English
names or words - such as Kim, Lee and Park - for
Korean pronunciations that sounded similar.
Others say it was South Koreans who started
borrowing those recognizable English words.

When there wasn’t any easy match in English,
South Koreans simply settled for spellings that
“felt OK,” according to Brother Anthony of Taize,
a British-born scholar and prolific translator of
Korean literature. The spellings of some names
are linked to a 1939 Romanization system
invented by two Americans that was widely used
before the 2000 revision. Isolated, proud
Pyongyang uses a variant of the old system.
“Kim” is the same in both Koreas, but the south-
ern “Lee” and “Park” are “Ri and “Pak” in the North.

The mistakes
English mispronunciation, of course, hap-

pens in many languages that don’t use the
Roman alphabet, but the list of foul-ups by for-
eigners relying on the confusing Korean system
is long. During a joint news conference with
South Korean President Park Geun-hye in
Washington in October 2015, President Barack
Obama called her “Park,” just as it sounds in

English, not “Bahk.” When he held another joint
press conference with Park’s predecessor, Lee
Myung-bak, in 2012, he pronounced his name
as “Lee,” not “Ii.”

If Obama, who has a staff of Korean experts,
couldn’t get it right, your average visitor to
South Korea is doomed. In some ways, the new
Romanization rules are as bad as the old ones.
For instance, an affluent southern area in Seoul,
and the inspiration for the world-dominating
2012 song by South Korean rapper PSY, is
spelled “Gangnam.” The first part of this word
will look to many English speakers without any
Korean like the first syllable of the word “gang-
ster.” But a better spelling is “Gahngnam.”

A southern town famous for traditional red
pepper paste is spelled “Sunchang.” Many
English speakers pronounce the first part of the
word as “sun” from “sunshine;” it’s actually “soon-
chahng.” The rules are simply too far off from the
reality, according to Yaang Byungsun, a linguist
at South Korea’s Jeonju University. “It’s a system
that no one, except for South Koreans, can pro-
nounce,” he said. South Korean officials defend
their Romanization rules by saying they are for
all foreigners, not just English-speakers.

The big three, and beyond
The National Institute of Korean Language

says it’s working to come up with a recom-
mended standard for spelling surnames. But it’s
probably too late. The English spellings of the
three surnames that account for nearly half of
South Korea’s 50 million people - Kim, Park and
Lee - are firmly in place. — AP 

Mangling Korean names? 
It might not be your fault

PARIS: The son of Equatorial Guinea’s
leader, a notorious playboy with extrava-
gant taste in cars, homes and Michael
Jackson memorabilia, will go on trial for
corruption next week in a landmark case in
France. Teodorin Obiang, the 47-year-old
vice-president of his impoverished but oil-
rich African country, faces widening legal
problems as authorities in France and
Switzerland probe his extraordinary
lifestyle.

US officials have already forced him to
forfeit property bought with the proceeds
of corruption and have accused him of
“shamelessly” looting his country. In
Europe, his luxury 76-metre (250-foot)
yacht “Ebony Shine” has been seized, as has
his collection of Italian supercars and a
mansion on one of Paris’ glitziest avenues.

That property alone on Avenue Foch,
where the taps are covered in gold leaf, is
estimated to be worth around 107 million
euros. It includes a private cinema, spa, hair
salon and sports room. When French judi-
cial officials first launched raids in Paris in
2011, they hired trucks to haul away his
Bugattis, Ferraris, Rolls Royce and other cars
which were memorably photographed
leaving the scene.

The trial from Monday sets a precedent
for France which has long turned a blind
eye to African dictators who routinely park
their ill-gotten gains in Parisian real estate
and luxury products. It came about after
nearly a decade of lobbying by African anti-
corruption campaigners and Transparency
International who have targeted Obiang as
well as the leaders of Gabon and Congo. “In
the beginning, there was simply no politi-
cal will in France to listen to us,” wrote one
of the campaigners, William Bourdon from
the Sherpa group, in September.

Timber wealth
French prosecutors allege that party-

loving Obiang plundered nearly 110 million
euros between 2004-2011 when he was

agriculture minister for his father Teodoro
Obiang Nguema. The money allegedly
came directly from state accounts and was
used by him personally, rather than on the
country’s citizens-more than half of whom
live in extreme poverty.

As agriculture minister he held a power-
ful position that gave him control over the
lucrative timber industry which is
Equatorial Guinea’s main export after oil. A
so-called “revolutionary” tax imposed on
wood sales was transferred to his personal
accounts, prosecutors allege. 

Facing charges of laundering the pro-
ceeds of corruption, embezzlement, misuse
of public funds and breach of trust, he
plans to plead not guilty. He has “always
said that he earned the money legally in his
country,” one of his lawyers, Emmanuel
Marsigny, told AFP. Marsigny is planning to
immediately ask for a delay in proceedings
to give him more time to prepare Obiang’s
defence. Multiple hearings have been
planned for the first two weeks of January.
The defendant, who has failed with previ-
ous legal efforts to stop the trial, is not
expected to attend or serve any sentence if
he is convicted.

Shameless looting
Born in 1969, Obiang was 10 when his

father overthrew his bloodthirsty uncle, the
dictator Francisco Macias Nguema, who
liked being called “the unique miracle of
Equatorial Guinea”. After independence
from Spain in 1968, Macias Nguema closed
schools and hospitals, dismantled railway
lines and banned the wearing of shoes in
the deeply poor country. Now the longest-
serving African ruler, Teodoro Obiang
Nguema made his son vice-president in
June just after being re-elected with his
usual score of more than 90 percent of
votes cast. During one of his appeals
against the French trial, a lawyer acting for
the French government said Obiang had a
“compulsive need to buy.” — AFP 

E Guinea playboy on trial 
in landmark French case

India mine collapse 
body toll rises to 11 

NEW DELHI: The toll from a deadly mine collapse in
eastern India’s Jharkhand state rose to 11 yesterday
with rescue workers searching for more dead bodies
under the rubble. A massive mound of earth caved
in late Thursday at the Lalmatia open cast mine,
around 240 miles (390 kilometers) from the state
capital Ranchi.

“The search operation at the site hasn’t stopped.
We can confirm 11 dead and fear that one or two
more dead bodies may still be under the rubble,”
Jharkhand police spokesman RK Mallick told AFP
after rescuers recovered another body, raising the toll
from 10. “15 or 16 miners had managed to escape the
collapsed mine soon after the incident on Thursday
with only minor injuries. The tough terrain of the
region (remote forest) and dense fog has been a
challenge to the rescue work,” he added.

The rescue workers hope to complete their
search operation by yesterday.  There was no imme-
diate explanation for the collapse, but the govern-
ment has launched an investigation into the inci-
dent. Jharkhand is one of the richest mineral zones
in India, accounting for around 29 percent of the
country’s coal deposits. However it is also one of
India’s poorest areas and the epicenter of a Maoist
insurgency.

India has maintained a relatively safe record in
mining-related accidents compared to neighbor
China, which on average reports around 1,000 fatali-
ties every year.  In 2015, India recorded 38 deaths
across 570 mining sites. The last major mining acci-
dent in India occurred in 1975, when 372 workers
were killed following the flooding of Chasnala mine
in Dhanbad. — AFP 

MALABO: This file photo taken on June 24, 2013 shows  Teodoro (aka Teodorin)
Nguema Obiang Mongue, the son of Equatorial Guinea’s president, arriving at
Malabo stadium for ceremonies to celebrate his 41st birthday. — AFP 

Court upholds order to block death row details

S Koreans demand a ‘Park-free’ 2017

SEOUL: Protesters attend a candle-lit rally calling for South Korean President Park Geun-Hye’s immediate depar-
ture from her office. — AFP 
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JAKARTA: Indonesian authorities have issued a
warning to airline PT Citilink Indonesia after
videos circulated appearing to show an intoxicat-
ed pilot from the low-cost carrier going through
security and then sounding incoherent on the
aircraft’s public address system. Citilink, which is
a unit of national carrier PT Garuda Indonesia,
said that the company had fired the pilot after a
Dec 28 incident at Surabaya airport ahead of a
flight to Jakarta and that two executives had
offered to resign.

The pilot was replaced before the flight pro-
ceeded, according to a company statement. Fary
Djemi Francis, who heads a parliamentary com-

mission overseeing transportation, said that the
airline had been asked to investigate whether the
pilot had been on drugs. “Second, we also ask
Citilink’s management to sanction the pilot who
went on board the aircraf t  without going
through the briefing room, missing checks on his
fitness to fly,” Francis said. The transportation
ministry had sent a warning letter to Citilink and
called for an internal investigation after finding
that health checks and other procedures had not
been followed according to regulations, said min-
istry spokesman Bambang S Ervan.

Citilink did not name the pilot but said in a
statement that it had fired him after he had

“ignored the flight safety and security procedures
which could potentially endanger the security
and safety of passengers and other crew mem-
bers.” Chief Executive Albert Burhan and opera-
tions director,  Hadinoto Soedigno, had also
offered to resign over the incident,  Cit i l ink
spokesman Benny Butarbutar said yesterday.

The spokesman said the resignations would
require the approval of shareholders. “We would
never mess around when it concerns the condi-
tion of a flight, let alone experiment with passen-
ger safety,” Butarbutar said. The widely circulated
videos have caused alarm in Indonesia, which has
had a patchy air safety record. One appears to be

CCTV footage of an unsteady pilot going through
security, and the other appears to be shot on a
phone and shows a pilot remonstrating in slurred
speech with other staff members in the plane’s
cockpit that he was able to fly.

Reuters could not authenticate the videos and
Cti l ink did not  comment direc t ly  on them.
Indonesia has been trying to improve safety in its
airline sector after a series of accidents. For a
while, some carriers were barred from flying to
the European Union and some other markets
over safety concerns. Citilink operates 34 aircraft,
conducting 184 flights daily, the company’s web-
site said. — Reuters 

Indonesian pilot fired after slurred announcement

TAIPEI: Taiwan’s leader yesterday urged China to
engage in “calm and rational” dialogue to main-
tain peace, vowing not to give in to Beijing’s
recent moves to “threaten and intimidate” the
self-ruled island. “As long as we can be calm,
rational, and maintain a flexible attitude, I
believe we should be able to find a solution that
allows both sides to maintain peaceful and sta-
ble relations,” President Tsai Ing-wen said in a
year-end news conference.

Tensions have grown since China suspended
contacts with Tsai’s administration in June over
her refusal to endorse China’s claim that Taiwan
and the mainland are part of a single Chinese
nation. They were further amplified earlier this
month when President-elect Donald Trump
broke protocol by speaking with Tsai on the
phone and said later he did not feel “bound by a
one-China policy.”

Earlier this week, China’s first aircraft carrier
and five other warships held drills that passed by
Taiwan and sailed through the contested South
China Sea, prompting Taipei to deploy fighter
jets to monitor the fleet. China maintains a
standing threat to use force to achieve its goal of
absorbing Taiwan. Referring to such recent
actions, Tsai said Beijing has been “gradually
returning to the old ways of dividing, suppress-
ing and even threatening and intimidating
Taiwan. We hope that this is not a policy decision
of the Beijing authorities.” “We will not yield to
the pressure nor go back to the old ways of con-
frontation,” Tsai told reporters.

Diplomatic relations 
Beijing has ratcheted up efforts to diplomati-

cally isolate Taiwan, intervening to prevent the
island’s participation in international forums
and establishing diplomatic relations with for-
mer Taiwan allies Gambia and Sao Tome and
Principe. The moves have been seen as effec-
tively abandoning the unspoken diplomatic
truce that lasted eight years under Tsai’s China-
friendly predecessor.  Meanwhile, the number
of Chinese tourists visiting the island has drasti-
cally fallen.

Tsai said her administration expected 2017 to
bring uncertainties particularly in the first half,
noting that the incoming US administration
could potentially bring “changes in international
affairs.” Trump advisers have made conflicting
statements about whether Trump’s call with Tsai
signaled a new policy toward China but some
analysts read it and other remarks critical of
China as signals of a willingness to increase ties
with Taiwan, which would further anger Beijing.

But such a policy could bring economic
advantages for Taiwan’s export-dependent half
trillion-dollar economy, long-term access to sen-
ior US officials and more sales of advanced US
weapons to defend against China. Tsai’s office
said Friday she and a delegation of Taiwanese
officials will make two stops in the US as part of a
visit to diplomatic allies in Central America next
month. China has repeatedly urged Washington
to prevent Tsai from transiting. — AFP 

Taiwan leader urges China for 
‘calm’ talks as pressure grows

Vows not to give in to Beijing’s recent moves

TAIPAI: In this photo released by the Taiwan Presidential Office, President Tsai Ing-
wen delivers a year-end speech during an international press conference at the presi-
dential office. — AP 

I N T E R N AT I O N A L

BEIJING: Chinese President Xi Jinping said
yesterday that his government would con-
tinue to focus on poverty alleviation at
home and resolutely defending China’s
territorial rights on the foreign front. Xi
made the televised remarks in his annual
New Year’s Eve address, in which he touted
China’s scientific accomplishments, high-
lighting its large new radio telescope and
space missions, and the country’s growing
role as a leader in global affairs.

Standing before a mural of the Great
Wall, Xi said his administration successfully
hosted a G-20 summit, pushed forward
with China’s “One Belt One Road” pan-
Eurasian infrastructure project and estab-
lished the Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank. China has upheld its peaceful devel-
opment while resolutely defending its terri-
torial sovereignty and maritime rights, Xi
said, making a reference to an international
tribunal ruling last summer against China’s
claims in the contested South China Sea. “If
anyone makes this an issue of question, the
Chinese people will never agree!” he said,
one of the few points in his 10-minute
address when his voice rose noticeably.

For most of his address, Xi struck a pop-

ulist tone, saying he was above all con-
cerned about the living conditions of the
people and vowed that improving
employment, education, housing and
health care would be a responsibility that
his ruling Communist Party would never
shirk from. China lifted 10 million people
out of poverty in 2016, Xi said.

“On this new year, I am most concerned
about the difficulties of the masses: how
they eat, how they live, whether they can
have a good New Year, or a good Spring
Festival,” Xi said, as the television broad-
cast cut to footage of his visits this year to
impoverished rural areas.

Xi  also promised to shore up
Communist Party discipline and “unwa-
veringly” maintain his anticorruption
campaign against high- and low-ranking
officials alike. He said that “supply-side”
economic reforms were making progress
and that the party would continue to
push reform and rule by law during the
19th National Congress, scheduled for
late 2017. “As long as the party forever
stands with the people, we will be able to
walk the long march of our generation,”
he said. — AP 

Xi offers a populist 
message in address

BEIJING: There is no space for Hong Kong
independence in the “one country, two
systems” agreement under which Beijing
governs the former British colony, but
there can be tolerance for differences in
their systems, a senior Chinese official
said. Chinese leaders are increasingly con-
cerned about a fledgling independence
movement in Hong Kong, which returned
to mainland rule in 1997 with a promise of
autonomy known as “one country, two
systems”, and recent protests in the city.
The head of China’s Hong Kong Macau
Affairs Office, Wang Guangya, told pro-
Beijing Hong Kong magazine The
Bauhinia that “under ‘one country, two
systems’ there is absolutely no space for
‘Hong Kong independence’”, in comments
carried in the ruling Communist Party’s
People’s Daily on Saturday.

“Hong Kong is an inseparable part of
the country, and in no situation is ‘Hong
Kong independence’ allowed. This is a
bottom line that cannot be touched in
‘one country, two systems’,” Wang said. As
“one country, two systems” is new, it has
no ready-made experience to draw from,
and it’s normal that in this process “new

situations, new problems and new chal-
lenges” will arise, he added.

“You can’t expect it to be all plain sail-
ing,” Wang said. “The central government
has confidence in and patience with Hong
Kong. As long as the ‘one country’ princi-
ple is not damaged, the differences in the
‘two systems’ absolutely can be tolerated
and respected,” he added. China’s parlia-
ment last month staged a rare interpreta-
tion of the Basic Law, Hong Kong’s mini-
constitution, to effectively bar pro-inde-
pendence city lawmakers from taking
office there.

In separate comments from the same
interview reported by the official Xinhua
news agency late Friday, Wang said the
interpretation did not harm the inde-
pendence of Hong Kong’s legal system,
but that that independence could not
limit the Chinese parliament’s ability to
interpret the Basic Law. “It needs to be
pointed out that the independence of
the legal system is an important princi-
ple of the rule of law in Hong Kong, and
the central government has always cher-
ished and protected the independence
of Hong Kong’s legal system.” — Reuters 

China: No space for 
HK independence 

BEIJING: In this photo released Saturday Dec 31, 2016 by Xinhua News Agency,
Chinese President Xi Jinping speaks during a New Year greetings broadcasted. — AP 

JAKARTA: Only a year ago, this stretch of the
Ciliwung River in Indonesia’s capital was foul-
smelling and clogged by a thick layer of floating
plastic and other trash. Now, after a clean-up
involving hundreds of volunteers, the river host-
ed a wedding ceremony for a young couple who
grew up on its banks in a bid to inspire others to
help preserve Indonesia’s fragile environment.

“We have shown our love for our language,
culture, now we should start to show our love for
the environment,” said the groom, Novanto
Rahman. His bride, Sandra Fidelia Novianti, is a
volunteer for the Depok Ciliwung Community
that launched the clean-up with the local gov-
ernment in 2015. The couple made their wedding
vows on an inflatable boat decorated with flow-
ers that was paddled down the Ciliwung on Dec.

18, something that previously would have been
impossible due to the piles of trash in the water.

The Ciliwung, which runs more than 100 km
from its source in West Java to Jakarta bay, has
played an important role in the livelihood of the
city since the 17th century. Despite the dire water
quality, poorer communities living by the river
have used its water to wash clothes and shower.
The Ciliwung, however, became a dumping
ground for trash and barely able to flow into
Jakarta bay. This contributed to flooding on the
swampy plain of greater Jakarta, which has sunk
4 meters over the past three decades.

Jakarta Governor Basuki Tjahaja Purnama has
relocated some illegal settlements along its
banks in a bid to allow the river to flow. The
founder of the Depok Ciliwung Community,

Taufiq Deso, said he hoped community help in
cleaning up the river would focus the city gov-
ernment’s attention on the problem. About 4,000
city workers retrieve trash from 13 rivers and
hundreds of canals zig-zagging through the city
of 10 million people, according to Jakarta’s
Sanitation Department.

Even though there has been a reduction in
surface trash on the Ciliwung, an environmen-
talist said better enforcement of existing laws
against polluters was needed to improve
water quality. “Despite evidence that showed
a few companies are guilty of releasing waste
into the river, these companies are still able to
continue their operations,” said Dwi Sawung
of the Indonesian Forum for the Environment.
— Reuters 

Wedding vows a blessing for 
clean-up of Indonesian river

DENPASAR: Balinese girls prepare to perform during a New Year celebration in Denpasar, on Indonesia’s resort island of Bali on December 31,
2016.  Various form of dances and music have made Bali’s art and culture one of the most diverse in the world. —AFP 

CHICAGO: A Singaporean blogger who is
seeking political asylum in the United
States said on Friday he regretted inflam-
matory posts that landed him in jail twice
in his home country. Amos Yee, 18, who is
currently detained in Illinois, told Reuters
that videos he filmed insulting Singapore’s
late prime minister and various religions
were in bad taste.  “I told you, it is hate
speech, it is overly rude, it isn’t good
activism,” Yee said by telephone from the
McHenry County Adult Correctional Facility
in Illinois. “I completely regret making
those videos.”

Yee’s posts, and subsequent trials and
convictions in Singapore, have stirred
debate in the conservative city-state over
censorship and free speech. His trials were
watched closely by rights groups as well as
the United Nations.  Last year, Yee was con-
victed on charges of harassment and

insulting a religious group over comments
he made about former Singaporean
Premier Lee Kuan Yew and Christians soon
after Lee’s death. His sentence amounted
to four weeks in jail.  In September, Yee was
sentenced to six weeks in jail after pleading
guilty to posting comments on the internet
critical of Christianity and Islam.

Yee arrived at Chicago’s O’Hare
International Airport on Dec. 16 and told US
Customs officials he was seeking political
asylum. The blogger said that he wanted to
live in Illinois and has no plans to return to
Singapore, a Southeast Asian city-state that
has compulsory military service for males,
which Yee said he would not take part in.
Yee should have his first hearing in front of
a judge within two weeks, according to his
attorney, Sandra Grossman. Yee has had no
contact with the Singaporean government
since arriving, he said. — Reuters 

Singapore blogger 
seeking US asylum 
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Focus

By Lisa Richwine and Jill Serjeant

Celebrities seek 

posthumous 

protections 

Tuesday’s death of actor Carrie Fisher, who played
Princess Leia in “Star Wars,” set off waves of
remembrance among fans - but also speculation

over her character’s return in yet-to-be-filmed episodes.
Filmmakers are tapping advances in digital technology
to resurrect characters after a performer dies, most
notably in “Rogue One: A Star Wars Story.” The film, in
theaters now, features the return of Grand Moff Tarkin,
originally played by a long-dead actor.

The trend has sent Hollywood actors in the here-
and-now scrambling to exert control over how their
characters and images are portrayed in the hereafter.
“Celebrities are increasingly involved in making plans to
protect their intellectual property rights,” said Mark
Roesler, an attorney and chairman of CMG Worldwide,
an agency representing celebrity estates. “They under-
stand that their legacy will continue beyond their life-
time.” Roesler said at least 25 of his clients are engaged
in actively negotiating the use of their or their loved
ones’ computer-generated images in movies, television
or commercials.  Employment contracts govern how
they can be used in a particular film or commercial,
while a performer’s will can address broader issues.
Some actors or heirs worry that overexposure will tar-
nish a celebrity’s image, Roesler said. Some explicitly
rule out posthumous depictions involving sex or vio-
lence, while others focus on drugs or alcohol.

“We have seen people address marijuana,” he said.
“We’ve seen liquor addressed.” California law already
gives heirs control over actors’ posthumous profits by
requiring their permission for any of use of their like-
ness. As technology has improved, many living actors
there are more focused on steering their legacy with
stipulations on how their images are used - or by for-
bidding their use.

Robin Williams, who committed suicide in 2014,
banned any use of his image for commercial means
until 2039, according to court documents. He also
blocked anyone from digitally inserting him into a
movie or TV scene or using a hologram, as was done
with rapper Tupac Shakur at Southern California’s
Coachella music festival in 2012 - 16 years after his mur-
der. Virtual characters have been used when an actor
dies in the middle of a film production, as when
Universal Pictures combined CGI and previous footage
for Paul Walker’s role in 2015’s “Furious 7” after Walker’s
2013 death in a car crash.

But “Rogue One” broke new ground by giving a sig-
nificant supporting role to a dead star. A digital embod-
iment of British actor Peter Cushing, who died in 1994,
reprised his role from the original 1997 “Star Wars” film
as Tarkin. Walt Disney Co recreated Tarkin with a mix of
visual effects and a different actor. A Disney spokes-
woman declined to comment on whether Princess Leia
would appear in films beyond “Episode VIII,” set for
release in 2017. Fisher had wrapped filming for the next
“Star Wars” episode before she died. She suffered a
heart attack on a flight from London to Los Angeles.

Fisher had been expected to play a key role in the
ninth installment of the sci-fi saga, due for release in
2019. Fisher’s attorney, Frederick Bimbler, did not return
requests for information on any stipulations the actress
may have made about use of her image.

Disney bought “Star Wars” producer Lucasfilm in
2012 for $4 billion. The two new films since released
have sold some $2.7 billion worth of tickets and boost-
ed sales of toys and other related merchandise.

Disney would need to negotiate “re-use fees” with
Fisher’s estate to resurrect her character for future films,
said Mark Litwak, an entertainment attorney in Los
Angeles. The rights of actors’ heirs are rooted in a 1985
California law requiring filmmakers to obtain permis-
sion from a celebrity’s estate to use his or her image
after death. The law was enacted after a campaign by
the son of Dracula actor Bela Lugosi, a lawyer who
objected to widespread use of his late father’s image.

With today’s movie technology opening up so many
possible scenarios, actors’ union SAG-AFTRA is lobbying
for all states to enact protections on the use of celebrity
images after they die.

Minnesota began considering such legislation this
year following the death of music legend Prince, who
was from Minneapolis. “The issue for us is straightfor-
ward and clear: The use of performers’ work in this man-
ner has obvious economic value and should be treated
accordingly,” a SAG-AFTRA spokesperson said. Celebrity
deaths often spur big increases in sales of music and
movies. — Reuters

Tr

Washington Watch

Dr James J Zogby  

Secretary of State John Kerry’s valedictory speech on
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict unleashed a firestorm
of criticism from the very same folks who had just fin-

ished hyperventilating over the US abstention on a
Security Council resolution a few days earlier. The speech,
itself, was divided into three parts. Kerry opened with an
accounting of all that the Obama Administration had done
for Israel in the past eight years. And he closed with a list of
principles he said should serve as the basis for a future
Israeli-Palestinian peace. The largest part, the middle, was a
passionate indictment of Israel’s settlement policy in the
West Bank and East Jerusalem-the most comprehensive
critique ever given by an American political leader. 

During the past 50 years, successive US Administrations
have done their best to avoid public criticism of Israel.
There have been momentary outbursts of displeasure. But,
for the most part, when US officials wanted to challenge
Israel’s behavior, they prodded, cajoled, pleaded their case,
or resorted to offering “incentives”. They have never “taken
Israel to the wood shed”.  That’s what Kerry did and that
was what prompted the reaction. 

In response, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
delivered the political equivalent of tantrum even before
Kerry finished his remarks. President-elect Donald Trump
tweeted his displeasure. And Members of Congress, from
both parties, rushed to issue statements pledging their full
support for Israel and its leader, while roundly criticizing
their own Secretary of State. 

Why the hysteria? As Kerry, himself acknowledged, the
speech was not going to change realities on the ground
nor would it force the Israelis to alter their behavior. And, as
Donald Trump tweeted, with only a few weeks left before
the end of the Obama Administration, it is clear that Israel

is not going to pay a price in terms of its relationship with
Washington.  

None of these reactions, of course, paid any attention to
the opening or closing parts of Kerry’s speech. Israel and its
supporters have made a habit of treating as their due the
aid and support they have received from the Obama
Administration. And, as for the “Kerry Principles”, they were
bound to be ignored, since everyone knows what they are
but see no possibility that they will be realized. 

What set off the firestorm was that Kerry dared to pub-
licly and forcefully criticize Israeli policy. And that was what
the overreaction intended to snuff out. The standard Israeli
approach used in situations of this sort is to launch a cam-
paign of intimidation designed to pummel the offender
into submission and to discourage others from taking simi-
lar course.  I remember back in 2003, in the lead up to the
2004 presidential primaries, then Senator Kerry addressed
our Arab American Institute national conference poignant-
ly describing the daily hardships faced by Palestinians
under occupation. He concluded his remarks by condemn-
ing the “separation wall” that Israel was constructing in the
West Bank, calling it “a barrier to peace”. For weeks, Kerry
was pummeled by pro-Israeli activists and donors until he
finally relented and apologized for his remarks. 

Much the same happened with Justice Richard
Goldstone, one of the co-authors of the United Nations
report on Israeli violations of human rights and interna-
tional law in its 2008/9 onslaught of Gaza. I met the man
and heard him describe how painful it had been for him to
see what Israel had done and then feel compelled to con-
demn their behavior. The response from Israel and
Congress was intense and unrelenting. Most critics
denounced “Goldstone” without even reading the report.
Facts didn’t matter, snuffing out criticism and making the
critic pay a price did. 

After being shamefully battered and even denied entry
to Israel to visit his family, Justice Goldstone relented and
wrote a Washington Post oped apologizing for some of the
language he had used to describe Israeli behavior. At that
point Israel announced victory and called off the attack.  

This past summer, my colleagues and I went through
somewhat the same experience after being appointed by
Bernie Sanders to serve on the Democratic Party platform
drafting committee. There was an effort to discredit and
silence us even before the platform deliberations began.
They didn’t need to turn the heat up too high because the
Clinton campaign made it clear that they would brook no
criticism of Israel in the document. As a result, our efforts to
add the words “occupation” and “settlements” were in vain.

And now comes Kerry’s State Department speech in
which he didn’t just criticize Israel’s occupation and settle-
ment policy, he also demolished the arguments Israelis use
to defend their actions. At the same time, he provided a
tutorial on the damage done to peace by settlements.
Kerry’s speech will not change Israeli policy. And with
Trump in the Oval Office three weeks, the speech most cer-
tainly will not affect a change in US policy. But what Kerry
has done, if he doesn’t relent, is shatter the taboo that has
sheltered Israel from official criticism, while laying out the
arguments needed to rebut Israeli efforts to justify their
policies.  

To some, especially Palestinians, this may seem like “too
little, too late”. But as someone who has been a part of the
effort to create an American debate on Israeli policies,
Kerry’s intervention is both welcome, validating, and
empowering. He laid down markers that should help liber-
als and progressives define a policy agenda on the Israel-
Palestine conflict-exactly what we need as we enter the
challenges of the Trump era. 

— Dr James J Zogby  is president, Arab American Institute

What John Kerry did

By Josh Lederman

Moscow is hoping Donald Trump
will reconsider the sanctions the
US is levying in response to its

finding of election hacking, a wait-and-see
strategy bolstered by the American presi-
dent-elect ’s own approving words for
Russian President Vladimir Putin.

Putin has essentially put relations with
the US on hold until Trump replaces
President Barack Obama on Jan. 20. Though
his foreign minister encouraged him to slap
back at Washington for the sanctions
imposed by Obama, Putin decided that
Russia wouldn’t immediately retaliate.

“Great move on delay (by V. Putin),”
Trump wrote Friday on Twitter. “I always
knew he was very smart!” Praise for a long-
time adversary at odds with a sitting
American president is remarkable for a
president-elect - and the latest signal that
US-Russia relations, among other policies,
could be getting a makeover from Trump.

Whether he steers the US toward or
away from Russia is shaping up as the first
major test of his foreign policy disposition
and his willingness to buck fellow
Republicans, who for years have argued
Obama wasn’t being tough enough on
Russia. In response to the election hacking
he blames on Russia, Obama ordered sanc-
tions on Russian spy agencies, closed two
Russian compounds and expelled 35 diplo-
mats the US said were  really spies.
Brushing off Obama, Putin said Russia
would plan steps to restore US ties “based
on the policies that will be carried out by
the administration of President D. Trump.”
Not only would Russia not kick Americans
out, Putin said, he was inviting the kids of
all US diplomats to the Kremlin’s New Year’s
and Christmas parties.  “At this point,
they’re trolling Obama,” said Olga Oliker,
who directs the Russia program at the
Center for Strategic and International
Studies. The Obama administration said it

had seen Putin’s remarks but had nothing
more to say. Russia denies the US intelli-
gence community’s assessment that in an
attempt to help Trump win the presidency,
Moscow orchestrated cyber breaches in
which tens of thousands of Democrats’
emails were stolen and later made public.
Trump, too, has refused to accept that con-
clusion and insisted the country should just
“move on,” though he has agreed to meet
next week with intelligence leaders to learn
more. Notably, after the US on Thursday
issued a report it said exposed Russia’s
cyber tactics, Putin’s aides didn’t offer any

specific rebuttal.  The report included
detailed technical information like IP
addresses and samples of malware code
the US said Russia uses. One utility compa-
ny, Burlington Electric Department in
Vermont, reported Friday that it had
detected the malware on a company lap-
top that was not connected to its grid sys-
tems. Burlington said, “We took immediate
action to isolate the laptop and alerted fed-
eral officials of this finding.”

There’s little certainty about how Trump
will actually act on Russia as president.
Though he’s praised Putin as a strong

leader and said it would be ideal for the
two countries to stop fighting, he also sug-
gested this month the US might mount a
new nuclear arms race, triggering fresh
anxieties about a return to Cold War-style
tensions. Ambassador Michael McFaul,
Obama’s former envoy to Russia, said while
Trump has defined his top objective as
“getting along with the Kremlin,” Putin has
higher goals, including the lifting of eco-
nomic sanctions and, ideally, US recogni-
tion of Russia’s annexation of Crimea.

“Obviously, Putin’s not responding
because he’s waiting for Jan. 20,” McFaul
said in an interview. “He’s got these much
more important objectives to him than get-
ting into a tit-for-tat response with the out-
going administration.” Trump’s warm out-
reach to Putin, combined with picks for sec-
retary of state and national security adviser
who are seen as friendly to Russia, have left
hawkish Republicans with a particularly
unpleasant choice: look hypocritical for
backtracking on their own tough talk, or
risk a public rift with their party’s new presi-
dent. In the House, many Republicans who
have long called for tougher sanctions
have been silent or vague about Obama’s
penalties and Trump’s positions. But a
handful of GOP senators have shown they
have no intentions of letting up pressure
on the Kremlin.

“We intend to lead the effort in the new
Congress to impose stronger sanctions on
Russia,” Republican Sens. John McCain of
Arizona and Lindsey Graham of South
Carolina said in a statement.  McCain, who
chairs the Senate Armed Services Committee,
scheduled a hearing next week on “foreign
cyber threats” in an attempt to further spot-
light Russia’s actions. Even if Trump opts to
pull back Obama’s sanctions and overlook
hacking allegations, he may find rapproche-
ment with Russia isn’t that simple. The past
two presidents both tried to reach out to
Russia early in their terms but left office with
relations in no better shape. — AP

Trump’s praise of Putin signals policy shift

This combination of pictures created on Friday shows file photos of US President-
elect Donald Trump (left) and Russian President Vladimir Putin.—AFP



MEXICO CITY: Mexicans are bracing to kickstart
the New Year on a sour note, with protests
planned against the government’s huge hike in
gasoline prices. President Enrique Pena Nieto
has promised that fuel prices will fall thanks to
his landmark 2014 energy reform, which ended
a seven-decade-old monopoly held by the
state-run firm Pemex.

The government plans to end subsidies and
let the market dictate prices in March, but
Mexicans will feel the pinch at the pump before
they start falling. The finance ministry
announced Tuesday that the price of gasoline
would increase by as much as 20.1 percent to
0.88 dollars per liter on January 1, while diesel
would rise by 16.5 percent to 0.83 dollars. The
price ceiling will be adjusted daily from

February 18, before letting supply and demand
determine them in March.

Around 100 protestors blocked a service sta-
tion in the Pacific resort of Acapulco on Friday,
while Jalisco authorities investigated reports
that a drug gang threatened to set fire to serv-
ice stations. A protest is planned in the capital
on Sunday while Mexicans were urged on social
media to block service stations on Monday.
People were also encouraged to boycott fuel
for three days.

Before the price announcement, fuel short-
ages had already angered Mexicans in several
states. “The fuel price increase causes outrage.
People are right: it’s not fair. I support each fam-
ily, I share their outrage and anger,” Aristoteles
Sandoval, the governor of western Jalisco state,

wrote on Twitter. Sandoval’s criticism drew par-
ticular attention because he is a member of
Pena Nieto’s centrist Institutional Revolutionary
Party (PRI). Furious opposition governors plan
to meet with federal government officials next
week to discuss the price hike. “We just had a
security meeting (between governors and Pena
Nieto) days ago and there was not one com-
ment about this situation,” said Mexico City’s
leftist Mayor Miguel Angel Mancera.

Competitive prices 
The protests are the latest headache for

Pena Nieto, whose popularity has plummeted
below 25 percent this year due to his govern-
ment’s failure to curb drug-related violence, dis-
appointing economic growth and his unpopu-

lar decision to host Donald Trump before the
anti-immigration Republican won the US presi-
dential election. Finance Minister Jose Antonio
Meade defended the fuel price increase, saying
it would not trigger more inflation and that
eventually the “final price for consumers will be
among the most competitive in the world.”

Mexican energy industry expert David
Shields voiced doubts that the demonstrations
will force the government to change its mind.
“After such a blunt announcement, it’s very hard
for the government to back down because it has
a very small margin. The country’s fiscal situation
is terrible and you can’t keep subsidizing gaso-
line,” Shields told AFP. The fall in global oil prices
in recent years has forced the government to cut
its budget and slash spending at Pemex. And the

peso has fallen to historic lows due to Trump’s
protectionist rhetoric against Mexico.

Fewer tips? 
The liberalization of gasoline prices was

supposed to begin in 2018, but the govern-
ment decided to start it now. “An immediate
drop in prices was an unreal expectation. We
have seen a very strong depreciation of the
peso,” Shields said. In Mexico City, service sta-
tion worker Maria de la Luz Lopez worried
that the price increases could hurt her. “I’m
afraid that to compensate for the increase,
(customers) will no longer give us tips,” said
Lopez, who like many in her field does not
earn a wage and depends on the generosity
of drivers. — AFP 
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Mexicans furious over fuel price hike

BEIJING: Residents enjoy a clear day near the iconic CCTV headquarters. — AP 

BEIJING: China’s economy is on a steady growth path as
2016 ends, supported by a housing boom and billions in
government investment, but the mood of policymakers is
more cautious than celebratory as they face “complexity” in
the New Year. Controlling risks has been a constant refrain
in recent months as the focus of policymakers switches to
taming asset bubbles and checking unbalanced growth
stemming from efforts to fuel the economy with credit.

The central bank - while reaffirming a long-standing
commitment to prudent policy - said on Friday it would
pay more attention to maintaining a “neutral” stance and
ensure that it is “neither too tight nor too loose”. “At pres-
ent, China’s economic and financial operations are general-
ly stable, but the complexity of the situation cannot be
underestimated,” the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) said.

Bank lending is on pace to top 2015’s record 11.71 trillion
yuan ($1.7 trillion), helping to stoke a housing boom that saw
prices rise a historic 12.6 percent year-on-year in November,
while fixed asset investment by state firms is growing more
than 20 percent. But growth has become more imbalanced
this year as the effectiveness of new credit declines and com-
panies and individuals face mounting debts, economists say.
Policy insiders expect monetary policy to tilt towards slight
tightening in 2017 as the government tries to strike a balance
between supporting the economy with ample credit and
preventing a destabilising build-up in debt. Central bank
adviser Sheng Songcheng told Reuters in an interview on
Thursday that interest rates in China were already on an
upward trend as the economy improved.

Market stress
In the financial markets, China’s blue-chip stock index

ended the year more than 11 percent lower while the
Chinese yuan plumbed an 8-1/2 year low. Primary money
rates rose this week and were largely higher this year, driv-
en by the PBOC’s tighter liquidity stance in the second half
aimed at taming risks.

The key interbank rate rose more than 25 basis points
for the year, indicating tighter monetary conditions, after
falling sharply in 2015. Market participants also said the
falling yuan has had a large negative impact on the money
market in the second half, with the central bank buying up
Chinese currency and shrinking base money. The PBOC
said in Friday’s report it would push reforms of the yuan
regime, while keeping the currency basically stable.

The central bank used the same wording about the cur-
rency in last year’s report. The yuan ended 2016 with its
biggest annual loss since 1994, putting it on track to be the
worst-per forming major Asian currency this year.
Expectations for a weaker yuan have contributed to signifi-
cant capital outflows as China’s foreign currency reserves
fall to the lowest level in more than five years.

As Chinese firms step up overseas investment, which also
contributes to capital outflows, policymakers announced
plans this week to further open China’s markets to foreign
investment. Any further opening up to foreign firms should
help redress an imbalance in investment flows which is likely
to rise to an unprecedented 335 billion yuan this year as out-
bound investment rose more than 55 percent in the first 11
months of 2016. Chinese President Xi Jinping called for more
efforts to push key reforms next year with a focus on state-
owned-enterprises, taxation, finance, land, urbanization, social
security, ecological progress and opening up, the official
Xinhua news agency reported late Friday night. — Reuters

China policymakers pledge 

stability for ‘complex’ 2017 
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EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.612
Indian Rupees 4.532
Pakistani Rupees 2.930
Srilankan Rupees 2.055
Nepali Rupees 2.837
Singapore Dollar 213.190
Hongkong Dollar 39.549
Bangladesh Taka 3.880
Philippine Peso 6.158
Thai Baht 5.573

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.921
Qatari Riyal 84.375
ani Riyal 797.817
Bahraini Dinar 815.730
UAE Dirham 83.628

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 19.750
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 15.740
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.233
Tunisian Dinar 133.890
Jordanian Dinar 432.610
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.047
Syrian Lira 2.189
Morocco Dirham 30.547

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 307.000
Euro 322.350
Sterling Pound 381.140
Canadian dollar 229.620
Turkish lira 87.920

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Swiss Franc 300.980
Australian Dollar 224.111
US Dollar Buying 305.800

GOLD
20 Gram 232.84
10 Gram 119.34
5 Gram 60.51

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 306.550
Canadian Dolla 230.500
Sterling Pound 384.385
Euro 322.080
Swiss Frank 300.105
Bahrain Dinar 812.640
UAE Dirhams 83.855
Qatari Riyals 85.080
Saudi Riyals 82.675
Jordanian Dinar 433.540
Egyptian Pound 16.830
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.060
Indian Rupees 4.530
Pakistani Rupees 2.924
Bangladesh Taka 3.887
Philippines Pesso 6.143
Cyprus pound 168.345
Japanese Yen 3.600
Syrian Pound 2.435
Nepalese Rupees 3.825
Malaysian Ringgit 69.340

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.371545 0.381545
Czech Korune 0.003871 0.015871
Danish Krone 0.039121 0.044121
Euro 0. 316357 0.325357
Norwegian Krone 0.031270 0.036470
Romanian Leu 0.085056 0.085056
Slovakia 0.009215 0.019215
Swedish Krona 0.029340 0.034340
Swiss Franc 0.292878 0.303878
Turkish Lira 0.083732 0.094032

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.212617 0.224617
New Zealand Dollar 0.205431 0.214931

America
Canadian Dollar 0.221563 0.230563
Georgina Lari 0.138615 0.138615
US Dollars 0.302800 0.307200
US Dollars Mint 0.303300 0.307200

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003527 0.004111
Chinese Yuan 0.042685 0.046185
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037484 0.040234
Indian Rupee 0.002785 0.005519

Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002534 0.002714
Kenyan Shilling 0.003157 0.003157
Korean Won 0.000245 0.000260
Malaysian Ringgit 0.064809 0.070809
Nepalese Rupee 0.002941 0.003111
Pakistan Rupee 0.002618 0.002908
Philippine Peso 0.006077 0.006377
Sierra Leone 0.000068 0.000074
Singapore Dollar 0.207315 0.217315
South African Rand 0.016364 0.024854
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001649 0.002229
Taiwan 0.009514 0.009694
Thai Baht 0.008222 0.008770

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.807486 0.815986
Egyptian Pound 0.013671 0.023124
Iranian Riyal 0.000085 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000181 0.000241
Jordanian Dinar 0.427814 0.436814
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000149 0.000249
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020232 0.044232
Nigerian Naira 0.001274 0.001909
Omani Riyal 0.790721 0.796401
Qatar Riyal 0.083486 0.084936
Saudi Riyal 0.080753 0.082053
Syrian Pound 0.001302 0.001522
Tunisian Dinar 0.129004 0.137004
Turkish Lira 0.083732 0.094032
UAE Dirhams 0.082133 0.083833
Yemeni Riyal 0.001016 0.001096

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 31.240
Thai Bhat 9.535
Turkish Lira 87.725

NEW YORK: Investors capped a year of solid
gains on Wall Street Friday in a selling mood,
sending the major US stock indexes modestly
lower on the final trading day of 2016.
Technology and consumer-focused stocks led
the broad slide, while real estate companies and
banks eked out small gains. As it had been for
much of the week, trading was subdued ahead
of the New Year’s Day holiday.

Despite riding out the last week of the year
with losses, halting the Dow Jones industrial
average’s momentum as it neared the 20,000
mark, 2016 delivered a much better finish for
stock investors than most would have anticipat-
ed. All told, the Dow ended the year with a 13.4
percent gain, while the Nasdaq composite
gained 7.5 percent.

The Standard & Poor’s 500 index, the broad-
est measure of the stock market, gained 9.5 per-
cent after an essentially flat finish in 2015.
Including dividends, the total return was 11.96
percent. Small-company stocks fared the best,
especially since the election. The Russell 2000
index closed out 2016 with a gain of 19.5 per-
cent. “This was not just a market that did well, it
did extremely well,” said Quincy Krosby, market
strategist at Prudential Financial.

The stock market weathered repeated slumps

in 2016, including the worst start to any year for
stocks, the second correction for the market in
five months and plummeting oil  prices.  A
steadily improving US economy and job market,
as well as more stable oil prices and better com-
pany earnings growth helped turn the market
around. More recently, investor optimism fol-
lowing the Republican election sweep in
November kicked off a rally that sent the market
to new heights.

End of year rally 
Some of that enthusiasm evaporated in the

final week of the year, as traders seized on the
quiet period between the Christmas and New
Year’s holidays to do some selling to lock in prof-
its. “So many times we look for a rally at the end
of the year, particularly between Christmas and
New Year’s,” said JJ Kinahan, TD Ameritrade’s
chief strategist. “But with the incredible up move
we’ve had since the election, people are either
hesitant to buy things heading into the new year
or are taking a little bit of profit.”

On Friday, the Dow slid 57.18 points, or 0.3
percent, to 19,762.60. The S&P 500 index fell
10.43 points, or 0.5 percent, to 2,238.83. The
Nasdaq composite gave up 48.97 points, or 0.9
percent, to 5,383.12. The Russell 2000 lost 6.05

points, or 0.4 percent, to 1,357.13. Bond prices
rose. The yield on the 10-year Treasury note fell
to 2.44 percent from 2.48 percent late Thursday.

Global stocks mostly rose on the year’s last
day of trading. Britain’s index rallied to hit anoth-
er all-time high. The FTSE 100, which was trading
for only a half day, rose 0.3 percent. That left the
index 14.4 percent higher over 2016. Elsewhere
in Europe, Germany’s DAX rose 0.3 percent,
while France’s CAC 40 gained 0.5 percent. Earlier
in Asia, Japan’s Nikkei 225 fell 0.2 percent, while
Hong Kong’s Hang Seng index rose 1 percent.

Benchmark US crude fell 5 cents to close at
$53.72 a barrel in New York. That translates into a
45 percent gain for the year. Brent crude, used to
price international oils, slipped 3 cents to close
at $56.82 a barrel in London. In other energy
trading, wholesale gasoline dropped 2 cents to
$1.67 a gallon and heating oil held steady at
$1.70 a gallon. 

Natural gas futures fell 7.8 cents, or 2.1 per-
cent, to $3.72 per 1,000 cubic feet. The price of
gold fell $6.40 to $1,151.70 an ounce. Silver slid
23 cents to $15.99 an ounce. Copper rose 2 cents
to $2.51 a pound. In currency trading, the dollar
strengthened to 116.78 yen from 116.65 yen late
Thursday. The euro rose to $1.0531 from
$1.0485. — AP 

Employee satisfaction plays a vital role in
the success of the company. Job satis-
faction is often correlated with loyalty

and subsequently productivity. Therefore,
making employees feel well-rewarded and
appreciated for their contributions is an
essential managerial practice.

There are many ways an employer can
obtain employee feedback and satisfaction
levels. Employee surveys are highly effective
for measuring this type of data. Using such
tools helps improve relations with employ-
ees, maintains employee loyalty, and pushes
towards collaborative achievement of busi-
ness objectives.

Internet-based surveys have proved to be
the most effective, due to their high level of
confidentiality and, as a result, honest feed-
back. This survey method also allows the
employer to instantly gather information
and assess and compare satisfaction levels

over a certain period of time. The Career
experts at Bayt.com, the #1 Job Site in the
Middle East, share below the best types of
surveys that lead to higher employee satis-
faction.

1.  Engagement Surveys
Anonymously, employees are more com-

for table sharing their honest feedback.
Engagement surveys encourage that, result-
ing in the improvement of morale within an
organization. Its simplicity makes it the most
common type of survey. Companies that
offer their employees the opportunities to
share their feedback and provide improve-
ment suggestions and ideas have higher
employer retention and job satisfaction rates. 

2.  360 Degree Feedback Survey
This survey is divided into two parts. The

first part requests feedback on the employ-

ee’s performance and behavior. This partis
filled out by coworkers, supervisors and cus-
tomers when applicable. The second part
asks the employee to assess their own per-
formance and behavior as well as respond to
the feedback received from others.

What distinguishes this type of surveys is
that it takes into consideration how others
view the employee. The feedback usually
includes suggestions for improvement, which
are vital for those seeking growth. Employers
find this survey equally important, as it allows
them to recognize the weaknesses and
strengths of their staff. The employers can
then, more accurately, reward successes and
propose improvement strategies.

3.  Employer Improvement Surveys
This survey allows employees to provide

constructive criticism for their managers.
Based on that,  employers can plan to

improve the organizational processes and
identify weaknesses. The importance of such
survey is that it signals to the employees that
their  company is  constantly look ing to
improve. Feedback does not only target
employees, but in fact is useful to everyone
regardless of their position and role.

4.  Compensation and Benefits Surveys
Among the biggest drivers for employee

retention and loyalty are compensations and
benefits. According to the Bayt.com ‘Salaries
in the Middle East and North Africa’ survey,
nearly two thirds (63%) of respondents
believe their salaries are lower than what
other companies offer in the same industry.
This is why understanding how your employ-
ees feel about these elements is important.
This type of surveys will provide a clear pic-
ture of your employees’ needs and wants,
which subsequently helps the employer

tweak salaries and benefits accordingly.

5.  Exit Interview Survey
It ’s beneficial to understand why your

employees are leaving. Uncovering reasons
of resignation helps you prevent future attri-
tion through operational improvements. It
might also help in reversing a valued employ-
eeís resignation. It’s possible to discover that
the employee is willing to stay with certain
adjustments such as training, compensation
or advancement opportunities. For example,
according to the Bayt.com ‘Employee Loyalty
in the Middle East and North Africa’ poll,
38.2% of respondents disclosed that the lack
of growth and career advancement is the
biggest reason for their resignation. Whether
the reversal is successful or not, the survey
collects useful information on work experi-
ence and desirable conditions that can be
implemented in the company.

Top Employee surveys to ensure job satisfaction

LAS VEGAS: The busy New Year’s holiday
weekend is likely to come and go before a
Rio casino hotel tower in Las Vegas fully
recovers from a power outage that prompt-
ed a 900-room evacuation, officials said
Friday. Spokesman Richard Broome of the
Rio’s parent company, Caesars
Entertainment, said the company is testing
to see whether rooms on the lowest 20
floors can be occupied Friday. That could
mean about 500 rooms would reopen in
time for the holiday, when hotel rooms are
scarce.

Broome said about 400 rooms on the
upper floors of the Masquerade Tower will
likely be unoccupied for several more days.
The chain of events that triggered the out-
age and evacuation started Wednesday,
when a sink in a service area overflowed
and shorted a fuse in the tower’s power
system. The hotel moved to a backup gen-
erator, but that had been compromised by
water from a fire sprinkler and it gave out
on Thursday morning.

Guests in the near-capacity tower were
transferred to other rooms in casinos
owned by Caesars, but also to competitors’
rooms. “Naturally, they ’re frustrated,”

Broome said at a news conference on
Friday. “We’re trying to bend over backward
to try to make that frustration as small as
possible by giving them free food, by giv-
ing them as much information as we can,
making sure we transport them over to the
other property they’ll be staying at.”

The 2,500-room Rio, which was built in
1990 and is a short drive from the Las
Vegas Strip, is one of the more affordable
resorts in Las Vegas, with rooms that run
less than $100 on an off-peak night. It’s
home to magicians Penn and Teller, the
Chippendales male revue and Food
Network personality Guy Fieri’s restaurant
El Burro Borracho.

The timing of the outage is particular-
ly problematic because it comes at one of
the busiest and most lucrative weekends
of the year for  Las Vegas.  More than
300,000 visitors are expected to ring in
the new year in Sin City, which is welcom-
ing big-name musical acts and putting
on an eight-minute pyrotechnic show
that features fireworks launched from
casino rooftops. Broome said Caesars
hasn’t estimated how much the outage is
costing them. — AP 

CARACASP: Venezuela on Friday said it
was formally ceding the rotating presiden-
cy of Mercosur to Argentina, citing the end
of its term as the head of the trade bloc, a
move that follows acrimonious dispute
over its suspension from the group.
Mercosur suspended Venezuela this month
after years of complaints that the socialist-
run nation, whose state-led economy is
increasingly out of step with the rest of the
region, had failed to meet economic condi-
tions meant to stimulate trade.

President Nicolas Maduro called the sus-
pension a “coup” against Venezuela while
Foreign Minister Delcy Rodriguez this
month jostled with security guards in
Argentina in a failed attempt to crash a

meeting of the trade bloc. “Venezuela for-
mally hands the presidency of Mercosur
over to the Republic of Argentina,” wrote
Rodriguez in a letter posted on her Twitter
account that was addressed to the foreign
ministers of Mercosur nations.

Argentina has said that Venezuela will
have no representation in Mercosur until it
meets the group’s requirements. Venezuela
was initially admitted to the bloc in 2012
and given four years to meet all  the
requirements. Mercosur includes Brazil,
Paraguay and Uruguay, with Bolivia in the
process of joining. Under the bloc’s rules,
Venezuela would need to renegotiate the
terms of its membership in order to return
to the group. — Reuters 

US stocks end modestly lower 
on final trading day of 2016

Technology, consumer-focused stocks led broad slide

NEW YORK: In this Friday, Nov 13, 2015, file photo, the American flag flies above the Wall Street entrance to the New York Stock Exchange. — AP 

Venezuela cedes presidency 
trade block after dispute

Official: Power won’t be fully
back at Vegas casino for days

LAS VEGAS: NHP and Metro Police officers block off the entrance off Flamingo Road
to the Rio Hotel & Casino after reports of smoke coming from the 21st floor of the
Masquerade Tower led to guests being evacuated. — AP 
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T
he Economist Information Unit amended
its estimates of the historical performance
of the local economy from minus -1.6%

and -2.1% for 2014 and 2015 respectively to
0.5% and 1.8% for 2014 and 2015. It expects the
GDP to continue its positive real growth by
about 2.3% for 2016 but will weaken to score
1.6% for 2017; then it regains some strength to
grow by about 2.6% in 2018. But under all cir-
cumstances it will remain weak growth and
incapable of creating enough jobs opportuni-
ties. And it expects nominal GDP to fall to about
KD 32 billion in 2016 from the record level of KD
49.4 billion in 2013, then it will rise to KD 37.9
billion in 2017 and then to KD 41 billion in 2018.

The average price of Kuwaiti oil in 2016
scored US$ 38.9 per barrel down from an aver-
age of about US$ 48 in 2015, losing about
18.9%. But the discrepancy in the barrel price
was about 115.1% positive between its lowest
average price at US$ 23.3 per barrel in January
2016 and US$ 50 average price for December of
the same year. The year started with a very weak
average price level and ended with a high level,
which is good. OPEC and some producers out-
side it agreed to withdraw 1.8 million barrels a
day from the market: -1.2 million barrels a day
for OPEC and 600 thousand barrels for non-
OPEC producers. 

After they have been exhausted by produc-
tion surplus wars. The response was short term,
i.e. the rise in price by more than 20% while
OPEC production losses were at 3.6% and 4.9%
for Kuwait. And if the last oil agreement holds,
macroeconomic performance indicators will be
better -the economic growth level and condi-
tions of external and internal balances- and vice
versa, Therefore, we should be careful when we
read the predictions of future performance of
the domestic economy; the margin of likely
error will remain significant.

Fiscal reform measures 
Expenditures allocations for fiscal year

2016/2017 -April 2016 to March 2017-scored
about KD 18.892 billion, a slight drop by about
2.2% from the previous fiscal year appropria-
tions, despite the impact of lower oil prices on
reducing fuel and energy support expenses on
the State budget. Financial reform project
seemed among the least influential items in
terms of bridging the financial gap -diesel and
electricity, water and gasoline- and the most vul-
nerable to objection and debate. On the con-
trary, defense expenses and costs of treatment
abroad were untethered at multiples of the
impact of fiscal reform measures. 

Even those actions, and after bargaining, pri-
vate housing for citizens was exempted from
electricity and water charges; citizens were
granted 75 liters of gasoline per month. In other
words, the Government lacked the exemplary
role and its priorities were reversed; the reaction
of the street came directly in the results of par-
liamentary election on November 26, 2016
which punished the 2013 National Assembly
and the Government. Nevertheless, seemingly,
they didn’t work and the same Government
returned. It is almost impossible to adopt any
real or essential financial or economic reform
policies. With a potential and prolonged weak-
ness of the oil market, with the maximum
potential price at US$ 60 per barrel, which is
lower than the parity price for any future budg-
et, and with the Government’s orientation to
resort to domestic and global borrowing mar-
kets, in addition to liquidating assets within its
financial reserves, it is now certain that the
financial and economic situations will not be
sustainable, but the implications of the lack of
sustainability are risky to the stability and not
the development country in the future. 

After the US Federal Reserve Bank lifted the
dollar interest by a quarter point in December
2015 and another quarter point in December
2016, The Central Bank of Kuwait has raised the
discount rate to 2.25% after the first rise, and
then to 2.5% after the second. This means start-
ing a contracting monetary policy. This happens
despite the difference in the position in the U.S.
economic cycle from the cycle of the Kuwaiti
economy. The former is witnessing the begin-
ning of recovery that drove it to anticipate the
hot economy and hedge against inflation. The
latter is perching in its weak performance posi-
tion and needs an expansionist monetary policy.
However, the Central Bank of Kuwait’s decision is
correct because its targets lie in repatriating the
Kuwaiti dinar, with the risks of failure to repatri-
ate being much higher than the risks of weak
economic growth. Perhaps 2017 may carry more
pressures and lifting interest rates on the US dol-
lar are likely to be repeated, together with the
Kuwaiti dinar. This opens the door for more con-
tracting monetary policies. 

Weak growth rates 
With weak domestic economic growth rates

and the beginning of a contracting monetary
policy, coupled with an apparent inability of the
public administration to adopt and apply gen-
uine financial and economic reform policies,
with the expansion of geopolitical violence in

the region, all of which led to decline in confi-
dence and caused pressures on liquidity and
prices of main assets in Kuwait. After the stock
exchange lost about 35.2% of its liquidity and
Al Shall index lost about 17.6% of its value in
2015, the stock exchange lost about 27.5% of
its liquidity and Al Shall index lost about 0.8%
of its value in 2016. As a result value of individ-
uals’ wealth continued to decline in the local
market as well as banks’ mortgages of stock
values. The real estate market was no better;
after it lost 33.5% of its liquidity in 2015, it lost
approximately 28% of its liquidity in 2016 -
December figures are estimates- and most
market components -private, investment and
residential- lost a margin of their prices. But
due to the absence of price indices of these
components we cannot give figures. 

In summary, 2016 events were not positive
in terms of their impact on the local economy.
The oil market continued weak; geopolitical
violence continued to escalate; and the local
public administration continued its inability to
reduce the level of consequences, and it is
unexpected to start a construction phase.
Performance of the global economy is still weak
and the states which drive demand on oil like
China and Asian Tigers lost a margin higher
than their historical growth rates, and techno-
logical developments of producing non-tradi-
tional oil and development of preserving the
environment contributed to continued weak
economic growth in the long term. Only one
positive shift occurred during the year, ie OPEC
agreement and oil producing countries from
non-OPEC members to control production
which provided Kuwait and States which heavi-
ly rely on oil export a space of time, albeit short,
to work hard on repairing their conditions; but

the return of almost the same core Government
dissipated a lot of hope for reform.

2. Oil and Public Finance - December 2016 
By the end of December 2016, the 9th

month of the current fiscal year 2016/2017 end-
ed and by the end of last summer and the talk
about an agreement on the oil market prices
began to rise. The Kuwaiti oil price during
October scored US$ 46.5 per barrel, and
achieved the highest price during the year at
US$ 51.91 per barrel on December 12, 2016.
The lowest price during the month was at US$
47.68 per barrel on December 1, 2016. 

The average Kuwaiti oil price for most of
December scored US$ 50 per barrel rising by US$
8.5 per barrel, or 20.6% above November aver-
age which scored US$ 41.5 per barrel. It is also
higher by US$ 15 per barrel, 43%, than the hypo-
thetical budget price at US$ 35 per barrel and is
higher by US$ 5 than the hypothetical budget
price for last fiscal year at US$ 45 per barrel.
December 2015 price scored US$ 31.1 per barrel
and the past fiscal year 2015/2016 which ended
by the end of March 2016 achieved average
price for the Kuwaiti barrel of oil at US$ 42.7. This
means that the average price for December 2016
rose by 17.1% above last fiscal year and rose by
60.9% above December 2015 average. 

The State’s Financial Administration did not
issue any monthly follow up report since
December 2015. As estimate, Kuwait is supposed
to have achieved actual net oil revenues in
December in the amount of KD 1.1 billion.
Therefore, Kuwait would have achieved about
KD 9.3 billion in oil revenues until the end of last

December. If we assume prices and production
would remain as they are now -unrealistic
assumption- oil revenues would score about KD
12.6 billion, 146% of estimated oil revenues in
the budget for the entire current fiscal year
which is in the amount of KD 8.6 billion. Adding
an amount of KD 1.6 billion in non-oil revenues,
projected budget revenues would score KD 14.2
billion for the current fiscal year.

3. Boursa Kuwait Liquidity Features 2016 
By the end of 2016, Kuwait Boursa added to

its liquidity during December -trading value- an
amount of KD 321.5 million, or by 12.1% to the
amount accumulated in the past eleven months
of 2016, bringing the total liquidity in 2016 to
about KD 2.873 billion. Total liquidity of 2016
dropped by -27.5% compared with 2015 liquidi-
ty. In fact, the Boursa liquidity measured by value
of daily trading, scored its peak in 2007 and since
then the Boursa liquidity has been weak and
scored lowest level in 2016 2.113 billion of total
market liquidity, representing about 66.3% of its
total capital value. Number of speculation com-
panies within the sample was 13 which captured
15.9% of total market trading value, i.e. KD 457.9

million, while their market value equaled 2.2%
only of total value of Boursa companies com-
pared with 12 speculation companies in 2015,
which captured 1.9% of total market trading val-
ue and 17.7% of market liquidity. 

The average turnover of the share may pro-
vide us with a different perspective to look at
that speculation sharpness. The index measures
the percentage of the company trading value
divided by its market value. While the turnover
average of shares for all market companies con-
tinued weak for all market companies at about
10.9%, and the Boursa needs twice this number
at least to be liquid, and weak within the 30 top
liquidity companies with the highest liquidity at
about 11.9%, it scored about 79% for the 13
companies. The highest company scored
833.1%, 567.4% for the second highest compa-
ny, and 289.4% for the third highest. Despite
their high rise they remain less than the turnover
average of this sample (30 company) of the com-
panies in 2015 which scored 16.2%. 

4. Performance of Boursa Kuwait 2016 
Boursa performance was affected by a num-

ber of changes during 2016, some positive vari-
ables, though its impact does not appear yet and
most of it negative variables that left its impact
during the year. As for the positive side, the
Boursa turned into a private company in the
spring of the year, though it did not finalize its
measures and its performance supposed to
improve by time. By the end of the year, condi-
tions of the oil market improved and in the last
two months in the year, the Boursa witnessed
increase in its liquidity and decrease in the losses

of its main indexes, which might positively
extend to its performance in 2017. 

As for the negative side, the Kuwaiti oil barrel
average price lost about -18.9% of its level in
2016 compared to 2015. Events of geopolitical
violence escalated and the Central Bank of
Kuwait began in December a contractual policy
by raising the interest rate by 0.25% point with
the possibility of repeating more than once in
2017.  It was the result of the performance of
main indexes of the Boursa, compared with its
performance in 2015, Kuwait 15 Index lost about
-1.7% and scored 885 points versus 900.4 points,
the weighted index lost -0.4% and scored 380.1
points versus 381.7 points, while the price index
gained 2.4% and scored 5,748.1 points versus
5,615.1 points. This is a shameful index and does
not reflect the reality of the change. The impor-
tant negative development, was the losses of
liquidity of the Boursa in 2016, scored about -
27.5% from the level of liquidity in 2015, that
was also scarce. The daily average value of the
Boursa trading in 2016, scored about KD 11.6
million versus KD 15.9 million in 2015. Half of
the listed companies (including 7 withdrawn
companies from the Boursa in 2016) got 2.8%

only from that scarce liquidity. Even the relative-
ly liquid companies the distribution of liquidity
among them was unfair. 13 companies whose
market value equaled 2.2% only of Boursa’s val-
ue, or by 15.9% of Boursa’s liquidity. Scarce liq-
uidity and its sharp deviation denote investors’
weak confidence in the Boursa. Market capital-
ization in the end of the year, for 184 listed com-
panies, after the withdrawal of the “Future
Communications Co. Global” during December
2016, scored KD 26.2 billion. When we compare
their value in the end of 2015 for 183 companies
(without including the “Safat Global Holding Co.”
which was re-listed in November 2016), we note
they rose by KD 137.9 million, or by 0.5%. The

number of gainers whose value increased was
70 companies out of 183 companies; 106 com-
panies recorded varying drops in their values,
while value of 7 companies did not change. The
Industry sector achieved the highest gain by KD
412.9 million, then the Telecommunications sec-
tor rise by KD 290.2 million, due to the rise in
“Zain” value. 

While the banking sector dropped by KD
779.7 million. As for listed companies, “GFH
Financial Group” achieved the highest rise in its
market capitalization value by KD 293.4 million,
compared with its value at the beginning of the
year, then “Zain” by KD 258.5 million rise, then
“KFH” by KD 257.3 million. On the other hand,
“NBK” achieved a decline in its value by KD 368.6
million, then “Burgan Bank” by KD 163.9 million,
and then “Al Ahli United Bank” by about KD
124.4 million. The banking sector is still domi-
nating in its contributions to the Boursa market
capitalization value by 47.2% (half of which
belongs to two banks, “NBK” and “KFH”). While
the second largest contributing, the
Telecommunications sector by 10.9% of the
Boursa value. Although the two sectors
obtained 58.1% of the Boursa market capitaliza-
tion value, their share from its liquidity, i.e. trad-
ing value, scored 44.6% while the financial sec-
tor contribution by 9.6% of its share from the
Boursa market capitalization value scored 19.8%.
If we accept profitability in the first nine months
of 2016, as index for the profits of the entire year,
we not a drop in profitability by -3%, by scoring
KD 1.328 billion versus KD 1.369 billion for the
same period in 2015. The number of gaining
companies which are common in the two peri-
ods was 136 companies out of 176 companies,
which declared their financial statements.
Gainers achieved KD 1.394 billion, deducted
about KD 65.8 million, which represent 40 com-
panies scored losses. The banking sector con-
tributed 51.9% of Boursa profits, then the
telecommunications sector by 14%, while the 8
sectors contributed out of 12 sectors active in
supporting these profitability and 4 sectors
achieved absolute losses. As for companies,
“NBK” was the leader in profits by KD 219.3 mil-
lion, then the “Al Ahli United Bahraini Bank” by
KD 133.5 million. While “Al-Mal Investment Co.”
achieved the highest losses by KD 14.1 million
and “National Industries Group (Holding)” by KD
5.1 million losses. 

When analyzing the financial performance
indicators for listed companies, according to the
profit levels until end of September 30, calculat-
ed on an annual basis, compared with the end of
2015, according to the schedule, we note that
the price multiplier index market profitability
(P/E) retreated -improved- to about 14.6 times
compared with 15.4 times. The price index to
book value (P/B) retreated to 0.9 times com-
pared with 1 times, while the return on equity
(ROE) increased to 6.5%, compared with 6.3%,
and return on total assets (ROA) increased slight-
ly, to about 1.43% compared with 1.39%.

5. The Weekly Performance of Boursa
Kuwait 

The performance of Boursa Kuwait for last
week was more active compared to the previ-
ous one, where all indexes showed an increase,
the traded value index, the traded volume
index, number of transactions index, and gener-
al index, AlShall Index (value weighted) closed
at 363 points at the closing of last Thursday,
showing an increase of about 2.6 points or
about 0.7% compared with its level last week,
while it decreased by 2.9 points or about 0.8%
compared with the end of 2015.

The most important economic events in 2016
AL SHALL WEEKLY REPORT 



HONULULU:  In this June 18, 2015 file photo, an ahi tuna sits packed in ice waiting to
be auctioned at the United Fishing Agency. — AP 
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NEW JERSEY: In this Wednesday, Oct 26, 2016, file photo, an attendant at a Shell gas station pumps gas for a motorist in
Hasbrouck Height. — AP 

NEW YORK: In 2016, the Standard & Poor’s 500
index jumped 9.5 percent and bounced back
from a flat result the year before, and energy
companies and banks made some of the largest
gains as investors bet on a stronger economy
that will lead to more lending and spending.
Health care companies slumped as drug prices
came under intense scrutiny. Here’s a look at
how the 11 industry sectors in the S&P 500 fared
for the year:

ENERGY: Up 23.7 percent
At the beginning of the year it looked like

2016 would be another painful one for energy
companies. In February oil traded at $26 a barrel,
down from more than $100 in mid-2014. But
over the next few months oil prices rose gradu-
ally rose above $50, which reduced the scope of
their losses.  Late in the year, OPEC and other oil
producers agreed to cut their production in
2017. The price of US crude finished the year up
45 percent. Oil and gas company Oneok more
than doubled in value for the year while
Chevron had its best year since 1989.

FINANCIALS: Up 20.1 percent
Banks and other financial companies sank ear-

ly in 2016 as investors worried about slowing
global economic growth. After that they strug-
gled as the Federal Reserve continually held off
on raising interest rates. But the sector caught fire
leading up to the election and afterward, as
investors felt banks will be major beneficiaries of
a Donald Trump administration. Banks stand to
benefit from increased government spending
and borrowing connected to greater spending on
infrastructure, as well as faster economic growth,
looser regulations and rising interest rates. Huge
gains in the weeks after the election took bank
stocks to their highest levels since 2008.

INDUSTRIALS: Up 17.8 percent
Companies that make construction equip-

ment, engines and aircraft also made large gains
as the U.S. economy picked up steam. Investors
bet that the election of Trump, and a Republican
Congress that could approve his spending pro-
posals, will lead to more spending on construc-
tion, manufacturing, and transportation. The
sector, which includes companies like Boeing
and General Electric, reached all-time highs at
the end of the year. Caterpillar was the best-per-
forming Dow Jones industrial average compo-
nent in 2016 while farm equipment maker Deere
rose to an all-time high.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS: Up 16.1 percent
Phone company stocks surged early in 2016

as the market got off to a historically bad start.
Investors bought those stocks, which are often
compared to bonds because of their large divi-
dend yields and relative stability. Low bond
yields have helped make the small sector attrac-
tive as well, drawing in investors who sought
income. Later the stocks gradually lost steam as
investors saw signs the economy was picking up
and hoped for faster growth. Thanks to AT&T’s
biggest gain since 2006, the stocks ultimately
bounced back from two years of declines.

MATERIALS: Up 14.1 percent
Companies that make materials like packag-

ing, specialty chemicals and mine for metals also
rebounded, partly because precious metals
prices bounced back in 2016 after several years
of losses. Copper, which is linked to expectations
for economic growth because of its uses in con-
struction, climbed 17 percent. Higher metals
prices led to big gains for gold and copper pro-
ducer Freeport-McMoran, gold miner Newmont
Mining and steel maker Nucor. Building materi-
als companies like Martin Marietta also climbed.

UTILITIES: Up 12.2 percent
With government bond yields at their lowest

levels in many years and investors nervous
about the state of the economy, utility compa-
nies were in the unusual position of leading the
market in early 2016. Electric and gas utilities
were a safe harbor for worried investors. But as
confidence in the economy picked up, they lost
that leadership position. Overall they recovered
the previous year’s losses and rose a bit more
than the S&P 500.

TECHNOLOGY: Up 12 percent
Technology companies rose for the eighth

year in a row. The stocks surged this summer as
the U.S. economy appeared to gain strength,
while critical overseas markets also looked
healthier.  The technology sector didn’t do as
well following the election, however, as
investors wondered if Trump’s trade and immi-
gration policies and his inflammatory rhetoric
would hurt their sales overseas.  Graphics
processor company Nvidia more than tripled in
value and performed better than any other S&P
500 stock, while Hewlett-Packard’s breakup left
two stocks that both did well.

CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY: Up 4.3 percent
Consumer discretionary stocks, including

retailers, media companies and other companies
that rely on consumer spending, rose for the
eighth year in a row as shoppers remained a crit-
ical part of the still-growing US economy. But

the gains were smaller than last year. Athletic
apparel makers Nike and Under Armour both
slumped as their competition appeared to grow
more costly, while fallout from food safety scares
continued to hurt Chipotle Mexican Grill.

CONSUMER STAPLES: Up 2.6 percent
Companies that make and sell common

household goods are generally considered a
safe investment. But in 2016, investors preferred
stocks that will benefit more from faster eco-
nomic growth. The stocks did rise for the eighth
consecutive year, however. Food distributor
Sysco climbed 35 percent after it acquired
European competitor Brakes, and Wal-Mart
made a partial recovery after a 27-percent drop
last year.

REAL ESTATE: Up less than 0.1 percent
Real estate has been one of the strongest-

performing asset classes in recent years. That’s
been good news for real estate investment
trusts, which were split off as a separate sector
this year.  Investors poured money into REITs
starting in February, when the market reached
its recent lows. But starting in the summer, faster
growth in the U.S. economy made other types of
investments more appealing.

HEALTH CARE: Down 4.4 percent.
Drug makers were pummeled in 2016 as their

pricing strategies came under repeated criticism
and Congressional scrutiny. Investors wondered
if the government will intervene to reduce those
hikes. Biotechnology companies like Vertex and
Alexion were hit especially hard. Endo slumped
thanks to legal costs and weak earnings and
Mylan fell during a controversy over the rising
price of its EpiPen allergy shot. Some insurance
companies, including UnitedHealth and Aetna,
traded higher. One reason is that Wall Street
thinks the possible repeal of the Affordable Care
Act will strengthen their profits. Overall, health
care stocks fell for the first time since 2008. — AP 

Energy companies and banks 
led rally on S&P 500 in 2016

How the 11 industry sectors in the S&P 500

LOS ANGELES: Merger and re-merger mania,
worries about cord-cutting, concerns about the
strong dollar overseas and fretting about the ero-
sion of TV’s traditional advertising market all con-
tributed to an eventful year for media and enter-
tainment stocks. Most of showbiz’s core con-
gloms finished out the year on an up note-with
Viacom, Lionsgate and AMC Networks being
notable exceptions. The Dow index was up 13.4%
for the year, thanks in part to a strong run that
began in early November. The Nasdaq gained
7.5% for the year while the S&P 500 spiked 9.5%.

Time Warner was the big winner for the year
with a 49% boost coming as AT&T surprised the
biz with its aggressive and whirlwind courtship
that  ended with the $85.4 bi l l ion merger
announcement on Oct.  22.  But Time Warner
shares were buoyant for most of the year before

AT&T came into the picture.
CBS also benefitted from the market specula-

tion about deals afoot, coupled with strong earn-
ings and momentum demonstrated for its CBS
All Access streaming service. The drama sur-
rounding the fate of CBS controlling shareholder
Sumner Redstone’s empire took a toll on the
stock in early February but it began to recover
the following month.

CBS shares never sagged again despite the
potential for the re-merger with its ailing corpo-
rate sibling Viacom-a flirtation that was called off
by the Redstone clan earlier this month. Like oth-
er media congloms, CBS began a steady climb in
early November that padded its double-digit
year-to-date gain.

Viacom, on the other hand, felt the pinch of all
the turmoil surrounding the management of the

company. Shares were down more than 20% in
early February as the Redstone-related pressure
began to heat up. The stock felt the seesaw effect
through the summer and fall but it has held
mostly steady since late September.

Disney’s bumpy year 
Disney had a bumpy year after a big “Star

Wars: The Force Awakens” run-up in the second
half of 2015. Concerns about subscriber losses
and mounting costs at ESPN dogged the stock for
most of the summer and fall, but Disney man-
aged to stay essentially flat for the year after a
jump in early December as the release of “Rogue
One: A Star Wars Story” approached.

Comcast, on the other hand, rode positive
news for its cable unit, growth at NBCUniversal
and the acquisition of DreamWorks Animation to

a steady upward march for most of the year, with
the exception of a brief dip just after the Time
Warner-AT&T union was unveiled.

Lionsgate’s ho-hum year at the box office took
a toll on the stock but the closing of its acquisi-
tion of Starz gave it a late-year bounce to cut its
year-to - date loss  down from 19% in ear ly
December to about 14% as of Dec. 30.

AMC Networks was stalked throughout the
year by concerns about its dependence on “The
Walking Dead” franchise as an earnings driver.
Although the AMC drama remains TV’s highest-
rated scripted series in the adults 18-49 demo,
viewership declines after several seasons of
explosive growth raised red flags for Wall Street.
The sharply lower ratings for season two of the
spinoff series “Fear the Walking Dead” also were a
bad omen for AMC. — Reuters 

Entertainment Stocks had wild ride in 2016 

SAO PAULO: It was a surprisingly great
year for investors brave enough to put
money in Brazilian stocks, even though
the countr y spent 2016 f loundering
through its worst recession in a century
and rocked by polit ical  instabil ity.
Paradoxically, this year of economic crisis,
presidential impeachment and unending
corruption scandals in Latin America’s
largest economy was also a boom year for
the Sao Paulo stock exchange.

The Ibovespa index gained 38.9 per-
cent on the year, its first year in the black
since 2012. That happened despite the
polit ical  turbulence caused by the
impeachment of president Dilma Rousseff,
a massive corruption scandal at state oil
giant Petrobras, and the economy shrink-
ing an estimated 3.49 percent-its second
year of deep recession.

The market may have gotten a confi-
dence boost from the resolution of the
drawn-out impeachment drama, which
ended with the installation of center-right
President Michel Temer in August. But
more importantly, analysts say, signs of a
rebound for Brazil’s key commodity exports
gave companies like Petrobras and mining
giant Vale a major shot in the arm.
Petrobras shares gained 121.9 percent on
the year. Shares in Vale, the world’s largest
iron ore producer, rose 129 percent. And
shares in steel producer Gerdau soared
189.2 percent.

“The stock market and the Brazilian real
took off in 2016 compared to other world
markets. I don’t think that has to do with
domestic matters like the political crisis or
impeachment. That played a part, but it’s
really about commodity prices, especially
oil,” said Andre Perfeito, chief economist at
consulting firm Gradual Investimentos.

“The Brazilian market is very sensitive to
external variations because it’s very large.
The Brent crude price rose by 50 percent in
2016. If you compare its progress with the
Sao Paulo stock market’s gains in dollars,
you’ll see the two graphs are very similar.”

Uncertain 2017 
Brazil’s currency also registered big

gains.  Af ter  h i t t ing a  record low on
January 21 — 4.166 to the dollar-it fin-
ished trading Thursday at  3 .252,  up
more than 20 percent on the year. That
made it the best-performing currency
against the dollar in a worldwide basket
followed by Gradual Investimentos. But
the f i rm warned the trend could be
reversed in 2017.

“The average projection for end-2017 is
3.5 reals to the dollar in the (Brazilian cen-
tral bank’s) Focus report. And the consen-
sus among international analysts is that
the arrival of (US President-elect Donald)
Trump should translate into a stronger
dollar because of the US Federal Reserve’s
reaction to his fiscal ambitions,” said the
consulting firm.

Looking inward, Brazil is facing a tricky
year, too. Markets may have breathed a
sigh of relief when Temer took over from
Rousseff, ending months of instability.
Temer quickly launched austerity reforms
meant to get the troubled economy back
on track. But his own government was
soon caught up in the Petrobras scandal,
which has felled several ministers accused
of playing a part in the multibillion-dollar
fleecing of the state oil company.

The ongoing investigation appears to
pose a growing threat to Temer. “There’s a
certain optimism with the new govern-
ment. But the reforms are still at a very
early stage, and the political question is
still very delicate because of Operation
Carwash,” the Petrobras investigation, said
Perfeito. Brazil looks poised to finally exit
recession in 2017. But it is still a long way
from the emerging markets boom of the
2000s, when it was an investor darling
thanks to a “commodity super-cycle” that
fueled breakneck growth. The govern-
ment is forecasting the economy will grow
0.8 percent next year. Economists are pre-
dicting just 0.5 percent, according to the
latest survey by the central bank. — AFP 

Brave investors rake in big 
returns on Brazil stocks 

PORTLAND: The Obama administration is
issuing new rules it says will crack down on
illegal fishing and seafood fraud by pre-
venting unverifiable fish products from
entering the US market. The new protec-
tions are called the Seafood Import
Monitoring Program, and they are
designed to stop illegally fished and inten-
tionally misidentified seafood from getting
into stores and restaurants by way of
imported fish.

The rules will require seafood importers
to report information and maintain records
about the harvest and chain of custody of
fish, officials with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration said. The pro-
gram will start by focusing on “priority
species” that are especially vulnerable to
illegal fishing, such as popular food fish like
tuna, swordfish, Atlantic cod and grouper.
The government hopes eventually to
broaden the program out to include all fish
species, NOAA officials said.

“It sends an important message to the
international seafood community that if
you are open and transparent about the
seafood you catch and sell across the sup-
ply chain, then the US markets are open for
your business,” said Catherine Novelli, a
State Department undersecretary.
Estimates of the economic damage of ille-
gal fishing vary, but conservation group
Oceana reported in a 2013 study that ille-

gal fishing causes more than $10 billion in
global losses every year.  Some other esti-
mates are higher.

The rules will  help make sure that
importers are able to supply “the who,
what, why, when, how of fishing,” said Beth
Lowell, a senior campaign director with
Oceana. “For the first time ever, some
imported species will be held to the same
standard that domestic wild caught species
are,” Lowell said. The new rules are an out-
growth of a presidential task force estab-
lished in June 2014 to crack down on ille-
gal, unreported and unregulated fishing
and seafood fraud. NOAA officials said the
new requirements will allow regulators to
trace seafood from its point of entry into
the US to the point when it was harvested
from the sea.

The information submitted by importers
to comply with the rules will be kept confi-
dential, and there is not a consumer label-
ing component. The National Marine
Fisheries Service, an arm of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
will administer the program, NOAA officials
said. The rules go on the books Jan. 9 and
compliance from importers is expected by
Jan 1, 2018. Shrimp and abalone are
included in the plan, but implementation
for those species will come later because of
gaps in availability of information, NOAA
officials said. —AP 

US issuing new rules to curb 
illegal fishing, seafood fraud

NEW YORK: Oil prices settled slightly lower
on Friday, the year’s last trading day, but
attained their biggest annual gain since 2009,
after OPEC and partners agreed to cut output
to reduce a supply overhang that has
depressed prices for two years. A two-rig rise
in the oil rig count in the United States, the
ninth weekly increase in a row, as reported by
oilfield services provider Baker Hughes Inc,
added to bearish sentiments. But the total
count of 525 for the week, the last for the year,
was still below last year’s level by 11 rigs.

US benchmark West Texas Intermediate
(WTI) crude futures were down 5 cents, or 0.1
percent, at $53.72 a barrel, while Brent fell 3
cents, or 0.1 percent, to $56.82. “Some profit-
taking ... very light trading - a lot of people
have already done what they needed to do for
the year.” said Elaine Levin, president of

Powerhouse, an energy-specialized commodi-
ties broker in Washington. Brent rose 52 per-
cent this year and WTI climbed around 45 per-
cent, the largest annual gains since 2009,
when the benchmarks rose 78 percent and 71
percent respectively.

Oil prices have slumped since the summer
of 2014 from above $100 a barrel. The price
rout, due to an oversupply thanks in part to
the US shale oil revolution, was accentuated
later that year when Saudi Arabia rejected
any deal by the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to cut
output and instead fought for market share.
But a historic OPEC agreement struck over
three months from September that will
reduce production from Jan 1, marked a
return to the 13-country group’s old objec-
tive of defending prices. — Reuters

Oil down, ends year with 
biggest gain since 2009
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PORT-AU-PRINCE: The cholera outbreak that hit
Haiti after Hurricane Matthew slammed the island
has been contained but persists due to lack of fund-
ing, according to the United Nations. An epidemic
of the waterborne disease-which spread after a
massive earthquake shook the nation in 2010 —
saw a resurgence after Matthew devastated the
country in early October. The number of recorded
cholera cases more than doubled in Haiti between
September and October. Almost half of the patients
were in the two southern departments hardest hit

by the hurricane-areas that until now were not
major focal points of the fight against cholera.

Suspected cases of the disease fell 25 percent-
from 2,400 to 1,800 — between October to
November, according to the latest report from the
UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (OCHA) in Haiti. The UN says the situation has
improved thanks to a three-fold increase in the
deployment of emergency teams, the delivery of
drinking water aid and a vaccination campaign. But
funding is critical to support the humanitarian needs

of the poorest country in the Americas, said Mourad
Wahba, the deputy special representative for the
UN’s stabilization mission in Haiti. No funds have
been set aside yet beyond the first quarter of 2017,
which OCHA said could lead to a heightened risk of
hospital mortality if none are ultimately allocated. 

“The rainy season will return and inevitably there
will be an increase in the number of cholera cases,”
said Wahba. “I’m optimistic, but it all depends on the
funding.”Cholera struck nearly 40,000 patients
between January and November, killing 420 of

them. On a global scale, Haiti’s cholera epidemic is
the most vicious in recent history. The disease caus-
es acute diarrhea and is transmitted through con-
taminated drinking water-a major challenge in a
country with poor sanitary conditions. According to
numerous independent experts, cholera was intro-
duced to Haiti by infected Nepalese UN peacekeep-
ers sent to the Caribbean country following the
earthquake. Since October 2010, the epidemic has
killed more than 9,400 Haitians and infected more
than 800,000 people. —AFP

Fighting Cholera outbreak in Haiti requires more funds 

BEIJING: China will ban all ivory trade and pro-
cessing by the end of 2017, the government said,
in a move hailed by conservationists as a “game
changer” for African elephants. African ivory is
highly sought after in China, where it is seen as a
status symbol, with prices for a kilo (2.2 pounds)
reaching as high as $1,100. “To better protect ele-
phants and better tackle the illegal trade, China
will gradually stop the processing and sale of ivory
for commercial purposes” by the end of 2017, the
State Council, China’s cabinet, said in a statement
late Friday. “Before then, law enforcement agen-
cies will continue to clamp down on illegality
associated with elephant tusks,” the official Xinhua
news agency said, quoting a government official
as saying.

A first batch of workshops and retailers would
be forced to close by the end of March. The move
comes after Beijing said in March it would widen a
ban on imports of all ivory and ivory products
acquired before 1975, after pressure to restrict a
trade that sees thousands of elephants slaugh-
tered every year. Xinhua said the complete ban
would affect “34 processing enterprises and 143
designated trading venues, with dozens to be
closed by the end of March 2017”. “This is great
news that will shut down the world’s largest mar-
ket for elephant ivory,” Aili Kang, executive director
of the Wildlife Conservation Society in Asia, said in
a statement. “I am very proud of my country for
showing this leadership that will help ensure that
elephants have a fighting chance to beat extinc-
tion. This is a game changer for Africa’s elephants.”

20,000 elephants killed   
Conservationists estimate that more than

20,000 elephants were killed for their ivory last
year, with similar tolls in previous years. The WWF
campaign group says 415,000 of the animals
remain. The Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES), which took effect in 1975, banned the
ivory trade in 1989. China permits the resale of
ivory bought before the 1989 ban-and also has a
stockpile purchased with CITES approval in 2008,
which it releases for sale with certification. Beijing
would continue to allow auctions of ivory

antiques deemed to have come from legitimate
sources, under strict supervision, the government
added.  WWF also praised China’s move to a com-
plete ban but called on the Chinese territory of
Hong Kong to bring forward a plan to end its ivory
trade by 2021. WWF said legal research published
by the conservation group shows an ivory ban
could be imposed “much sooner under current
Hong Kong law”.  “With China’s market closed,
Hong Kong can become a preferred market for
traffickers to launder illegal ivory under cover of
the legal ivory trade,” said Cheryl Lo, senior wildlife
crime officer at WWF. —AFP 

HONGKONG: This file photo shows seized ivory cut in pieces for incineration being displayed in Hong Kong. — AFP Photos

HONG KONG: A shop owner shows a customer a live chicken for sale in the Wanchai
markets of Hong Kong. —AFP

BEIJING: China has set a target of reducing
its annual coal capacity by 800 million tons,
according to a government plan reported
yesterday by state media. Despite the tar-
get, Beijing expects total coal output to rise
to around 3.9 billion tons by 2020, com-
pared to 3.75 billion tons in 2015, the offi-
cial  Xinhua news agency said, citing a doc-
ument issued by the country’s top econom-
ic planning body. The plan aims to
“improve coal production safety and effi-
ciency, as well as reducing impact on the
environment”, Xinhua said, suggesting that
low-capacity mines were likely to be the
target of closures. The reduction in outdat-
ed capacity reflects the slowdown in
demand in China. 

By 2020, the world’s second largest
economy will burn around 4.1 billion tons
compared to 3.96 billion tons last year-a
very moderate growth rate. Overall, China’s
energy consumption is now growing at
only 3 percent per year, compared to 10
percent a few years ago, after a sharp slow-
down in economic growth. Coal, of which

China is the world’s largest consumer,
remains an indispensable part of its econo-
my, supplying 60 percent of its electricity.
However, Beijing must also consider the
environmental impact of the fossil fuel, in a
country where cities are regularly shrouded
in a polluted haze that has sparked anger
among the population. 

The government had already promised
to reduce its coal production capacity by
an estimated 250 million tons this year
and to reduce the share of coal in its ener-
gy mix to 62.6 percent by 2016. The coun-
try also intends to modernize its coal-fired
power plants by 2020 to reduce emissions
of “major pollutants” by 60 percent and is
committed to stabilizing its CO2 emissions
“around 2030.” Environmental NGOs are
nonetheless cautious, worried in particu-
lar about the unbridled construction of
new coal-fired power plants in China, at
the rate of almost two new projects per
week in 2015 alone-even though there
may ultimately be little need for the extra
capacity. —AFP

China to cut coal capacity 
by 800 million tons by 2020

China to ban ivory 
trade by end of 2017

‘This is a game changer for Africa’s elephants’ 

BEIJING: This file photo shows carved ivory being shown to the media before being destroyed
in Beijing.

HONG KONG: Hong Kong on Friday con-
firmed its second human case of bird flu
this season, days after an elderly man died
of the virus. A 70-year-old man, who had
travelled to the Chinese cities of Shenzhen
and Zhongshan earlier in December, tested
positive for the H7N9 strain of the virus, the
government said in a statement. He said he
had come across mobile stalls selling live
poultry in Zhongshan, but authorities said
they were still investigating the source of
the infection.

The patient has been hospitalized in sta-
ble condition. Those who have been in
close contact with him have been put
under medical surveillance although none
have yet reported any symptoms. Cases of

bird flu were “expected to increase in win-
ter based on its seasonal pattern,” the gov-
ernment statement added. Another elderly
man, who had bought a chicken from a
market in Guangdong province, died on
Sunday, less than a week after testing posi-
tive for H7N9.

Hong Kong is particularly alert to the
spread of viruses. Bird flu was first reported
in humans in Hong Kong in 1997, when six
people died, and subsequent outbreaks
have killed hundreds more worldwide. An
outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS) swept through the city in
2003, killing 299 people. Bird flu scares in
the past two years have seen mass culls of
up 20,000 birds in the city. —AFP

Second human case of 
bird flu in Hong Kong
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The 'Moulin Rouge' star - who passed away on Sunday
after suffering a heart attack - had her funeral broad-
casted live to the world as her close family and

friends paid their last respects to the actress.  Gathering at
the Church of the Good Shepherd in Beverly Hills, the con-
gregation took part in the Catholic service, which was led
by a priest. Gabor's husband Frederick Prinz von Anhalt -
who she tied the knot within 1986 - spoke about how he
and his wife first met when he paid $5,000 to take a picture
with a celebrity. He recalled how they saw each other for
four or so years on and off before they decided to get mar-

ried and were up the aisle no less than three days later. The
late star's ashes were deposited in a gold box, which was
placed next to a beautiful vase of pink roses. A photo of
Gabor was also displayed with the words 'Farewell My
Love' written on a sign next to it. It is thought her ashes
will be placed at the Westwood Village Memorial Park in
Los Angeles, which is where her daughter Francesca - who
died in January 2015 - and her younger sister Eva Gabor,
who passed away in 1995, were laid to rest. 

Zsa Zsa Gabor was laid to 
rest at an intimate ceremony 

The 47-year-old singer has reportedly
struck up a romance with the rapper,
30, and sources now say that whilst

she is enjoying her time with her new beau,
she hasn't ruled out the idea of rekindling
her romance with the actor. A source told
E! News: "She's having fun. "I think she and
Casper will get back together. He's a great
guy and she's knows it. They just need a
break right now." And the news of the
'Shades of Blue' actress' approach to her
time with the 'One Dance' rapper comes
after they were recently spotted kissing at
a prom party in Las Vegas on Thursday
night. The pair - who have yet to publicly
confirm they are dating - didn't hide their
love as they enjoyed each other's company
at Winter Wonderland Prom in Las Vegas,
United States. In a series of short video
clips uploaded to social media, Jennifer

was seen dancing intimately with Drake
whilst another video shows them locking
lips. Later in the evening, the couple were
also named Prom King and Queen.
Meanwhile, sources previously claimed
that Jennifer was very smitten with the
'Hotline Bling' musician. They shared: "Jen
is looking forward with excitement to the
new year. She keeps hanging out with
Drake, and he has visited her house. She
has nothing but nice things to say about
Drake. "They do work on music together
[but are] clearly enjoying each other on
another level too. Jen loves the attention
and she seems very happy to be spending
time with him. Drake is very charming. He
treats Jen with lots of respect. She seems
very smitten."

Jennifer Lopez could still 

reconcile with Casper Smart

Camila Cabello

to perform with
Fifth Harmony
one last time

The 'I Know What You Did Last Summer' hit
maker is set to reunite on television with her
former band mates - Lauren Jauregui, Ally

Brooke, Dinah Jane Hansen and Normani Hamilton
- for a one-off performance on Dick Clark's Rockin'
Eve With Ryan Seacrest yesterday, which was pre-
recorded before Camila left the group earlier this
month, E! News reports. Since Camila departed,
the two sides have been engaged in a war of
words after the remaining members of the band
claimed they were only informed of Camila's deci-
sion by her representative. A post uploaded on the
group account read at the time: "After 4 and a half
years of being together, we have been informed
via her representatives that Camila has decided to
leave Fifth Harmony. We wish her well." But Camila
soon fired back with her own statement, saying: "I
was shocked to read the statement the Fifth
Harmony account posted without my knowing.
The girls were aware of my feelings through the
long, much needed conversations about the future
that we had during tour. "Saying that they were
just informed through my representatives that I
was 'leaving the group' is simply not true. Just like
the other girls said in their statement about their
plans, I had also planned to continue with my own
solo endeavors in the New Year, but I did not
intend to end things with Fifth Harmony this way."

The 'Baywatch' star took to Instagram
to reveal the gift he bought for his
dad Rocky as a thank you for all his

love and support. Captioning a picture of
the pair of them standing by the luxury
vehicle, he wrote: "Bought my dad a
Christmas gift and surprised him. He's had
a hard life. This one felt good. My dad,
Rocky Johnson is a minimalist. "Always has
been. Never asks me for much and over the
years his needs are always the barest ... Just

a small way of saying thank you dad and
Merry Christmas! #DwantaClaus (sic)" The
44-year-old actor and former wrestler -
who has Simone, 15, with his ex-wife Dany
Garcia and Jasmine, 12 months, with his
partner Lauren Hashian - also shared a sto-
ry from his father's childhood. He added:
"Crazy story, my dad's dad died when he
was 13yrs old. That Christmas, my dad's
mom had her new boyfriend over for
Christmas dinner. Her boyfriend got drunk
on the turkey. My dad went outside, got a
shovel, drew a line in the snow and said if
you cross that line I'll kill you. The drunk
crossed it and my dad laid him out cold as
a block of ice. Cops were called. They told
my dad's mom that when her boyfriend
regains consciousness, he's going to kill
your son so one of them has got to go. "In
front of the entire family, my dad's mom
looked at him and said get out. He was
13yrs old and now homeless. That  true sto-
ry happened in Amherst, Nova Scotia,
Canada in 1954. He needed the bare mini-
mum then, just like does now. Over the
years, I've moved him into a big home, got
him trucks to drive - which he'll literally
drive into the ground until I get him some-
thing else. Hell, I'll get him anything he
wants, but the SOB just won't ask;).

Dwayne Johnson bought his 
father a car for Christmas

John Legend says
the world needs

Kanye West

The 'All of Me' hit maker hopes his pal - who was hos-
pitalized earlier this year with exhaustion and sleep
deprivation - is on the mend. He said: "This is a very

difficult life and a difficult business. I don't want to try to
play pop psychologist, so I'm not going to try to analyze
what's happening with him. "I just want him to do whatev-
er he needs to do to feel better and to feel like he's ready
to go again, because music needs him. The world needs
him. I think he's such an important talent." And the 38-
year-old singer - who has eight-month-old Luna with his
wife Chrissy Teigen - admitted it can be tough balancing a
career and family life. He added to Rolling Stone magazine:
"We need him at full strength. How do you balance every-
thing you do - acting, producing, music, fatherhood? You
start with knowing what's most important to you. My fami-
ly is most important and then second is music. "My music
career is the reason I have the power to do everything else.
There's a lot of power in celebrity. I obviously use it to sell
my own projects and produce TV, and, you know, I use it to
get reservations at restaurants too. But you try to use it for
something that'll benefit the world too." His comments
come after John admitted he is "disappointed" with Kanye
for meeting with US President elect Donald Trump. He
shared: "I don't think it's impossible to talk to [Donald
Trump] about issues, but I won't be used as a publicity
stunt. I think Kanye was a publicity stunt. "I think Trump
has been corrosive, his message has been corrosive to the
country. I think the things he's promised to do have been
very concerning for a lot of people, and for Kanye to sup-
port that message is very disappointing. Whatever's in his
mind, I disagree with him."

Zendaya is planning a 

mobile phone detox 

The 'Spider-Man: Homecoming' star shared her
new year's resolutions that she hopes to stick to
for the next 12 months and is hoping to stop

herself from using her phone so much. Taking to her
official website, she wrote: "I'm definitely not the
worst when it comes to looking at my phone. Like, if
I'm chilling with somebody, I won't be staring at my
screen the whole time. "But my mom recently took a
picture of me looking down at my phone when were
out to dinner. She captioned it, "dinner with @zen-
daya and her phone." Sorry, mom! I just start scrolling
and tune everybody out. Seriously, I've got to do a
detox. (sic)" However, it might prove a little tricky as
another one of her new year's resolutions is to stop
ignoring calls. She shared: "It's a bad habit, I know.
But I get so many dang phone calls. I'll see I have a
missed call and straight up won't respond for days. "I
just don't feel like talking sometimes. My manager
will literally call me five times in a row and I will
decline every time. But, I don't like to leave people
hanging, so I'm going to work on it! (sic)" Elsewhere
on the list was to stop eating ice cream for breakfast,
to do her chores and to tidy up any mess she makes
around the house. She added: "Don't eat Haagen
Dazs for breakfast! I do this on the regular and most
of the time I'll eat my ice cream with a fork. "My assis-
tant Darnell will have a full on breakfast sandwich
there for me and I'll go straight for the ice cream. It
might be time to start eating real breakfast. Probably
something that doesn't come in a pint."

Khloe Kardashian

feels like she's grown
so much this year

The 'Keeping Up With The Kardashians' star reflected
on the past 12 months, which has seen her finalize
her divorce from Lamar Odom after she initially

called it off to support him in his recovery after a drink and
drug binge. Writing on her app, she shared: "I like to make
goals in life, but I make sure that the goals aren't too crazy
because if you ever fall off the horse, you will beat yourself
up. It's good to set small goals, and I never set a crazy time
limit for myself. The new year is a good time to reflect on
the baby steps I've taken, and how I've evolved. "Not
everything is a race - it's the marathon of life! I think it's so
important to acknowledge the evolution. It took me a long
time to get here. I feel like I've grown so much this year,
with what I can handle and how I react to situations."
Meanwhile, the 32-year-old television personality - who is
dating Tristan Thompson - previously revealed how she is
"honest to a fault" when it comes to relationships. She
shared: "I'm honest to a fault, and if something isn't work-
ing, I will straight-up tell the person I'm seeing. Instead of
ghosting, be real about what you want - or what you don't
want. It might be awkward, but disconnecting from some-
one you've been seeing without giving a reason is just
rude. It messes with their spirit and doesn't let them get
closure. "The only time that I think this could be OK is if
you've said, 'This isn't working for me' and they still aren't
getting the point. If they're still bothering you, just cut it
off. That's the only time when being unresponsive is OK!
Otherwise, just suck it up and tell the truth."
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The chilly December wind whipped rain
across the strewn wreckage of a city that,
nearly 3,000 years ago, ruled almost the

entire Middle East. Rivulets of water ran through
the dirt, washing away chunks of ancient stone.
The city of Nimrud in northern Iraq is in pieces,
victim of the Islamic State group's fervor to erase
history. The remains of its palaces and temples,
once lived in brilliant reliefs of gods and kings,
have been blown up. The statues of winged
bulls that once guarded the site are hacked to
bits. Its towering ziggurat, or step pyramid, has
been bulldozed. 

The militants' fanaticism devastated one of
the Middle East's most important archaeological
sites. But more than a month after the militants
were driven out, Nimrud is still being ravaged,
its treasures disappearing, imperiling any
chance of eventually rebuilding it, an Associated
Press team found after multiple visits in the past
month. With the government and military still
absorbed in fighting the war against the Islamic
State group in nearby Mosul, the wreckage of
the Assyrian Empire's ancient capital lies unpro-
tected and vulnerable to looters.

"When I heard about Nimrud, my heart wept
before my eyes did," said Hiba Hazim Hamad, an
archaeology professor in Mosul who often took
her students there. In three of the AP's four vis-
its, its team wandered the ruins alone freely for
up to an hour before anyone arrived. No one is
assigned to guard the site, much less catalog the
fragments. Toppled stone slabs bearing a relief
that the AP saw on one visit were gone when it
returned. Perhaps the only vigilant guardian left
is an Iraqi archaeologist, Layla Salih. She has vis-
ited multiple times, photographing the wreck-
age to document it and badgering militias to
watch over it. 

Walking through the ruins on a rainy winter
day, she pointed out things that were no longer
in place. Still, Salih finds reasons for optimism.
"The good thing is the rubble is still in situ," she
said. "The site is restorable."To an untrained eye,
that's hard to imagine, seeing the destruction
caused by the Islamic State group. Salih estimat-
ed 60 percent of the site was irrecoverable. The

site's palaces and temples were spread over 360
hectares (900 acres) on a dirt plateau on the
edge of the Tigris River valley. A 140-foot-high
ziggurat once arrested the gaze of anyone enter-
ing Nimrud. Now there is only lumpy earth. 

Absolutely devastating
Archaeologists had never had a chance to

explore the now-bulldozed structure. Past it, in
the palace of King Ashurnasirpal II, walls are top-
pled into giant piles of bricks. The palace's court-
yard is a field of cratered earth. Pieces of the two
monumental winged bulls are piled nearby -
their heads missing, likely taken to be sold. Off
to the left are the flattened remains of the tem-
ple of Nabu, a god of writing. During a Dec 14
UNESCO assessment tour, a UN demining expert
peered at a hole leading to a seemingly intact
tomb and warned that it could be rigged to
explode.

From 879-709 BC, Nimrud was the capital of
the Assyrians, one the ancient world's earliest
empires. In modern excavations , the site yielded
a wealth of Mesopotamian art. In the tombs of
queens were found troves of gold and jewelry.
Hundreds of written tablets deepened knowl-
edge about the ancient Mideast. Touring the
site, UNESCO's representative to Iraq, Louise
Haxthausen, called the destruction "absolutely
devastating." "The most important thing right
now is to ensure some basic protection," she
said. But the government has many priorities. It
is still fighting IS in Mosul, and the list of recon-
struction needs is long. 

Tens of thousands of citizens live in camps.
Much of the city of Ramadi is destroyed. More
than 70 mass graves have been unearthed in IS
territory. Other ancient sites remain under IS
control. None of the various armed groups
around Nimrud - whether the military or various
militias - has been dedicated to guarding it.
During the UNESCO tour, Salih noticed that
some of the ancient bricks from the rubble had
been neatly piled up as if to be hauled away -
perhaps, she suspects, to repair homes dam-
aged in fighting. Stone tiles at the palace
entrance vanished from where she saw them

last. Two locals were arrested with a marble
tablet and stone seal from Nimrud, presumably
to sell. The men are in custody. 

But it's unclear where the artifacts seized
from them are. The police insisted they were at a
lab in the northern city of Irbil. The lab said it
knew nothing about them. The Antiquities
Ministry in Baghdad said they were safe in the
Nineveh government offices. An official there
said they were with the police awaiting transit to
Baghdad. That circle of confusion makes theft

easy. Salih is seeking international funding to
pay someone to guard the site. But she recog-
nizes the job will have to go to one of the militia
factions, and she has no illusions they will pro-
vide full protection. She'll have to cajole them
into doing as much as they can."There isn't
another choice, as you see," she said. — AP

3,000 years ago, it ruled the 
Mideast, now blown to pieces

UNESCO’s Iraq representative Louise Haxthausen documents the damage
wreaked by the Islamic State group at the ancient site of Nimrud, Iraq.

Iraq archaeologist Layla Salih, left, confers with UNESCO’s representative
in Iraq Louse Haxthausen, right, at the ancient site of Nimrud, Iraq.

A stone tablet with cuneiform writing is seen in the foreground as UNESCO’s Iraq representative Louise Haxthausen doc-
uments the damage wreaked by the Islamic State group at the ancient site of Nimrud, Iraq.

This photo shows the stat-
ues of the lamassu, the

winged, human-headed
bulls that stood at the

gates of the palace and
were believed to ward off

evil in the ancient city of
Nimrud, near Mosul, Iraq.

— AP photos

A fragment of an Assyrian-era relief shows the image of a genie holding a pine cone at the ancient site of Nimrud that
was destroyed by Islamic State group militants near Mosul, Iraq.

The remains of a large stone figure of a lamassu, an Assyrian winged bull deity, are piled near the gates of the ancient palace where they once stood at Nimrud, Iraq.
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Balinese dancers perform during a New Year celebration in Denpasar, on Indonesia’s resort island of Bali yesterday. — AFP photos

'La Festa del Pi'

Galejadors (flaunters) celebrate after hanging a pine tree from the church’s ceiling during ‘La Festa del Pi’(The Festival of the Pine Tree) in the village of Centelles near to Barcelona. — AFP photos

Galejadors (flaunters) pull ropes to fell the selected pine tree during ‘La
Festa del Pi’.

A Galejador (flaunter) chops the selected pine tree down during ‘La Festa
del Pi.’

Galejadors (flaunters) light bonfires to prepare breakfast in the forest dur-
ing ‘La Festa del Pi.’
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In this file photo, a Christmas tree and skyscrapers illuminated for the New Year celebrations are seen in downtown Grozny, the capital of Chechnya, Russia. — AP

For 79 years it reigned as a New York culinary insti-
tution: the Carnegie Deli, frequented by locals and
visitors for its sandwiches, and immortalized in the

Woody Allen movie "Broadway Danny Rose." Now, it's
closed, relegated to nostalgic photos and memories-
another sign, many say, that America's biggest city is los-
ing its old charms and succumbing to exorbitant proper-
ty prices and the encroachment of ever more Manhattan
hotels. On its last day, Friday, dozens braved the cold to
line up at the 7th Avenue eatery across the street from
the famed Carnegie Hall, close to Central Park.

They were determined to get one last bite in the most
emblematic of New York's Jewish delicatessens, a place
whose walls boast hundreds of old photos of theater
stars from nearby Broadway. Paul Zatek, a young finance
executive, was representative of many now living in
what is one of the world's most expensive cities. "I've
lived here for 10 years and had never come," he said. But
the realization that it was the last chance to taste the

deli's enormous, $30 pastrami sandwich-called the
"Woody Allen," in honor of the director/actor who gave
the place much of its cachet-prompted him to drop by
and wait for a seat.

'Incredibly difficult decision' 
"It's just a New York institution-you see from the pic-

tures on the walls how many people have come here,"
said his fiancee, Jackie Fennessey, looking around at the
walls. The owner of the establishment, Marian Harper,
said it had been a very difficult decision to close the deli,
which she inherited from her father, who had bought it
with a partner in 1976. "I'm at that certain age where I
want to enjoy my life," Harper told public radio network
NPR. "And all good things must come to an end."
According to the New York Daily News, Harper rejected
an offer from one of her former employees, a dishwasher
who now owns a Mexican restaurant, to buy the restau-
rant for $10 million. 

He had hoped to preserve the address, which he
considered as "much a part of New York City as the
Statue of Liberty and the Empire State Building." But its
business-and management-had gone through some
rough patches, including a messy divorce for Harper, a
nearly year-long closure because of a reported gas
leak, and a court ordering the deli to pay workers $2.6
million in back wages. Harper said none of those snags
factored into her decision to close.

'Cities change' 
Forbes magazine portrayed the deli's end-of-an-era

as part of the greater change of New York's makeup. "A
well-known name and nostalgic food aren't enough to
keep a place going on forever, even with tourists as a
customer base. As cities change, the restaurants that
reflect their character have to change, too," it said. For
one of the waiters, Ali Tarique, it was sad to see the
place he had worked in the past 14 years shut its doors.

"Every day you met new people, sometimes funny peo-
ple, sometimes celebrities...very nice people," he remi-
nisced as he tended to the final-day rush.

At one table, two young Chinese women, students
at the University of California, Santa Barbara, admitted
they had never heard of Carnegie Deli until just hours
earlier. But now inside, waiting to be served, they mar-
veled that a place so cozy could close down. "The feel-
ing is so good, it feels so warm," said one of them, Ann
Zheng. But while the deli no longer exists, aficionados
of its pastrami and almost-as-renowned cheesecake
need not go hungry. Harper says she intends to keep
producing them in her New Jersey factory, supplying
Carnegie Deli-branded eateries that are operating in
Madison Square Garden, Las Vegas, and Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. — AFP

'A well-known name and nostalgic food aren't enough to keep a place going'

Carnegie Deli, a New York institution, closes its doors

New Yorker Paul Zatek (L) waits to take his first bite of a Woody Allen pastrami sandwich at the Carnegie Deli in
New York.

People line up to get into the Carnegie Deli in New York. — AFP photos



00:00    Wild Card    
02:00    Hansel & Gretel    
03:45    The Expendables 3    
06:00    Double Team    
08:00    Pompeii    
10:00    Memorial Day    
12:00    The Mark: Redemption    
14:00    Double Team    
16:00    Pompeii    
18:00    Lucy    
20:00    Dracula Untold    
22:00    AWOL 72        

01:00    A Kind Of Magic    
03:00    5 To 7    
05:00    Invasion Day    
07:00    Life Of A King    
09:00    Experimenter    
11:00    A Kind Of Magic    
13:00    Changing Hearts    
15:00    First Response    
17:00    Experimenter    
19:00    Catch Me Daddy    
21:00    Frontera    
23:00    Two-Bit Waltz       

01:00    Max    
03:00    Goosebumps    
05:00    Step Dogs    
07:00    Hotel Transylvania 2    
09:00    Max    
11:00    Step Dogs    
13:00    The Tale Of Despereaux    
15:00    Muppets Most Wanted    
17:00    Zootropolis    
19:00    The Amazing Wizard Of Paws    
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23:00    How To Be Single          
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10:00    Angus Thongs And Perfect Snogging   
12:00    Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2    
14:00    Baby Mama    
16:00    Caveman    
18:00    Easy A    
19:45    Spanglish    
22:00    Adult World    

01:00    God Help The Girl    
03:00    Wuthering Heights    
05:00    Memories    
07:00    Late Bloomers    
09:00    Middle Of Nowhere    
11:00    God Help The Girl    
13:00    Wuthering Heights    
15:00    Ordinary People    
17:15    Middle Of Nowhere    
19:00    Identity    
21:00    Zulu    
23:00    Enemy    

02:00    Song For Marion    
04:00    Finding Forrester    
06:30    Gridiron Gang    
09:00    The Search For Freedom    
10:45    Finding Forrester    
13:00    Short Term 12    
15:00    Walking On Sunshine    
17:00    The Search For Freedom    
19:00    Boyhood    
21:45    Big Fish     

00:00    Chocolate City    
02:00    Make Your Move    
04:00    Home    
06:00    With This Ring    
08:00    Barefoot    
10:00    Step Up Revolution    
12:00    Step Up All In    
14:00    Oblivion    
16:15    Barefoot    
18:00    Words And Pictures    
20:00    Effie Gray    
22:00    Dope      

01:30    The Animal    
03:00    Birthday Girl    
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05:45    The Art Of War    
07:45    Primeval    
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14:00    Saving Mr. Banks    
16:15    The Good Shepherd    
18:30    The Animal    
20:00    Pretty Woman    
22:00    Hard Cash    
23:45    About Adam         

00:00    Clerks    
01:30    Sex, Death And Bowling    
03:05    True Adolescents    
04:35    The Kitchen    
06:00    Les Paul: Live In New York    
07:00    Miss Firecracker    
08:40    Radiator    
10:15    Detroit Unleaded    
11:45    Flakes    
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14:00    Produced By George Martin    
15:30    Miss Firecracker    
17:10    Radiator    
18:45    Rankin Presents: Collabor8te    
19:30    Writers’ Room    
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20:30    Detroit Unleaded    
22:00    The Principal    
23:00    Rectify       

00:30    Happy Endings    
01:00    Happy Endings    
01:30    Saturday Night Live    
03:00    2 Broke Girls    
03:30    Baby Daddy    
04:00    Better With You    
04:30    The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon    
05:30    Breaking In    
06:00    Til Death    
06:30    Living With Fran    
07:00    Late Night With Seth Meyers    
08:00    Better With You    
08:30    Breaking In    
09:00    2 Broke Girls    
09:30    Telenovela    
10:00    Telenovela    
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11:00    The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon    
12:00    Til Death    
12:30    Better With You    
13:00    Breaking In    
13:30    Living With Fran    
14:00    Baby Daddy    
14:30    Telenovela    
15:00    Telenovela    
15:30    Happy Endings    
16:00    Happy Endings    
16:30    Til Death    
17:00    Late Night With Seth Meyers    
18:00    Last Man Standing    
18:30    Baby Daddy    
19:00    Telenovela    
19:30    Telenovela    
20:00    Two And A Half Men    
20:30    Two And A Half Men    
21:00    Happy Endings    
21:30    Happy Endings    
22:00    Veep    
22:30    Veep    
23:00    The Detour    
23:30    Two And A Half Men    

000:00    The Americans    
01:00    Better Call Saul    
02:00    Better Call Saul    
03:00    Grimm    
04:00    Stitchers    
05:00    Good Morning America - Weekend    
06:00    Prison Break    
07:00    The Amazing Race    
08:00    The Night Shift    
09:00    Stitchers    

10:00    Prison Break    
11:00    The Art Of More    
12:00    Chicago Med    
13:00    The Ellen DeGeneres Show    
14:00    The Amazing Race    
15:00    Stitchers    
16:00    Live Good Morning America - Weekend    
17:00    The Ellen DeGeneres Show    
18:00    The Night Shift    
19:00    The Blacklist    
20:00    This Is Us    
21:00    The Catch    
22:00    The Catch    
23:00    Mistresses   

00:00    Outsiders    
01:00    Strike Back    
02:00    Vice Principals    
02:30    Funny Or Die Presents    
03:00    John From Cincinnati    
04:00    Rome    
05:00    You Don’t Know Jack    
07:10    Angel Rodriguez    
09:00    Muhammad Ali’s Greatest Fight    
11:00    Yesterday    
12:45    Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee    
15:00    RKO 281    
17:00    Yesterday    
19:00    For Neda    
20:10    Banshee    
21:00    Legends    
22:00    Pete Holmes: Faces And Sounds    
23:00    Marathon: The Patriots Day Bombing   

00:30    Doctors    
01:00    Eastenders    
01:30    Poldark    
02:30    Poldark    
03:30    Sherlock: The Abominable Bride    
05:05    Death In Paradise    
06:00    Doctors    
06:30    Eastenders    
07:00    Holby City    
07:55    Father Brown    
08:45    Call The Midwife    
09:40    Doctor Who    
10:30    Doctors    
11:00    Eastenders    
11:35    Father Brown    
12:25    Call The Midwife    
13:20    Doctor Who    
14:15    Doctors    
14:45    Eastenders    
15:20    Father Brown    
16:10    Call The Midwife    
17:05    Doctor Who    
18:00    Doctors    
18:30    Eastenders    
19:05    Father Brown    
20:00    New Blood    
21:00    New Blood    
21:55    Orphan Black    
22:35    Silent Witness    
23:30    Sherlock         

00:00    Hannibal Buress: Animal Furnace    
00:50    Chappelle’s Show    
01:15    Tosh.0    
01:40    The Daily Show - Global Edition    
02:05    Tosh.0    
02:30    Lip Sync Battle    
03:00    Nathan For You    
03:25    Disorderly Conduct: Video On Patrol    
04:15    Key And Peele    
04:40    Impractical Jokers    
05:05    Ridiculousness    
05:30    Framework    
06:20    Hungry Investors    
07:15    Disorderly Conduct: Video On Patrol    
08:05    Impractical Jokers    
08:30    Ridiculousness    
08:55    Tosh.0    
09:20    Key And Peele    
09:45    Nathan For You    
10:10    The It Crowd    
10:35    Ridiculousness    
11:00    Framework    
11:50    Frankenfood    
12:15    Workaholics    
12:40    The It Crowd    
13:05    Disorderly Conduct: Video On Patrol    
13:55    Ridiculousness    
14:20    Framework    
15:10    The Jim Gaffigan Show    
15:35    Ridiculousness    
16:00    Impractical Jokers    
16:30    Nathan For You    
16:55    Tosh.0    
17:25    Workaholics    
17:50    Catch A Contractor    
18:39    The It Crowd    
19:03    Lip Sync Battle: All Stars Live    
19:50    The Jim Gaffigan Show    
20:13    Key And Peele    
20:37    Ridiculousness    
21:00    The Daily Show Best Of The Worst Special    
21:30    The Half Hour    
21:54    David Spade: My Fake Problems    
22:42    Lip Sync Battle    
23:05    Tosh.0    
23:30    The Daily Show Best Of The Worst Special    

00:00  Private Chef  
01:00  Restaurant Takeover  
02:00  Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives  
03:00  Chopped  
04:00  Guy’s Grocery Games  
05:00  Man Fire Food  
06:00  Chopped  
07:00  Barefoot Contessa  
08:00  The Kitchen  
09:00  Anna Olson: Bake  
10:00  Chopped  
11:00  Guy’s Big Bite  
12:00  Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives  
13:00  Man Fire Food  
14:00  Chopped  
15:00  The Kitchen  
16:00  Cooking For Real  
16:30  Cooking For Real  
17:00  Chopped  
18:00  Iron Chef America  
19:00  Restaurant Stakeout  
20:00  Mystery Diners  
20:30  Mystery Diners  
21:00  Restaurant Takeover  
22:00  Iron Chef America  
23:00  Restaurant Stakeout      

01:00    Dark Matter    
01:50    Stargate SG-1    
02:40    Stargate SG-1    
03:30    Stargate SG-1    
04:20    Stargate SG-1    
05:10    Stargate SG-1    
06:00    Stargate SG-1    
06:45    Sanctuary    
07:30    Warehouse 13    
08:15    Smallville    
09:00    Face Off    
09:45    Sanctuary    
10:30    Stargate SG-1    
11:20    Warehouse 13    
12:10    Smallville    
13:00    Sanctuary    
13:50    Waterworld    
16:00    Face Off    

16:50    Smallville    
17:40    Sanctuary    
18:30    Stargate SG-1    
19:20    Warehouse 13    
20:10    Smallville    
21:00    Face Off    
21:50    Face Off    
22:40    Blue Demon     

00:00    The Secret Life Of The American Teenager    
01:00    Private Practice    
02:00    Grey’s Anatomy    
04:00    Fashion Star    
05:00    House Of DVF    
06:00    Who Lives Here?    
06:30    Who Lives Here?    
07:00    Cougar Town    
07:30    Cougar Town    
08:00    Castle    
09:00    Castle    
10:00    Grey’s Anatomy    
11:00    Grey’s Anatomy    
12:00    Fashion Star    
13:00    House Of DVF    
14:00    The Fashion Fund    
15:00    Who Lives Here?    
16:00    Private Practice    
17:00    Private Practice    
18:00    The Bridge    
19:00    The Listener    
20:00    Three    
21:00    Style By Jury    
21:30    Style By Jury    
22:00    Private Practice    
23:00    Grey’s Anatomy    

00:20  Love, Lust Or Run  
01:10  Nine Months Later  
02:00  My Big Fat Fabulous Life  
02:25  Say Yes To The Dress  
02:50  Love At First Swipe  
03:15  Cake Boss  
04:20  Little People, Big World  
05:10  Toddlers & Tiaras  
06:00  Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners  
06:50  Separated At Birth  
07:40  My Big Fat Fabulous Life  
08:30  Little People, Big World  
09:20  Jon & Kate Plus 8  
10:10  Love At First Swipe  
10:35  Cake Boss  
11:00  My Big Fat Fabulous Life  
11:25  Say Yes To The Dress  
11:50  Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners  
12:40  Cake Boss  
13:30  Say Yes To The Dress: Bridesmaids  
14:20  Say Yes To The Dress: The Big Day  
15:10  Toddlers & Tiaras  
16:00  Little People, Big World  
16:50  Jon & Kate Plus 8  
17:40  Love At First Swipe  
18:05  Cake Boss  
18:30  Love, Lust Or Run  
19:20  My Big Fat Fabulous Life  
19:45  Say Yes To The Dress  
20:10  Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners  
21:00  Two In A Million: A Face Like Mine  
21:50  Leah Remini: It’s All Relative  
22:40  Breaking Amish: Brave New World - The
Shunning...  

00:50  Gator Boys  
01:45  Mountain Monsters  
02:40  Weird Creatures With Nick Baker  
07:36  Call Of The Wildman  
08:00  Call Of The Wildman  
08:25  Too Cute! Pint-Sized  
09:15  Big Fish Man  
10:10  Weird Creatures With Nick Baker  
11:05  Tanked  
12:00  Too Cute! Pint-Sized  
12:55  Bondi Vet  
13:50  Big Fish Man  
14:45  Gator Boys  
15:40  Weird Creatures With Nick Baker  
16:35  Tanked  
17:30  Rogue Nature With Dave Salmoni  
18:25  Monster Croc Invasion  
19:20  Wild Animal Repo  
20:15  Tanked  
21:10  Wildest Africa  
22:05  Weird Creatures With Nick Baker  
23:00  Wild Animal Repo  
23:55  Gator Boys  

00:00  Fred Dinenage: Murder Casebook  
01:00  The Haunting Of...  
02:00  My Haunted House  
03:00  Robbie Coltrane’s Critical Evidence  
04:00  Fred Dinenage: Murder Casebook  
05:00  The Haunting Of...  
06:00  My Haunted House  
07:00  Homicide Hunter  
08:00  Beyond Scared Straight  
09:00  Crime Stories  
10:00  The First 48  
11:00  It Takes A Killer  
11:30  Frenemies  
12:00  Crimes That Shook Britain  
13:00  Hatton Garden Heist: One Last Job  
14:00  Beyond Scared Straight  
15:00  Crime Stories  
16:00  It Takes A Killer  
16:30  Frenemies  
17:00  The First 48  
18:00  Hatton Garden Heist: One Last Job  
19:00  Crimes That Shook Britain  
20:00  Beyond Scared Straight  
21:00  It Takes A Killer  
21:30  Frenemies  
22:00  Crime Stories  
23:00  Tbc         

00:30  Unchained Reaction  
01:20  Unchained Reaction  

02:10  Dirty Jobs  
03:00  Dirty Jobs  
03:50  Bear Grylls: Born Survivor  
04:40  Bear Grylls: Born Survivor  
05:30  Bear Grylls: Born Survivor  
06:20  How It’s Made  
06:40  How It’s Made  
07:00  Kids vs Film  
07:25  Doki  
07:50  Animal Planet’s Most Outrageous  
08:40  How It’s Made  
09:05  How It’s Made  
09:30  Unchained Reaction  
10:20  Mythbusters  
11:10  Dirty Jobs  
12:00  Animal Planet’s Most Outrageous  
12:50  Bear Grylls: Born Survivor  
13:40  How It’s Made  
14:05  How It’s Made  
14:30  Dirty Jobs  
15:20  Mythbusters  
16:10  Kids vs Film  
16:35  Doki  
17:00  Kids Do The Craziest Things  
17:25  Kids Do The Craziest Things  
17:50  Pick A Puppy  
18:15  Pick A Puppy  
18:40  Unchained Reaction  
19:30  How It’s Made  
19:55  How It’s Made  
20:20  Mythbusters  
21:10  Kids Do The Craziest Things  
21:35  Kids Do The Craziest Things  
22:00  Pick A Puppy  
22:25  Pick A Puppy  
22:50  Untamed & Uncut  
23:40  Bear Grylls: Born Survivor  

00:20  Dangerous Encounters  
01:10  Hippo vs Croc  
02:00  Natural Born Monsters  
02:50  Man V. Monster  
03:45  Giraffe: African Giant  
04:40  Animal ER  
05:35  Natural Born Monsters  
06:30  Man V. Monster  
07:25  Giraffe: African Giant  
08:20  Animal ER  
09:15  Freaks & Creeps  
10:10  Grizzly Empire  
11:05  Moody Beasts  
12:00  Shark Alley  
12:55  Natural Born Monsters  
13:50  Man V. Monster  
14:45  Animal ER  
15:40  Last Devils  
16:35  World’s Weirdest Creepy Cures  
17:30  Bear Nomad  
18:25  Wild Swamplands  
19:20  Animal ER  
20:10  Last Devils  
21:00  World’s Weirdest Creepy Cures  
21:50  Bear Nomad  
22:40  Wild Swamplands  
23:30  Shark Alley      

00:20  Street Outlaws  
01:10  Car vs Wild  
02:00  Telescope  
02:50  Rebel Gold  
03:40  Fast N’ Loud: Demolition Theatre  
04:30  Extreme Collectors  
05:00  Deals, Wheels And Steals  
05:30  How Do They Do It?  
06:00  Deadliest Catch  
06:50  Street Outlaws  
07:40  Fast N’ Loud: Demolition Theatre  
08:30  Gold Divers  
09:20  Extreme Collectors  
09:45  Deals, Wheels And Steals  
10:10  How Do They Do It?  
10:35  Fast N’ Loud: Demolition Theatre  
11:25  Sacred Steel Bikes  
12:15  How It’s Made: Dream Cars  
12:40  How It’s Made: Dream Cars  
13:05  Deals, Wheels And Steals  
13:30  Storage Hunters  
13:55  Extreme Collectors  
14:20  Alaskan Bush People  
15:10  Gold Divers  
16:00  Deadliest Catch  
16:50  Fast N’ Loud: Demolition Theatre  
17:40  Wheeler Dealers  
18:30  How It’s Made: Dream Cars  
18:55  How Do They Do It?  
19:20  Gold Divers  
20:10  Storage Hunters  
20:35  What’s In The Barn?  
21:00  Gold Rush  
21:50  Deadliest Catch  
22:40  Railroad Australia  
23:30  Fast N’ Loud: Demolition Theatre   

00:10  Fearless Chef  
01:00  American Food Battle  
01:25  Croatia’s Finest  
01:50  Croatia’s Finest  
02:15  Eat Street  
02:40  Bangkok Airport  
03:30  Lyndey Milan - Taste Of Australia  
03:55  Cool Spaces  
04:45  The Food Files  
05:10  The Game Chef  
05:35  The Game Chef  
06:00  Food Lover’s Guide To The Planet  
06:25  Food Lover’s Guide To The Planet  
06:50  American Food Battle  
07:15  Croatia’s Finest  
07:40  Croatia’s Finest  
08:05  Eat Street  
08:30  Bangkok Airport  
09:20  Lyndey Milan - Taste Of Australia  
09:45  Cool Spaces  
10:35  The Food Files  
11:00  The Game Chef  
11:25  The Game Chef  
11:50  Food Lover’s Guide To The Planet  
12:15  Food Lover’s Guide To The Planet  
12:40  American Food Battle  
13:05  Croatia’s Finest  
13:35  Croatia’s Finest  

14:00  Home Strange Home  
14:55  The Best Job In The World  
15:25  Lyndey Milan - Taste Of Australia  
15:50  Cool Spaces  
16:45  The Food Files  
17:15  The Game Chef  
17:40  The Game Chef  
18:10  Food Lover’s Guide To The Planet  
18:35  Food Lover’s Guide To The Planet  
19:05  The Best Job In The World  
19:30  Lyndey Milan - Taste Of Australia  
20:00  Cool Spaces  
20:50  The Food Files  
21:15  The Game Chef  
21:40  The Game Chef  
22:05  Food Lover’s Guide To The Planet  
22:30  Food Lover’s Guide To The Planet  
22:55  American Food Battle  
23:20  Croatia’s Finest  
23:45  Croatia’s Finest  

00:40  Science Of The Movies  
01:30  Science Of The Movies  
02:20  Invisible Worlds  
03:10  Curiosity: Brainwashed  
04:00  Food Factory  
04:25  Food Factory  
04:49  Mythbusters  
05:37  Mythbusters  
06:24  Mythbusters  
07:12  Mythbusters  
08:00  How Do They Do It?  
08:26  Nextworld  
09:14  Mythbusters  
10:02  Junkyard Wars  
10:50  How Do They Do It?  
11:14  Food Factory  
11:38  Through The Wormhole With Morgan
Freeman  
12:26  Nextworld  
13:14  Mythbusters  
14:02  How Do They Do It?  
14:26  Food Factory  
14:50  Junkyard Wars  
15:38  Through The Wormhole With Morgan
Freeman  
16:26  Nextworld  
17:14  Mythbusters  
18:02  Science Of The Movies  
18:50  Nextworld  
19:40  Junkyard Wars  
20:30  Invent It Rich  
21:20  How Do They Do It?  
21:45  Food Factory  
22:10  Science Of The Movies  
23:00  Invent It Rich  
23:50  Curiosity: How Evil Are You?  

00:10  Hank Zipzer  
00:35  Binny And The Ghost  
01:00  Violetta  
01:45  The Hive  
01:50  Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage Witch  
02:15  Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage Witch  
02:40  Hank Zipzer  
03:05  Binny And The Ghost  
03:30  Violetta  
04:15  The Hive  
04:20  Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage Witch  
04:45  Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage Witch  
05:10  Hank Zipzer  
05:35  Binny And The Ghost  
06:00  Violetta  
06:45  The Hive  
06:50  Mouk  
07:00  Jessie  
07:25  Jessie  
07:50  Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug And Cat Noir  
08:15  Tsum Tsum Shorts  
08:20  Elena Of Avalor  
08:45  Bunk’d  
09:10  Austin & Ally  
09:35  Shake It Up  
10:00  A.N.T. Farm  
10:25  A.N.T. Farm  
10:50  That’s So Raven  
11:15  That’s So Raven  
11:40  Good Luck Charlie  
12:05  Good Luck Charlie  
12:30  Jessie  
12:55  Disney Mickey Mouse  
13:00  The 7D  
13:15  Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug And Cat Noir  
13:40  Hank Zipzer  
14:05  Star Darlings  
14:10  Austin & Ally  
14:35  Austin & Ally  
15:00  Dog With A Blog  
15:25  Jessie  
15:50  Rolling To The Ronks  
16:15  Hank Zipzer  
16:40  Bunk’d  
17:05  Star Darlings  
17:10  Elena Of Avalor  
17:35  Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug And Cat Noir  
18:25  Descendants Wicked World  
18:30  Liv And Maddie  
18:55  Disney Mickey Mouse  
19:00  Jessie  
19:25  Star Darlings  
19:30  Best Friends Whenever  
19:55  Descendants Wicked World  
20:00  Dog With A Blog  
20:25  Tsum Tsum Shorts  
20:30  Jessie  
20:55  Liv And Maddie  
21:20  Austin & Ally  
22:10  Girl Meets World  
22:35  H2O: Just Add Water  
23:00  Binny And The Ghost  
23:25  Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage Witch  
23:50  Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage Witch  
Disney XD    
06:00  Star vs The Forces Of Evil  
06:25  K.C. Undercover  
06:50  The 7D  
07:00  Phineas And Ferb  
07:15  Atomic Puppet  
07:40  Danger Mouse  
07:50  Counterfeit Cat  
08:05  Future Worm  
08:10  Gravity Falls  
08:35  Lab Rats: Bionic Island  
09:00  Supa Strikas  
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The Australian College of Kuwait
(ACK) hosted a seminar featur-
ing guest speaker Fawzi Al Aradi,

a Bahraini Enterpriser Strategist. The
seminar was entitled: ‘Distributive
Innovation and Return on Investment.’

Fawzi focused on two key aspects
which were finding innovative people
for our nation and how to provide
them with the right tools and environ-
ment to make them innovate, while
expressing thoughts on the contem-
porary challenges overcoming the
region, the possible causes associated
with the chain effect of these key driv-
ing forces on a number of key indus-
tries within the GCC, including oil,
power and building development. 

In addition, Aradi presented a
Harvard Business Review study, dis-
cussing what differentiates innovators
from the rest: the ability to engage
both left and right sides of their brain
gives them leverage in the fine skills
needed to innovate: associations ,
questioning, observing, experiment-
ing and networking.

ACK will continue to deliver similar
seminars to its staff and students to
provide unique and innovative insight
direct from such successful entrepre-
neurs, in turn providing students with
the skills and knowledge to further
enhance their development and pre-
pare them for their professional
careers.  

ACK hosts innovation seminar

Sheikha Omniya Abdullah Mubarak Al-Sabah recently visited people with special needs at the Kuwaiti Society for the Disabled, which is an
annual habit she started a few years ago in cooperation with the Indian Women Association (IWA).

By Sajeev K Peter 

Association of Indian Professionals (AIP),
Kuwait organized a grand function on
Friday at the Indian Community School

(Senior), Salmiya to felicitate the meritorious
Indian students of class XII. Awardees were
selected based on the CBSE examination results
declared for the academic year 2015 - 2016, from
all Indian schools in Kuwait which are affiliated to
the CBSE system of education of India. Gold/sil-
ver medals and certificate of merit were present-
ed to the students who scored highest and sec-
ond highest aggregates in science and com-
merce streams. Silver medals with certificates
were presented to the students who scored 100
percent marks in any subject. Bronze medals and
certificates were dispersed to those awardees
who scored an aggregate of 90 percent or above.
Indian Embassy Second Secretary A K Srivastava
was the chief guest while Abhay Chaturvedi on
behalf of  Kuldeep Singh Lamba (a prominent
businessman), Dr V Binumon - Principal of ICSK
Senior Branch, Salmiya, Dr CG Suresh- Consultant
Cardiologist at Mubarak Hospital, Rajesh Nair-
Principal of ICSK Amman Branch, Rajpal Tyagi-
Managing Director and Partner of International
Interiors, T Premkumar - Principal of Indian
Educational School (Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan),
Nagraj Avula on behalf of Ajay Goel-COO of City
Center were the guests of honor.

Chairman, Umesh Sharna stressed the need
of the education and motivation of the younger
generation for multidimensional development
of the society. Sharma highlighted that the sud-
den /eleventh hour changes in life should be
taken as challenges and opportunities. One
must continue to move on keeping his / her aim

focused. Srivastava appreciated the efforts of AIP
for promoting Indian students through motiva-
tion, exposure and career guidance programs.
He specifically mentioned that although, merito-
rious students in Kuwait are usually separately
honored on different community and on school
level basis, AIP award function is the one and
only event where meritorious Indian students
from all Indian schools in Kuwait are jointly hon-
ored at a single occasion. Srivastava congratulat-
ed awardees and advised all students to pursue
their career of their own choice. 

AIP General Secretary Kamlesh Kumari wel-
comed the guests and audience. She highlight-
ed that the AIP awards have now become a sym-
bol of excellence. Dr Kamlesh extended her
appreciation and thanks to all principals of
Indian schools in Kuwait who provided official
information which facilitated the final selection
of meritorious awardees. A colorful souvenir
which included awardees’ photographs and
depicting AIP’s vision and mission was released
by the chief guest and executive committee  of

AIP.  Indian Educational School (Bharatiya Vidya
Bhavan) was adjudged as the winner of ‘AIP Best
Academic Performance Award’ for class XII of
year 2015-16 and Fahaheel Al-Watanieh Indian
Private School-FAIPS (DPS) as the runners up.
Best performing schools are selected on the
weighted average method. Rolling trophies and
mementos were presented to these schools by
Srivastava and Sharma.

Srivastava,  Abhay Chaturvedi, Dr V. Binumon,
Dr CG Suresh, Rajesh Nair, Rajpal Tyagi, T
Premkumar,  Nagraj Avula, Umesh Sharma, Dr
Kamlesh Kumari, Umesh Shahani, Sajeev K.
Peter, Jagdish Joshi, and  AR Subbaraman dis-
tributed medals, certificates, rolling trophies and
mementos. Vrischika V Nair, Mohammed Mishal,
Rachel Edwin, Nevin Mathew, Advika Mittal, Diya
Ajay, Sharon Elizabeth, Dhannya Reji, Nitya
Kapoor, Gayatri Nair, Aakash Vaithyanathan,
Adithaya Rajesh, Kalyani Rajesh and Abel Chris
compered the awards distribution ceremony in
an excellent manner. 

AIP honors meritorious students
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists

Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444

Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222

Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171

Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999

Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700

Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223

Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)

Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510

Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660

Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478

Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996

Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988

Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166

Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners

Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123

Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312

Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920

Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465

Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528

Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781

Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists

Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534

Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955

Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660

Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120

Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC

     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Azerbaijan 00994

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lesotho 00266

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tome 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Togo 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263



Your schedule today is an old routine; you may look for new and different respon-
sibilities. You may truly feel the need to make a change, wanting to break away from old-fashioned
things of the past. Rejecting a situation and working to make a difference are admirable. Making a
difference requires good timing and having the ability to detect a positive path. You can give
advice and support in the most difficult of times. Consider continuing education in order to
become a counselor or guide. This afternoon you take some time to change out your wardrobe
from one season to another. Perhaps others have noticed your new clothes. You are determined to
see that things become better organized this afternoon. Relax with your feet up this evening. 

Having figured out new ways to communicate or a temperate manner will make
conversations and interactions go well. You may find yourself more verbal than usual. A dialogue
with an older person may take place this afternoon. It is possible that you will need to check on
this person on your way home later. You are pleased at the improvements and positive changes
of your friends and you may plan to express this to them soon. You are appreciated for your feel-
ings and ability to take action and get things done. Your emotions or the feelings of those around
you should be very clear. Considering this is a very busy time of the year, this is a nice day, possi-
bly filled with some renewed appreciation for all that is attractive and refined.

An opportunity to visit with neighbors this morning is too good to pass up.
Compassion and comprehension are emotional qualities that take on a greater

significance. It’s wisdom, not knowledge, that really counts the most. Coming to accept the past or
getting in touch with the mystical and spiritual are the things that give a sense of satisfaction and
completeness. A very important bond, perhaps with an older person or someone in authority,
may come into focus this afternoon. You may feel a bit of tension or sense of opposition that will
require compromise or negotiation on your part. A fine opportunity for understanding and possi-
bly even growth is at hand. Some good advice from an unexpected source may be forthcoming.
This is a good day.

You identify strongly with those around you. Others could find it very easy
to follow your lead-you are an eloquent speaker and can communicate well. Things are
natural for self-expression and luck in love and money may just seem to fall in your lap.
Your ego will get a boost today, but be prepared for more responsibilities. Questions from
young people are easy for you to answer and you will find the people asking you ques-
tions, will have an easy time in understanding your answers. You enjoy an insightful con-
versation with someone you love this afternoon. You are comfortable with your surround-
ings and enjoy a bit of laughter and joking with friends later today. You can expect the
positive from all directions this holiday season.

There could be many temptations today to chat with friends and pass the day
along. You are in a clear thinking sort of mood. Perhaps you can write your ideas down in a list
type of style. This will help you to remain focused on the main flow of events. Ideas are flow-
ing and come easily. Taking care of personal business, however, could be your number one
priority for now. You desire organization and practicality as you begin to close the books on a
variety of projects. Health issues take on more importance, especially as you begin to think
about your personal goals for next year. If you do not have plans for celebrating with your
friends, you could make them now. Those around you find you especially witty this evening.

There could be a situation where you feel as though you are butting heads with
another and there could be a great deal of disagreement with what you say or think. The situation
that you find yourself in may require some rethinking or else could challenge your ideas. It may be
very difficult for you to communicate what you mean to others. Stop-this is probably not the best
of times to attempt to get your ideas across to anyone, emotionally or otherwise. It is the best of
times to do some writing about what you want to accomplish and where you want to see your life
experiences develop or your ideas blossom. A get-together after the holiday celebrations will give
you new ideas about how you want to develop a few new goals.

A competitive mood is obvious today. Keep the fun in the competition and enjoy
your friends. Some sort of a temporary obstacle may appear this afternoon but you will do well
when you stay with the facts and not the emotion. Thank goodness this should not last too long
and should all work out to your benefit. You are interactive with the public and have no difficulty
in serving those who need your help. Use any quiet time today to examine your inner motivations,
desires and needs in order to plan any changes for the future. Such changes are easily made at this
time. You derive great satisfaction from your accomplishments now. In personal encounters, you
excel. An elderly couple has your attention this evening, if not your parents, a neighbor.

You may find a friend involved in gossip and it should not take you too long to
lend kind disapproval. You are progressive and in a helpful mood today and although this friend
may shun you the rest of the day, ignore it and smile. Your problem-solving abilities are in top
form and directing others in your fine manner could have someone older seeking you out for
help in performing a particular chore. It is a great time to be with friends and interact with each
other. Those around you should have no problem in following your lead, as you are very persua-
sive. You are very natural in your self-expression. Expect a very engrossing conversation with
someone you love this evening. Laughter and fun conversations bring about fond memories.

You may find that this is not the most appropriate time to make important deci-
sions that affect your living situation or life circumstances. Someone may challenge your ideas or
the direction that you want to take. It is a good time for everyone to write down what they want
and then plan a time to review the ideas later. This could mean a new home or plans to refurbish
the home in which the family lives now. You dislike sloppy ways of getting things done and will be
creating a new remedy to make some of the tasks you employ easier to handle. Family objectives
are very important to you. Family time is made easier by bringing dinner home tonight. This gives
everyone a little extra time to read, chat and perhaps take a little walk out-of-doors.   

Soon it will be time to communicate your ideas to a city meeting. A call early this
morning may even remind you of some meeting coming up soon that will encompass the com-
munication between the communities. This may mean it will soon be your opportunity to commu-
nicate ideas for improved walkways, animal laws, eliminating some extreme noise because of the
highway or parking spaces of nearby businesses, etc., etc. Professionally, you will find yourself
involved a bit more with writing and concentrating on some ongoing business. If you honestly
believe in what you are saying, you will be very persuasive-at any time, but particularly at this
meeting. You are respected by family and neighbors and you have lots of support.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 1, 2017

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1478

ACROSS
1. A tight-fitting headdress.
4. Be iridescent.
12. An operating system that is on a disk.
15. A nucleic acid that transmits genetic infor-
mation from DNA to the cytoplasm.
16. Sauce for pasta.
17. A drug combination found in some over-
the-counter headache remedies (Aspirin and
Phenacetin and Caffeine).
18. Attach a yoke or harness to, as of a draft ani-
mal.
20. A river of central Italy.
21. A colloid in a more solid form than a sol.
22. Island country in the Atlantic east of Florida
and Cuba.
24. An informal term for a father.
26. A soft yellow malleable ductile (trivalent
and univalent) metallic element.
27. A white metallic element that burns with a
brilliant light.
29. (Old Testament) The minister of the Persian
emperor who hated the Jews and was hanged
for plotting to massacre them.
31. A metric unit of length equal to one hun-
dredth of a meter.
33. Established by or founded upon law or offi-
cial or accepted rules.
36. Resinlike substance secreted by certain lac
insects.
39. Sect of Orthodox Jews who follow the
Mosaic Law strictly.
42. Walk or tramp about.
44. Of southern Europe.
45. A logarithmic unit of sound intensity.
46. The blood group whose red cells carry both
the A and B antigens.
48. A gambling card game in which chips are
placed on the ace and king and queen and jack
of separate suits (taken from a separate deck).
49. A person who delays.
52. Freedom from difficulty or hardship or
effort.
54. The cry made by sheep.
55. Any of various strong liquors distilled from
the fermented sap of toddy palms or from fer-
mented molasses.
56. Declare or acknowledge to be true.
59. The large yellow root of a rutabaga plant
used as food.
62. A secret society in Naples notorious for vio-
lence and blackmail.
64. A sloping edge on a cutting tool.
65. A reproach for some lapse or misdeed.
66. A percussion instrument consisting of a pair
of hollow pieces of wood or bone (usually held
between the thumb and fingers) that are made
to click together (as by Spanish dancers) in
rhythm with the dance.
74. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
75. A region of northeastern France famous for
its wines.
78. Botswanan statesman who was the first
president of Botswana (1921-1980).
79. Flower arrangement consisting of a circular
band of foliage or flowers for ornamental pur-
poses.
80. Italian painter and sculptor and engineer
and scientist and architect.
82. Used in combination to denote the middle.
83. A condition (mostly in boys) characterized
by behavioral and learning disorders.
84. A great raja.
85. A constellation in the southern hemisphere
near Telescopium and Norma.

DOWN
1. Baby bed with high sides.
2. A former copper coin of Pakistan.
3. A civil or military authority in Turkey or Egypt.
4. (Islam) The man who leads prayers in a
mosque.
5. Type genus of the Ranidae.
6. A heavy brittle metallic element of the plat-
inum group.
7. The shorter of the two telegraphic signals
used in Morse code.
8. A town in north central Oklahoma.
9. A region of Malaysia in northeastern Borneo.
10. Of or relating to a creed.
11. The sense organ for hearing and equilibri-
um.
12. (Mesopotamia) God of agriculture and
earth.
13. An organization of countries formed in
1961 to agree on a common policy for the sale
of petroleum.
14. The clock time given by a clock carried on
board a spacecraft.
19. United States physicist (born in Austria) who
proposed the exclusion principle (thus provid-
ing a theoretical basis for the periodic table)
(1900-1958).
23. A fraudulent business scheme.
25. An expensive vessel propelled by sail or
power and used for cruising or racing.
28. A silvery ductile metallic element found pri-
marily in bauxite.
30. A shot in billiards made by hitting the cue
ball with the cue held nearly vertically.
32. The capital of Lesotho.
34. Founder of Christian Science in 1866 (1821-
1910).
35. An aggressive remark directed at a person
like a missile and intended to have a telling
effect.
37. The act of putting something in working
order again.
38. A city is east central Sweden north north-
west of Stockholm.
40. A single splash.
41. A complex red organic pigment containing
iron and other atoms to which oxygen binds.
43. Of or relating to or affecting a lobe.
47. The Tibeto-Burman language spoken in the
Dali region of Yunnan.
50. Jordan's port.
51. A feeling of intense anger.
53. Rock star and drummer for the Beatles
(born in 1940).
57. A metric unit of volume or capacity equal to
10 liters.
58. A populous province in northeastern China.
60. Make steady.
61. Any of numerous ornamental shrubs
grown for their showy flowers of various colors.
63. South American plant cultivated for its large
fragrant trumpet-shaped flowers.
67. In bed.
68. A sudden short attack.
69. A mark left by the healing of injured tissue.
70. Queen of the Olympian gods in ancient
Greek mythology.
71. God of love and erotic desire.
72. An independent ruler or chieftain (especial-
ly in Africa or Arabia).
73. An informal term for a father.
76. The syllable naming the fifth (dominant)
note of any musical scale in solmization.
77. (Irish) Mother of the ancient Irish gods.
81. A person who announces and plays popu-
lar recorded music.

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

26s t a r s

Daily SuDoku

Something may help you discover some new ways to go forward with a plan or
decision in regard to your life situation. You may find yourself serving to guide someone younger
than you in matters of importance. Here is your opportunity to set a good example. This is a vital
day with lots of energy and much action. You may feel focused and even a bit radiant. You could
find yourself able to really communicate with others. You instinctively want to be powerful and in
control but you wisely stand aside and wait for the right opportunity to excel. This could all lead to
a magnified interest in healing or investing. You and a loved one make plans for celebrating new
beginnings and may decide on your very own special celebration.

You are aware of the effect your ideas have on others. You may have two occupa-
tions at the same time and be successful, but it is demanding. Now, you may not want to take on
such responsibility, especially long-term. A normal routine, however, will not interest you just now.
You want to create opportunities to explore new places, people and ideas and this may call for a
little time away from the workplace or perhaps, a new job. If you were not going anywhere today,
this would be a good time to spend in review of your goals and plans. Talk over your ideas with a
professional, peer or loved one that can help guide you in the direction that would best suit your
talents. This evening there is plenty of time to celebrate.
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Despite the terror fears, revellers in Hong Kong and Taipei were expected to
throng city streets to watch firework performances.

Shoppers in Japan had earlier filled markets to buy tuna and crabs-seen as
expensive items for special feasts-for New Year’s Day family gatherings.

Truck blockades 
Security concerns have hit many New Year events with truck blockades a new

tactic to try to prevent vehicles ploughing into crowds, with Sydney using garbage
trucks. The German capital has beefed up security after the December 19 carnage,
deploying more police, some armed with machine-guns.

“This year, what’s new is that we will place concrete blocks and position heavy
armored vehicles at the entrances” to the zone around Brandenburg Gate, a police
spokesman said. Visitors seemed undeterred by recent events as they began to
gather under a cold blue sky for a series of concerts ahead of large midnight fire-
work display in the area. In Paris, there will be a firework display again, after muted
2015 celebrations following the massacre of 130 people by jihadists in the French
capital. Nearly 100,000 police, gendarmes and soldiers will be deployed across
France against the jihadist threat. Brussels has reinstated its firework show after
last year’s was cancelled at the last minute due to a terrorist threat.

With more than a million people expected to turn out to watch the ball drop in
Times Square, New York is deploying 165 “blocker” trucks and some 7,000 police.
Rome has deployed armored vehicles and greater numbers of security forces
around the Coliseum and St Peter’s Square, where Pope Francis will celebrate a “Te
Deum” hymn of thanksgiving.

Moscow police will deploy more than 5,000 officers backed by thousands more
from the new national guard and volunteer militia to maintain order. Thousands
traditionally gather in Red Square, but for the second year in a row, the area will be
open solely to 6,000 invitees.

London will have 3,000 officers on patrol with crowds flocking to line the banks
of the Thames to watch the fireworks. Up to two million people are expected to
party at Rio’s Copacabana beach.  But with Brazil mired in its worst recession in a
century, the fireworks have been cut to just 12 minutes.

Normally boisterous Bangkok will see in the new year on a more sombre note
as the nation grieves for King Bhumibol Adulyadej, who died in October.

And, at the stroke of midnight, the celebrations will last one second  longer-a
leap second-decreed by the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service to allow astronomical time to catch up with atomic clocks that have called
the hour since 1967.

Las Vegas
More than 300,000 visitors are expected to descend on Las Vegas for an

extravagant New Year’s Eve celebration. Nightclubs are pulling out all the stops
with performances from DJ Calvin Harris, rappers T-Pain and Kendrick Lamar and
artists Drake and Bruno Mars. The city’s celebrity chefs have crafted elaborate
prix fixe menus complete with caviar and champagne toasts.

An eight-minute fireworks show will kick off at the stroke of midnight, with
rockets launching from the tops of half a dozen casinos.

Federal officials have ranked the celebration just below the Super Bowl and
on par with the festivities in Times Square. FBI and Secret Service agents will
work alongside local police departments that are putting all hands on deck for
the big night.

Germany
In Berlin the mood was more somber than celebratory. “I don’t like the way poli-

tics is going,” said Daniel Brandt. “Fears are being fanned and people are so angry
with each other.”

The tone of public debate in Germany has become shriller over the past two
years with the influx of hundreds of thousands of migrants. Some Germans blame
Chancellor Angela Merkel for attacks such as the recent rampage in Berlin, where a
failed asylum-seeker from Tunisia rammed a truck into a crowded Christmas mar-
ket, killing 12 people and injuring dozens more.

As the country heads for a general election in which the anti-immigration
Alternative for Germany party is expected to poll strongly, Brandt said he was hop-
ing for “proper solutions to our problems.”

Two Israeli tourists, on a visit to the German capital, seemed at a loss when
asked about their wishes for 2017. “Peace on Earth. Just happiness, really,” said
Nathan and Libat, declining to give their last names.

Berlin hosts Germany’s biggest open-air New Year’s Eve celebration near the
city’s iconic Brandenburg Gate. Security, as in previous years, was tight Saturday,
with police checking the bags of those entering the party zone. Authorities have
also increased police presence at hotspots in other major cities, including Cologne,
where a string of robberies and sexual assaults last year that were blamed largely
on migrants from North Africa prompted nationwide outrage.

Turkey
Neslihan Dogruol, a restaurant owner in a chic Istanbul neighborhood, said she

hopes for peace in 2017 following a year filled with “unrest and death.” “2016
affected everyone badly,” she said, referring to major attacks that hit Turkey in the
past year.

The restaurant, adorned with snowflakes and tiny decorative lights for the
evening, will have fewer people for dinner. “There is a serious gap between 2015
and 2016 in terms of business, people are going out less,” Dogruol said, adding
that she expects more people to come for drinks.

Security measures were heightened in major Turkish cities. Traffic leading up to

key squares in Istanbul and the capital, Ankara, will be closed, police said. In
Istanbul, 17,000 police officers have been put on duty, some camouflaged as Santa
Claus and others as street vendors, Turkey’s state-run Anadolu news agency
reported on Friday.

Ankara and Istanbul were targeted by bomb attacks in 2016, killing more than
180 people.  Turkey has been in the throes of violence, combatting the Islamic
State group, Kurdish militants and a coup attempt blamed on the US-based cleric
Fethullah Gulen.

China
Residents in Beijing and Shanghai, China’s two largest cities, will pass New

Year’s Eve in a relative state of security lockdown, according to Chinese media
reports citing police. The Bund waterfront in Shanghai will not have any celebra-
tions, authorities announced this week, while the sale, use and transportation of
fireworks in central Shanghai will be prohibited altogether. Large buildings that
often display light shows will also stay dark. More than 30 people died two years
ago in a deadly stampede on Shanghai’s waterfront, where 300,000 people had
gathered to watch a planned light show.

Beijing police also said countdowns, lightshows, lotteries and other organized
activities will not be held in popular shopping districts such as Sanlitun and
Guomao. Beijing police advised citizens to avoid crowded areas, closely watch eld-
erly relatives and children, and be aware of exit routes in venues.

Chinese President Xi Jinping said in his annual New Year’s Eve address that his
government will continue to focus on poverty alleviation at home and resolutely
defending China’s territorial rights on the foreign front.

South Korea 
Hundreds of thousands of South Koreans ushered in the new year with a mas-

sive protest demanding the resignation of disgraced President Park Geun-hye. It
was the 10th straight weekend of protests that led to Park’s impeachment on Dec.
9 over a corruption scandal.

The evening rally was to overlap with Seoul’s traditional bell-tolling ceremony
at the Bosinkgak pavilion at midnight, which was also expected to be a political
statement against Park. The city’s mayor, Park Won-soon, invited as guests a man
whose teenage son was among more than 300 people who died during a 2014
ferry sinking, and a woman who was forced into sexual slavery by Japan’s World
War II military.

Park came under heavy criticism over the way her government handled the fer-
ry disaster. “So many unbelievable things happened in 2016. It didn’t feel real; if felt
like a movie,”  protester Lee Huymi said about the bizarre scandal that brought Park
down. “So I hope 2017 brings a movie-like ending to the mess. Everything getting
solved, quickly and all at once, leaving us all happy.”

India
For most people in India, New Year’s Eve is a time for family. In New Delhi and

many other cities, newspapers are full of big advertisements for lavish parties at
upscale hotels and restaurants.  The big draws at the hotel parties are song and
dance performances from Bollywood and television stars.

Police with breath analyzers check for drunk driving, and security is tightened
in malls and restaurants. The western city of Mumbai will host big street parties
with thousands of people at the iconic Gateway of India, a colonial-era structure
on the waterfront overlooking the Arabian Sea. There’ll be music and dancing and
occasional fireworks.

The Philippines
The Philippines’ notorious tradition of dangerous New Year’s Eve celebrations

persisted after President Rodrigo Duterte delayed to next year his ban on the use
of powerful firecrackers, often worsened by celebratory gunfire. Powerful firecrack-
ers and gunfire have maimed hundreds of people and killed some each year
across the Philippines despite government crackdowns, an annual government
scare campaign and efforts by officials to set up centralized fireworks displays, like
on Saturday night.

Duterte’s southern Davao City hasn’t been tainted by the bloody record
because of a largely successful firecrackers ban he enforced when he was still the
city’s crime-busting mayor. Last month, he said he would delay his plan to replicate
his Davao ban nationwide by a year because many have already invested in fire-
crackers and he was concerned by the impact of an abrupt ban on poor Filipinos
employed in the industry.

In a preview of what may likely be another bloody New Year’s Eve, the
Department of Health said Saturday that 139 people have already been injured by
firecracker blasts in recent days, mostly children under 15. More than 800 revelers
were injured last year.

UAE 
In Dubai, hundreds of thousands of people were expected to watch as fire-

works shoot from the sides of the world’s tallest building, the 828-meter (2,716-
foot) Burj Khalifa. The show also will be streamed live online. But authorities hope
they won’t see a repeat of last year’s excitement, when police say faulty wiring
sparked a fire several hours before midnight at The Address Downtown, a 63-story
skyscraper nearby. The high-rise tower still remains under repair.

The United Arab Emirates, a staunch Western ally that hosts US military person-
nel fighting against the Islamic State group in Iraq and Syria, remains a peaceful
corner in the otherwise turbulent Middle East.

However, the US Embassy in Abu Dhabi issued a warning Thursday to
Americans that “extremist sympathizers or self-radicalized extremists may conduct
attacks worldwide during this period with little or no warning.”  —  Agencies

Celebrations kick off as world rings in 2017 

SINGAPORE: Fireworks explode above Singapore’s financial district at the stroke of midnight to mark the New Year’s celebrations today.— AP

Continued from Page 1

In her address, Merkel compared Brexit to
a “deep incision” and said that even though
the EU was “slow and arduous”, its member
states should focus on common interests
that transcend national benefits. “And, yes,
Europe should focus on what can really be
better than the national state,” Merkel said.
“But we Germans should never be led to
believe that each could have a better future
by going it alone.”

She was alluding again to the populist
AfD, which wants Germany to leave the EU
and shut its borders to asylum seekers,
more than one million of whom arrived in
the country this year and last.

The record number of migrants has hurt
Merkel’s popularity and fuelled support for
the AfD, which says Islam is incompatible
with the German constitution. But her con-
servatives are still expected to win the gen-
eral election in nine months. Merkel has
made security the main election platform
for her Christian Democrats (CDU). In her
speech, she said the government would
introduce measures to improve security
after a failed Tunisian asylum seeker drove
a truck into a Christmas market in the capi-
tal on Dec. 19, killing 12 people in the
name of Islamic State. He was shot dead by
Italian police in Milan on Dec. 23 and inves-
tigators are trying to determine whether he
had accomplices.  —  Reuters

Merkel: Islamist terrorism...

Continued from Page 1

Meanwhile, a third blast later in the day
killed four people in the eastern New
Baghdad district, where a minibus packed
with explosives blew up in a busy com-
mercial street, police and medics said.

Islamic State has continued to launch
attacks in the heavily fortified capital,
even after losing most of the northern
and western territory it seized in 2014.
The recapture of Mosul would probably
spell the end for Islamic State’s self-styled
caliphate, but the militants would still be
capable of fighting a guerrilla-style insur-
gency in Iraq, and plotting or inspiring
attacks on the West.

The second phase of a US-backed
offensive launched on Thursday follow-
ing weeks of deadlock has encountered
fierce resistance. Conventional US forces
deploying more extensively in this phase
are now visible very close to the front
lines. The third day of the renewed push
saw heavy clashes on the southeastern
and northern fronts. An army officer
deployed in the southeast said there was
fierce fighting on the edge of Intisar dis-
trict on Saturday and advances were
slowed by heavy machine gun fire,
snipers and rockets attacks by militants
entrenched in houses.

The officer said Islamic State fighters
were firing from houses with white flags

raised over the roofs, falsely indicating
they are civilians to avoid being targeted
by Iraqi forces and coalition airstrikes.

“The more we advance the tougher it
becomes. The job of differentiating
between fake and real houses with civil-
ians inside is becoming more painful to
our troops,” he told Reuters by phone.

An elite Interior Ministry unit contin-
ued to push yesterday through the
Intisar district, where a US-trained army
unit had struggled to advance far after
entering the southeast district last
month. Heavy gunfire was audible and
attack helicopters fired overhead as hun-
dreds of civilians fled their homes, a
Reuters cameraman said.

In the north, a separate army unit
pressed towards the border of Mosul
proper after recapturing several outlying
villages in the past two days. “There is a
battle in Argoob area, which is consid-
ered the gateway to Hadba,” Lieutenant
Colonel Abbas al-Azawi said by phone,
referring to a strategic northern neigh-
borhood.

Since the offensive began on Oct 17,
elite forces have retaken a quarter of
Mosul in the biggest ground operation
there since the 2003 US-led invasion
that toppled Saddam Hussein.  Prime
Minister Haider Al-Abadi has said the
group would be driven out of Iraq by
April. — Agencies

IS bombings in Baghdad kill 29

TOKYO: People hold balloons during the New Year celebrations at Prince Park
Tower in the Japanese capital Tokyo yesterday. — AFP



CHRISTCHURCH: New Zealand opener Martin Guptill will miss the Twenty20
series against Bangladesh with a hamstring injury and will be replaced by in-
form batsman Neil Broom, the country’s cricket board said yesterday. Guptill
will be sidelined for up to four weeks after he sustained the injury while run-
ning between the wickets in the third one-day international
against Bangladesh at Saxton Oval in Nelson yesterday.
Broom was in fine form during the ODI series against
Bangladesh, scoring 109 (not out) and 97 runs in his
last two innings as the hosts completed a 3-0 series
sweep. “We needed to replace an attacking open-
ing batsmen and with Neil’s experience opening in
the T20 format and his current form — he was a
ready-made replacement,” coach Mike Hesson said
in a statement. “Martin also leads our fielding in
white ball cricket and so we’re expecting Neil to be
a big contributor in that area as well.” New Zealand
will begin their three-match Twenty20 series against
Bangladesh at McLean Park on Tuesday. —Reuters
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LONDON: Manchester City manager Pep Guardiola heaped
praise on Juergen Klopp, saying his Liverpool counterpart
was the best when it comes to instilling an attacking style of
play at a club. Since joining the club from Borussia
Dortmund in 2015, Klopp has transformed Liverpool from
Champions League qualification hopefuls to Premier League
title contenders, with the Merseyside club second in the
table, six points behind leaders Chelsea after 18 games. City
are a point behind Liverpool and will hope to leapfrog them
with a victory in Saturday’s clash at Anfield. “Maybe he is the
best manager in the world creating teams who attack the
back four, with this amount of players, this intensity, with the
ball without the ball,” former Bayern Munich manager
Guardiola told British media. “I like a lot the way they play
because in three or four seconds they are attacking. It is not
easy to do that. I think there is not another team in the world
attacking this way with so many players. “When he speaks
about his football being heavy metal, I understand com-
pletely, it is so aggressive. —Reuters

Guardiola lauds Klopp’s 
‘heavy metal’ football

ISLAMABAD: Imtiaz Ahmed, Pakistan’s former Test wicketkeeper-batsman
who became a chief selector after his playing career, has died. He was 88. The
Pakistan Cricket Board said Ahmed, Pakistan’s oldest living test cricketer, died
Saturday in Lahore following a chest infection. Ahmed played 41 tests from
1952-62, scoring 2,079 runs at an average of 29 and taking 77 catches. He hit

three centuries, including a career-best 209 against New Zealand
at Lahore in 1955, three years after touring India with Pakistan’s
first official test side. “This is a sad day for Pakistan cricket,” PCB
chairman Shaharyar Khan said in a statement. “Losing another
legend after Hanif Mohammad in the same year is a great loss
to Pakistan’s cricket. The entire cricketing fraternity, in this
country, is in sorrow over the sad demise of Imtiaz Ahmed.  He

was a great gentleman and will be missed.” Ahmed notably took
seven catches off the pace bowling of Fazal Mehmood’s

bowling to help Pakistan beat England at the Oval in
1954. He served as chief selector from 1976-78 and

was a consultant for the PCB’s women’s cricket activi-
ties from 2005-08. — AP

Pak`istan’s former Test 
cricketer Imtiaz dead

Broom replaces injured 
Guptill in NZ T20 squad

LAS VEGAS: Amanda Nunes, right, throws a punch at Ronda Rousey in the first round of their women’s bantamweight championship mixed mar-
tial arts bout at UFC 207, Friday, in Las Vegas. Nunes won the fight after it was stopped in the first round. — AP 

LAS VEGAS: Ronda Rousey’s UFC comeback
didn’t even last a minute. Rousey was stopped
48 seconds into her first fight in 13 months
Friday night, losing to bantamweight champi-
on Amanda Nunes at UFC 207. Rousey (12-2)
never managed to get her footing against
Nunes (14-4), who rocked Rousey with her
very first punches. Rousey showed little
defensive acumen as she staggered and
stumbled backward with Nunes relentlessly
pursuing her and landing 27 punches in the
brief bout.

“Forget about Ronda Rousey!” Nunes
shouted to the sellout crowd. “She’s going to
go do movies. Forget about her. She has a lot
of money already.” Indeed, Rousey’s future in
the sport is clearly in question. The biggest
star in the women’s game, who left the arena
without giving an interview, is likely consider-
ing retirement shortly before her 30th birth-
day. “That’s it for her,” Nunes said. “For sure,
she’s going to retire.” Referee Herb Dean
stopped the bout with Rousey still on her feet,
and Rousey briefly protested the stoppage
before leaving the cage in her mother’s arms.
Nunes put her finger to her lips and circled
the cage after the stoppage, pausing to taunt
Rousey’s much-maligned coach, Edmond
Tarverdyan.

“Her coach put some crazy things in her
head, and her career started going down,”
Nunes said. “I’m the real striker here.”

Cody Garbrandt won the men’s ban-
tamweight title in the penultimate bout at
UFC 207, battering champion Dominick Cruz
to earn a surprising decision victory at T-
Mobile Arena in the promotion’s traditional
end-of-the-year show in its hometown.  But
the sellout crowd left shocked when Rousey
couldn’t compete in her first fight since losing
her belt to Holly Holm 13 months ago in her
first career defeat.  Rousey became arguably
the world’s most famous female athlete and a
combat sports trailblazer while she rocketed

atop the UFC, but a year away from the sport
apparently did little to heal the holes in her
game. She made a guaranteed $3 million for
her comeback bout, while Nunes’ guaranteed
payday was just $200,000.

“I knew I was going to beat (Rousey),”
Nunes said. “I’m the best on the planet.”
Rousey hadn’t fought since November 2015,
when Holly Holm stopped her with a head
kick in one of the biggest upsets in MMA his-
tory. Rousey had never lost or been in much
trouble while the former Olympic judo medal-
ist earned a series of one-sided victories, but
Holm’s veteran striking made Rousey look
unprepared.

QUICKER
Rousey’s return fight was similar, but even

quicker. Nunes claimed the belt at UFC 200 in
July with a violent stoppage of Miesha Tate,
who had beaten Holm in March. Nunes made
an impressive ascent after losing three fights
earlier in her career to opponents beaten easi-
ly by Rousey.

Rousey nearly vanished from public view
after her first loss, taking time away from the
gym and attending to her acting career. The
UFC also was sold during her absence to
WME-IMG, the entertainment conglomerate
that also represents Rousey’s career.  But
Rousey refused to promote this pay-per-view
show, leaving Cruz, Garbrandt and Nunes to
do most of the work. While Rousey’s media
blackout will hurt her cut of the pay-per-view
revenue, it didn’t affect her guaranteed pay-
day, which matched Conor McGregor for the
biggest disclosed check in UFC history.

Earlier, Garbrandt (11-0) remained unbeat-
en with a virtuoso performance to claim the
belt held for the past 11 months by Cruz (22-
2), who ended up with a gaping cut over his
left eye.  Garbrandt used precise striking, mul-
tiple takedowns and remarkable charisma to
win over the judges, who all favored him by

scores of 48-46, 48-46 and 48-47.  Cruz hadn’t
lost an MMA fight since March 24, 2007, win-
ning 13 straight bouts in a career marked by
multiple comebacks from major injuries.

The 25-year-old Garbrandt is a native of
Uhrichsville, Ohio, who trains in the
Sacramento-area gym of veteran fighter
Urijah Faber. Cruz and Garbrandt taunted
each other repeatedly during the promotion
of their bout, and their genuine dislike trans-
lated into a frenzied five-round fight.
Garbrandt lived up to his boundless promise
with a resourceful effort against Cruz, who
was favored to defend his belt.

DOMINATED
“If you don’t lose, you don’t grow,” Cruz

said. “We’re all competitors here, and it’s a
game of inches. He beat me by a couple of
inches tonight, and that’s OK. ... There wasn’t
one second of this fight I wasn’t trying to win.
I chased him around the cage the whole
night.” While Cruz threw 100 more strikes,
Garbrandt landed a higher percentage of his
shots and did more damage.

Both fighters landed significant strikes in
the first two rounds, but Garbrandt turned the
fight in his favor early in the third during the
exchange that opened the cut on Cruz’s face.
Garbrandt put on a performance in the fourth
round, repeatedly knocking down Cruz when
he wasn’t dancing away from the champion.

After receiving his belt, Garbrandt wrapped
it around the waist of Maddux Maple, a 10-
year-old leukemia survivor from northern Ohio
who has been his motivational talisman.
Garbrandt’s first title defense could be against
T.J. Dillashaw, who dominated John Lineker in
a unanimous-decision victory moments earlier
at UFC 207, winning 30-26 on all three cards.
Dillashaw (15-3) showed off precise striking
and a superior ground game to trounce the
Brazilian brawler.  “Come try me!” Garbrandt
shouted at Dillashaw afterward. —AP

Brazil’s Nunes pummels 
Rousey in UFC title fight

BAHAMAS:  Tiger Woods celebrated his
41st birthday on Friday and long-time
friend and fellow professional Notah Begay
III predicts he will have more to celebrate in
a triumphant return to the PGA Tour in
2017. Though Woods has competed only
once over the past 16 months due to
chronic back problems that required multi-
ple surgeries, Begay was encouraged by
that solitary tournament appearance earli-
er this month in the Bahamas.

Woods made his long anticipated return
at the Hero World Challenge which he
hosts and despite delivering mixed form he
ended the week with a tournament-high
aggregate of 24 birdies.

“I don’t think anybody in the inner circle,
including Tiger, could have been happier,”
Begay told Reuters about Woods’ perform-
ance in the elite, limited-field event.

“There was a lot of curiosity around
what was going to happen, what his swing
was going to look like � how his mind was
going to adjust to the tournament environ-
ment because it’s just so different, you can’t
recreate that focus in practice.

“For him to go out and make more
birdies than anybody else in the field after
being on the shelf for 15 months was quite
remarkable. He’s seeing some definite
returns on the time that he’s put in with
regard to his recovery.”

Woods has already committed to play-
ing in the PGA Tour’s Genesis Open at
Riviera Country Club from Feb. 16-19 and is
also expected to tee it up three weeks earli-
er in the Farmers Insurance Open at Torrey
Pines.

PEAKING BY SPRING
Begay, a 44-year-old Native American

who won four times on the PGA Tour, has
forecast that Woods will hit top form by the
opening major of the year, the April 6-9

Masters. “I expect him to win, and I expect
him to have at least one win next year
based upon what I’ve seen,” said Begay,
who played with Woods on the Stanford
University golf team. “It’s just a matter of
getting some more tournament rounds.
I’m not going to say it’s going to happen
early in the year but I think you should
expect to see Tiger peak during the spring
time.” For all the birdies accumulated by
Woods over the four rounds of the Hero
World Challenge, the roller-coaster nature
of his form was illustrated by the fact that
he also led the field with six double-
bogeys. Former PGA Tour winner Brandel
Chamblee, who like Begay works as a Golf
Channel analyst, was impressed by Woods’
wedge game from outside 70 yards but
said that his chipping and driving needed
fixing. “There wasn’t anything that took
place in the Bahamas that wasn’t fixable,”
said Begay. “I don’t think Tiger was comfort-
able with his three-wood � but that’s fixable.”
Begay said he thought it was too early to
tell about Woods’ accuracy off the tee. “He
hit something like 52 drivers in the
Bahamas and you’ve got to see at least a
few hundred before you start figuring out
what the patterns and trends are.”

Woods bladed a few bunker shots over
greens during the Hero World Challenge
but Begay saw no indication of the chip-
ping yips that afflicted the former world
number one in early 2015.

“The majority of chips that I saw around
the green that might cause some problems
he executed very well, his bunker game
was solid, his little feel shots around the
green were good,” said Begay. “I’m not
going to say there was perfect execution
across the board but, for the most part, the
shots you would want to have and the out-
comes you would expect from a world-
class player were all right there.” —Reuters

Woods gets ‘at least one 
win’ next year: Begay

NEW DELHI: The Indian Olympic
Association’s (IOA) move to honour two
controversial administrators has infuriated
the government with the sports ministry
cutting off funding and the use of other
facilities extended to the body.

The IOA named its former presidents
Suresh Kalmadi and Abhay Singh Chautala
as life presidents on Tuesday, a decision that
has been heavily criticised after both are
facing allegations of corruption.

Kalmadi spent nine months in jail after
the allegations, stemming from the 2010
Commonwealth Games in Delhi. He was
released pending an appeal to Delhi High
Court and has steadfastedly denied any
wrongdoing.

Chautala is also facing unrelated corrup-
tion charges in an ongoing court case. He
has also denied the allegations.

“IOA will cease to enjoy the privileges
and prerogatives bestowed on it by the

Government as the National Olympic
Committee (NOC),” the sports ministry said
in a statement.

“All Government assistance, financial or
otherwise, to IOA will also be stopped.”
Kalmadi has declined the post until his case
has been heard, while Chautala, who was
initially adamant to stay on in the patron’s
role, has hinted at stepping down.

The IOA sought time until Jan. 15 to reply
to a sports ministry notice, citing its presi-

dent Narayana Ramachandran was abroad,
but the ministry dismissed it as a “ploy” to
buy time.

“Although the Government has utmost
respect for the Olympic Charter and is com-
mitted to protecting the autonomy of
sports, it cannot remain a mute spectator to
blatant violation of principles of ethic and
good governance by IOA...” the ministry
said. Former shooter Abhinav Bindra, India’s
first individual Olympic gold medallist, wel-

comed the suspension of the IOA, which is
perceived in cricket-mad India as a clumsy
organisation relying mostly on government
largesse and run by politicians who are
opposed to new faces and fresh ideas.

“The @Olympics movement and specially
the movement in India can no longer hide
behind autonomy. It’s the age of good gov-
ernance and ethics,” tweeted Bindra, who
won the 10m air rifle gold in 2008 Beijing
Olympics. — Reuters

India halts funding of NOC for honouring administrators

Tiger Woods
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MELBOURNE: Coach Darren Lehmann
views Ashton Agar as a “genuine all-
rounder” putting him in line to be part
of Australia’s spin tandem in Tuesday’s
final Test against Pakistan in Sydney.

Agar, 23, is on track to play his first
Test since his unheralded debut in the
2013 Ashes series in England, where he
scored 98 in his first Test at Trent Bridge
batting at No.11.

But the West Australian left-hander is
now being assessed as a “genuine” all-
rounder, impressing selectors Greg
Chappell and Mark Waugh and has a
first-class batting average of 26.

Agar was added to a 13-man
Australia squad Friday along with fellow
spinner Steven O’Keefe with one of
them likely to partner Nathan Lyon on a

spin-friendly SCG pitch for the “dead”
third Test. Lehmann said after Friday’s
innings and 18-run second Test series-
clinching win over Pakistan in
Melbourne that if Australia went into
the final Test with two spinners the team
would also need an all-rounder.

Selectors have also included
Zimbabwe-born all-rounder Hilton
Cartwright in the Sydney squad, but
Lehmann highlighted Agar’s all-round
qualities. “He’s made Shield hundreds
and batted well for us in that (Ashes)
Test match at 11,” Lehmann told
reporters. “He’s certainly got the talent
to be a batting all-rounder or a spinning
all-rounder, either way.

“We wanted a left-armer to go away
from all their right-handers as well to

give us options. He also got 10 wickets
in a Sheffield Shield game in Sydney.

“He’s improved, we get feedback
from (WA coach) Justin Langer and the
guys have been watching him, they’ve
been impressed with him,” Lehmann
said. “If you play two spinners you nor-
mally need an allrounder, so that’s what
we’re looking at.” 

O’KEEFE FITNESS CHALLENGE 
Agar says he sees himself as an all-

rounder to fit the mould Australia are
seeking. “I guess I’ve been selected in
this squad as a spinner, but I think I’m
capable with bat and ball,” Agar told
reporters yesterday.

On potentially batting at No.7, Agar
added: “I think I would be able to if I was

given that opportunity.
“You just have to make good deci-

sions, and that’s what I’m learning more
each time I’m batting in first-class crick-
et, is the best players consistently make
good decisions.” 

Lehmann said O’Keefe had to stay fit
after the 32-year-old’s recent run of
injuries. O’Keefe injured his hamstring in
the first Test against Sri Lanka and was
set to replace Lyon in the third day-
night Test against South Africa in
Adelaide last month before succumbing
to a calf injury.

“He wouldn’t want too many more
injuries, he’d want to make sure he’s
playing cricket,” Lehmann said. “That’s
the greatest thing we have now, we’ve
got young players coming through who

are fit and well. “Steven did a really good
job for us in Sri Lanka before he got
injured, did a good job last year in
Sydney as well. He knows he’s got to be
fit and ready to play each and every
game.” Lehmann praised Lyon’s bowling
in the second innings of the Melbourne
Test where he snared the crucial wickets
of Younis Khan, captain Misbah-ul-Haq
and in-form No.6 Asad Shafiq to crack
the game wide open.

“I thought Nathan Lyon was out-
standing, he bowled consistent line and
length, which was up and down in the
previous few Test matches,” Lehmann
said. “Three or four balls an over have
been there, but today (Friday) was a lot
better. “He got through the middle
order and so I’m pleased for him.” —AFP

Lehmann backs Agar’s all-rounder claims for Test recall

NELSON: New Zealand players pose with the ODI series trophy after winning the third one day international cricket match between New
Zealand and Bangladesh at Saxton Oval in Nelson yesterday. — AFP

NELSON: New Zealand captain Kane
Williamson made an unbeaten 95 and
deployed his bowlers expertly on a slow pitch
to steer the hosts to a comfortable eight-wick-
et win over Bangladesh in the third one-day
international yesterday, completing a clean
sweep of the series.

Williamson shared a record 185-run partner-
ship with Neil Broom (97) for the second wicket
which guided New Zealand to 239-2, winning
with 8.4 overs to spare, in response to
Bangladesh’s inadequate total of 236-9.

Their partnership was the highest for the
second wicket by New Zealand in one-day
internationals against all nations. Broom was
dropped before he had scored at first slip by
Imrul Kayes from the bowling of Mustafizur
Rahman. He took full advantage of the reprieve
and was approaching back-to-back centuries
when he gave Mustafizur belated revenge by
edging a ball from the young fast bowler to
captain Masrafe Mortaza at gully.

By that stage, New Zealand was 195-2 and
well on the way to victory against a
Bangladesh team that was again undone by a
middle-order collapse, as it was in the previous
game. The visitors were 102-0 after winning
the toss and batting, with Tamim Iqbal (59) and
Imrual Kayes (44) sharing a century opening
stand. But the top order crumbled to 170-6.

Bangladesh’s bowlers applied early pres-
sure, dismissing opener Tom Latham for 4 and
then seeing Martin Guptill retire hurt with a
hamstring strain, leaving the home team effec-
tively two wickets down with 16 runs scored.

Had Broom’s chance to slip been taken, New
Zealand would have been hard-pressed to
stave off its first-ever loss to Bangladesh in a
one-day international in New Zealand. Instead,
Broom came within three runs of back-to-back
centuries following his 109 not out in the sec-
ond match; celebrating his recall to the one-
day team after a six-year absence.

Williamson had a chance to score his ninth
one-day international century but allowed
Broom, and then James Neesham (28 from 23
balls) to take the scoring initiative late. “We
improved throughout each match and today
was far more the complete performance that
we were after,” Williamson said. “That’s a lot of
credit to our boys in the way they were smart
on the sur face but a lot of credit to
Bangladesh.

“Coming over here in conditions they’re not
entirely used to they put up a good fight and
put us under pressure.” Bangladesh failed to
capitalize on a strong start after winning the
toss and batting.

The century opening stand seemed to have
set up the tourists for a big score but the visi-
tors rapidly lost the next six wickets.

Williamson again deployed his bowlers well
on a Saxton Oval pitch which was too slow to
allow confident shot-making. He handed the
new ball to the 36-year-old off-spinner Jeetan
Patel, who was playing his first one-day inter-
national since 2009, and gave 28 of the 50
overs to slow bowlers, personally taking 1-24
from eight overs of off-spin.

“There were some good individual perform-
ances but as a team we couldn’t go through
with it,” Mortaza said. “After five years coming
to play in New Zealand we’re improving lots.
There are some issues but we have to prove as
a team we’re a lot better.” — AP

NZ cruises past Bangladesh 

to complete series sweep

SCOREBOARD

Bangladesh 
Tamim Iqbal c Broom b Neesham 59 
Imrul Kayes c Broom b Southee 44 
Sabbir Rahman c Ronchi b Henry 19 
Mahmudullah c Neesham b Southee 3 
Shakib Al Hasan run out (Ronchi) 18
Mosaddek Hossain lbw Patel 11 
Nurul Hasan c&b Henry 44
Tanveer Haider b Williamson 3 
Mashrafe Mortaza c Patel b Santner 14 
Taskin Ahmed not out 4
Mustafizur Rahman not out 0
Extras (b1, lb7, w9) 17 
Total (9 wickets; 50 overs) 236 
Fall of wickets: 1-102 (Imrul Kayes), 2-127 (Sabbir
Rahman), 3-133 
(Mahmudullah), 4-141 (Tamim Iqbal), 5-168 (Shakib Al
Hasan), 6-170 (Mosaddek), 
7-179 (Tanveer Haider), 8-212 (Mashrafe Mortaza), 9-229
(Nurul Hasan)
Bowling: Southee 10-2-45-1 (2w), Patel 10-0-40-1 (1w),
Henry 8-0-53-2 (4w), 
Neesham 4-0-28-1 (1w), Santner 10-0-38-2 (1w),

Williamson 8-1-24-1

New Zealand
M. Guptill rtd hurt 6 
T. Latham lbw Mustafizur Raham 4 
K. Williamson not out 95
N. Broom c Mashrafe Mortaza b Mustafizur Rahman97 
J. Neesham not out 28
Extras (lb3, w6) 9
Total (2 wickets; 41.2 overs) 239
Fall of wickets: 1-10 (Latham), 1-16 (Guptill rtd hurt), 2-
195 (Broom)
Did not bat: Colin Munro, Luke Ronchi, Mitchell Santner,
Tim Southee, Matt 
Henry, Jeetan Patel.
Bowling: Mashrafe Mortaza 7-0-36-0 (4w), Mustafizur
Rahman 9.2-2-32-2 (1w), 
Taskin Ahmed 7-0-41-0 (1w), Shakib Al Hasan 8-0-55-0,
Tanveer Haider 2-0-20-0, 
Sabbir Rahman 3-0-20-0, Mosaddek Hossain 4-0-26-0,
Mahmudullah 1-0-6-0
Result: New Zealand won by eight wickets.

NELSON, New Zealand: Complete scoreboard in the third one-day international between New Zealand and
Bangladesh at Saxton Oval in Nelson yesterday.

NELSON: Bangladesh’s Shakib Al Hasan (R) is run out by a throw from New Zealand’s keeper
Luke Ronchi (C) as Jeetan Patel (L) celebrates during the third one day international cricket
match match between New Zealand and Bangladesh at Saxton Oval in Nelson yesterday. — AFP

CAPE TOWN: Sri Lankan captain Angelo
Mathews spoke about the need for his
team to be mentally tough when they
meet South Africa in the second Test
starting at Newlands tomorrow-but they
may need also need some changes in
personnel.

In losing the first Test in Port Elizabeth
by 206 runs, Sri Lanka showed weaknesses
in both batting and bowling. While South
Africa seem certain to go into the match
with an unchanged team, Mathews admit-
ted there would be debate in the Sri
Lankan camp about the composition of
their side.

Kusal Perera’s role as an attacking num-
ber three batsman could come in for partic-
ular scrutiny. He was out for seven and six
in Port Elizabeth, on both occasions playing
ill-judged cut shots.

With Perera having been compared to
Sanath Jayasuriya, on whom he has based
his game, Mathews said he would not like
to see the young left-hander abandon his
attacking instincts.

But Mathews said that slashing at South
Africa’s fast bowlers on pitches with pace
and bounce “wasn’t the right game plan”.
He said he was not sure whether changes
would be made but acknowledged that
Upul Tharanga, a more conservative left-
hander, was an option. “He can bat from
one to seven.”

Whereas in sub-continental conditions
Sri Lanka usually base their bowling attack
on spin, they opted in Port Elizabeth for
three pace bowlers and only one specialist
spinner in veteran Rangana Herath.
Although Suranga Lakmal bowled well, tak-
ing five wickets in the first innings, the fast
bowlers seldom threatened in the second
innings, when South Africa made 406 for
six declared.

Dusmantha Chameera was disappoint-
ing, taking only one wicket in the match

and conceding 153 runs at more than five
runs an over.  Mathews indicated, however,
that Chameera could be given another
chance.  “He is coming back from injury,”
said Mathews. “He has not got his rhythm
back but he can do better in the second
Test.” Although there has been an extended
period of hot, dry weather in Cape Town,
the pitch is still likely to offer more pace
and bounce than Port Elizabeth, although
spinners could play a role later in the
match.  An option for Sri Lanka might be to
play to their traditional strength by picking
two spinners, with off-spinner Dilruwan
Perera coming into the side.  Perera would
also strengthen what in Port Elizabeth
proved to be a lengthy batting “tail”.

Newlands has been a fortress for the
South African team, who have won 19 of
the 29 Tests played there since 1993, with
their only four defeats all having been
against Australia.

The New Year Test is traditionally the
biggest occasion in South African cricket
and the ground is sold out for the first day.
Coming on the back of a series victory in
Australia last month and a convincing win
in Port Elizabeth, South Africa will be
favourites to wrap up the three-match
series.

Teams:
South Africa (likely): Faf du Plessis (cap-

tain), Stephen Cook, Dean Elgar, Hashim
Amla, JP Duminy, Temba Bavuma, Quinton
de Kock (wkt), Vernon Philander, Keshav
Maharaj, Kyle Abbott, Kagiso Rabada.

Sri Lanka (from): Angelo Mathews (cap-
tain),  Dinesh Chandimal (wkt),  Kusal
Mendis, Kusal Perera, Dimuth Karunaratne,
Kaushal Silva, Dhananjaya de Silva, Upul
Tharanga, Dilruwan Perera, Rangana
Herath, Lahiru Kumara, Nuwan Pradeep,
Dushmantha Chameera, Suranga Lakmal,
Vikum Sanjaya.  — AFP

S Lanka’s captain ponder 

changes for second Test

LONDON: England opener Keaton
Jennings is not fussed about the possibility
of facing his fellow South Africans in a test
series next July, he told The Times yester-
day. The 24-year-old-son of former South
Africa wicketkeeper Ray Jennings-added
that should he be selected he is prepared
for a lot of attention being focused on him. 

Barring a drop in form for his county
Durham-who have been relegated to the
second tier after being bailed-out by the
England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) —
he should be selected after making a cen-
tury on his debut in the recent fourth Test
against India and a half century in the fifth
and final Test.  His performances were a
rare highlight in the series which England
lost 4-0 and cast doubt on whether his
opening partner Alistair Cook will remain
as captain.  

“I don’t think it will feel weird playing
against South Africa, but I know that the
intensity around that will be heightened,”
said Jennings, who will probably also face
some old team-mates from the Gauteng
Province side whom he played for in 2011
and in the same year skippered the South
Africa Under-19 side on a tour of England.

“There will be all the chat again about
my nationality. And if I do play I will have to
make sure I handle that and be calm, set-
tled and focused.” Jennings, who is playing
for his ‘home county’ as his mother hails
from Sunderland in the north east of
England, said he is prepared to drop down
the order should his services not be
required to open.  “I’d be happy to bat at No

10 and be a fielder,” said Jennings, who will
skipper the England second team squad
the Lions on their tour of Sri Lanka next
month. “Just to have the opportunity to
play Test cricket, whether I’m playing in my
preferred role or something slightly out of
the norm.  “If the opportunity is there in
July to bat at No 3 and that is what
(England coach) Trevor Bayliss or Cook
want me to do then I will bite their hand
off.” Jennings, who qualified for England
through the old four year residency rule,
admitted he had been taken aback by
some of the reaction to his agreeing to rep-
resent England and not the Proteas.  

“I think social media gives people an
opportunity to voice opinions that I don’t
really want to read,” he said. “Social media is
great but people voice their opinions in the
wrong way sometimes. There was a back-
lash to my background but mostly I have
had a lot of support.”

Jennings protests that it is not South
Africa which he considers his home but
Durham. “South Africa isn’t home any more
actually,” said Jennings, who is also study-
ing for an accountancy degree.

“My mum and dad said the other day
about me ‘going back to the UK’ and I cor-
rected them. ‘No. I am going home, that’s
my home,’ I said.  “The northeast of England
is where I have bought property and where
my local pub is and I have my usual order in
the local pub and I know my way around.

“When I come back to South Africa now,
I drive round using GPS because I don’t
know my way.” — AFP

Jennings prepared to take 

on former compatriots

Keaton Jennings 
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NHL Results/Standings

Western Conference
Central Division

W L OTL GF GA PTS  
Chicago 23 11 5 108 94 51   
Minnesota 23 8 4 111 72 50   
St. Louis 19 13 5 104 110 43   
Dallas 16 14 7 96 110 39   
Nashville 16 14 6   102 100 38   
Winnipeg 17 18 3 101 111 37   
Colorado 12 22 1 72  116 25   

Pacific Division
San Jose 23 12 1 92 77 47   
Edmonton 19 12 6 108 98 44   
Anaheim 18 12 8 103 106 44   
Calgary 19 17 2   101 109 40   
Los Angeles17 15 4 89 89 38   
Vancouver 16 18 3 91 112 35   
Arizona 11 20 5 80 117 27   

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

Montreal 22 9 5 110 82 49   

Ottawa 20 12 4 93 96 44   
Boston 19 15 4 92 93 42   
Tampa Bay 18 15 4 106 104 40   
Toronto 16 12 7 103 99 39   
Florida 15 14 8 89 103 38   
Detroit 16 16 4 89 102 36   
Buffalo 13 14 8 77  98 34   

Metropolitan Division
Columbus 25 5 4 119 71 54   
Pittsburgh 24 8 5 129 104 53   
NY Rangers 25 12 1 129 95 51   
Washington20 9 5 91 75 45   
Philadelphia20 14 4 113 116 44   
Carolina 16 12 7 93 95 39   
New Jersey 14 15 7 84 108 35   
NY Islanders14 15 6 98 111 34   
Note: Overtime losses (OTL) are worth one point
in the standings and are not included in the loss
column (L).

Vancouver 3 Anaheim 2 (OT); San Jose 2 Philadelphia 0; Nashville 4 St. Louis 0; Carolina 3 Chicago 2.

MIAMI GARDENS: Deondre Francois
threw a 12-yard touchdown pass to
Nyquan Murray with 36 seconds remain-
ing, and No 10 Florida State beat No. 6
Michigan 33-32 in a wild Orange Bowl
on Friday night. Francois threw for two
scores - both to Murray - and ran for
another for the Seminoles (10-3).  They
got 145 yards rushing from Dalvin Cook
and recovered after wasting a 12-point
lead midway through the fourth. Chris
Evans had a 30-yard touchdown run and
Khalid Hill an 8-yard scoring catch in the
final minutes for Michigan (10-3), which
also got a defensive conversion when
Josh Metellus ran a blocked extra point
back after the second Francois-Murray
TD. But Michigan turned the ball over on
its final possession, and the Seminoles
held on to win a game where the teams
combined for 23 points and two lead
changes in the final 5:22. Evans’ scoring
run put the Wolverines up 30-27, but
Florida State’s Keith Gavin swung
momentum back to the Seminoles with
a 66-yard kickoff return right up the mid-
dle - setting up the drive where his team
would take the lead for good. Michigan
played without injured star linebacker
Jabrill Peppers, and lost tight end Jake
Butt to what appeared to be a knee

injury early in the second quarter.

SUN BOWL
NO. 16 STANFORD 25, 
NORTH CAROLINA 23

Bryce Love took over for the absent
Christian McCaffrey in the Stanford back-
field, running for 119 yards and catching
a 49-yard touchdown pass to help the
Cardinal beat North Carolina. Stanford
(10-3) held on after North Carolina (8-5)
pulled within two with 25 seconds left
on Mitch Trubisky’s 2-yard pass to Bug
Howard, sacking Trubisky on the 2-point
conversion try. McCaffrey skipped the
bowl game to focus on his NFL career.
Stanford took a 25-17 lead on Conrad
Ukropina’s 27-yard field goal with 3:23
left. North  Carolina was forced to punt
on its next series, but used two timeouts
to get the ball back. After taking over at
their own 3, the Tar Heels drove 97 yards
in 10 plays and 1:11. After competing
passes of 44 and 27 yards, Trubisky
capped the drive with the 2-yard scoring
pass to Howard. Stanford then sacked
Trubisky on the 2-point try, a rush led by
Solomon Thomas forcing the quarter-
back to retreat before being taken down.
Thomas was selected the game’s MVP.

Stanford safety Dallas Lloyd intercepted
two of Trubisky’s passes, returning the
second 19 yards for a touchdown to give
Stanford a 22-17 lead early in the fourth
quarter.

MUSIC CITY BOWL
TENNESSEE 38, NO. 24 NEBRASKA 24

Joshua Dobbs ran for three touch-
downs and 118 yards and threw for 291
yards and another score in Tennessee’s
victory over Nebraska. The Volunteers (9-
4) beat a Big Ten team in a bowl for the
third straight year and notched their first
win in three tries against the
Cornhuskers. It’s the first time Tennessee
has won three straight bowls since 1994-
1996 when Peyton Manning was quar-
terback for the Vols. Tennessee took a 14-
0 lead in the second quarter and out-
gained Nebraska 521-318 in total offens.
Nebraska (9-4) ended the season with
two straight losses. The Cornhuskers lost
four of their final six after rising as high
as No. 7 in the rankings. Ryker Fyfe, the
fifth-year former walk-on started for
injured quarterback Tommy Armstrong
Jr.  He pulled Nebraska within a touch-
down in the fourth quarter. Fyfe threw
two TD passes to Brandon Reilly and ran
for a 9-yard TD with 10:02 left in the

fourth to pull the Cornhuskers within 31-
24. Dobbs answered with a 59-yard TD
pass to Josh Malone for the final margin.

LIBERTY BOWL
GEORGIA 31, TCU 23

Nick Chubb ran for 142 yards and a
touchdown, sending Georgia past TCU
for the Bulldogs’ third bowl victory in
three years. Georgia (8-5) sent TCU (6-7)
to its third losing year in Gary Patterson’s
16 full seasons as coach. Rodrigo
Blankenship put Georgia ahead for good
with 13:27 left on a 30-yard field goal.
Blankenship’s kick was set up by Chubb’s
48-yard burst on the final play of the
third period. Brandon Hatfield was wide
right on a 47-yard field goal attempt that
would have put TCU ahead with 7:57
remaining. He earlier missed a 41-yard
field goal and an extra point. Jacob
Eason threw touchdown passes to Javon
Wims and Sony Michel. Isaiah McKenzie
had four catches for 103 yards, including
a 77-yarder that set up a touchdown.
Trenton Thompson recorded three sacks
for Georgia and was named the game’s
most valuable player. TCU’s Kenny Hill
threw two touchdown passes to John
Diarse and ran for a score.

ARIZONA BOWL
AIR FORCE 45, SOUTH ALABAMA 21

Arion Worthman threw for 207 yards
to balance out Air Force’s run-heavy
offense, Jacobi Owens scored two
touchdowns and the Falcons overcame
a sluggish start to beat South Alabama.
Air Force (10-3) struggled to get its
triple-option going, falling into an 18-
point first-half hole.  Once the Falcons
got rolling, they couldn’t be stopped,
scoring 42 straight points to turn it into
a rout. Worthman was the trigger, jump-
starting Air Force’s option while com-
pleting 7 of 10 passes, including a 75-
yard touchdown to Jalen Robinette to
open the second half. He also had 71
yards on 21 carries. South Alabama (6-7)
appeared to be headed toward its first
bowl win after jumping on the Falcons
early, starting with Dallas Davis’ 75-yard
touchdown pass to Josh Magee on the
game’s first play. The Jaguars couldn’t
sustain their early offensive success or
stop the Falcons to lose a bowl game for
the second time in three seasons. Davis
threw for 245 yards and a touchdown,
but also had an interception and lost a
fumble. Magee had five catches for 154
yards. —AP

No 10 FSU wins wild Orange Bowl over No 6 Michigan, 33-32

BOSTON: Isaiah Thomas scored 29 of his
career-high 52 points in the fourth quarter,
setting a club record for points in a period and
leading Boston to a 117-114 victory over the
Miami Heat on Friday night. Thomas hit six 3-
pointers and converted a three-point play in
the fourth quarter and broke the franchise
record of 24 points in a quarter set by Larry
Bird in 1983 and matched by Todd Day in
1995.  Thomas also topped his career high of
44 points he scored on Dec. 20 at Memphis.
He entered the fourth period with 23 points
and scored the first 11 of the quarter for
Boston. Thomas left between the foul shots
and received a standing ovation from Boston
fans, who chanted “M-V-P!” throughout his run
in the fourth quarter. He was 9 for 13 from the
field in the fourth period and made all 13 of
his free throws in the game. Thomas was 15 of
26 from the field, 9 of 13 from 3-point range
and made all 13 of his free throws. James
Johnson scored 22 points for Miami. The Heat
have lost four straight and seven of eight.

ROCKETS 140, CLIPPERS 116
James Harden had a triple-double with 30

points, 13 rebounds and 10 assists and
Houston routed Los Angeles. Clippers guard
Austin Rivers and father/coach Doc Rivers
were both ejected in the second quarter as
Los Angeles dropped its fifth straight. It’s the
seventh triple-double this season for Harden
and his third straight 30-point game.
Montrezl Harrell added a career-high 29
points to help Houston win its third in a row.
Raymond Felton had a season-high 26 points
to lead the Clippers.

WARRIORS 108, MAVERICKS 99
Kevin Durant had his first triple-double for

Golden State with 19 points, 11 rebounds and
10 assists and first in more than a year, leading
the Warriors past Dallas. Durant’s eighth
career triple-double was his first since Dec. 10,
2015, against Atlanta. Klay Thompson scored
17 of his 29 points in the third quarter and fin-
ished with five 3-pointers. Harrison Barnes,
who spent the past four seasons in a key role
with Golden State, scored 25 points for Dallas
against his old team.

SPURS 110, TRAIL BLAZERS 94
Danny Green and Tony Parker each had 18

points and the San Antonio Spurs overcame
another listless first half to beat Portland.
LaMarcus Aldridge was held to eight points
on 2-for-3 shooting, but Jonathon Simmons
added 19 points for the Spurs. San Antonio
has won four straight and 13 of 15. C.J.
McCollum led Portland with 29 points.

76ERS 124, NUGGETS 122
Ersan Ilyasova had a career-high 23 points

and 13 rebounds and Philadelphia survived a
flurry in the final seconds to beat Denver. Joel
Embiid returned after sitting Thursday in Utah
to score 23 points and hit key free throws
down the stretch. The Sixers ended their four-
game trip with just their third win away from
home. Nikola Jokic had a game-high 25 points
for the Nuggets. The Nuggets had a chance to
tie it during a frantic ending. After Embiid hit
two free throws to put the Sixers up four, Jokic
was fouled on a 3-point attempt. Jokic made
the first two free throws and intentionally
missed the third. Denver ’s Gary Harris
grabbed the rebound but missed a short bank
shot, and Kenneth Faried’s tip-in try was off as
time expired.

PELICANS 104, KNICKS 92
Anthony Davis had 23 points and 18

rebounds, and New Orleans beat New York for
its fourth straight victory. Carmelo Anthony
had 26 points and 13 rebounds, but couldn’t
prevent the Knicks from dropping their third
straight. Pelicans reserve guard Tyreke Evans
scored 16 points, his best output in seven
games since returning from right knee sur-
gery last season. Jrue Holiday had 12 points
and 11 assists.

TIMBERWOLVES 116, BUCKS 99
Andrew Wiggins scored 31 points and Karl-

Anthony Towns had 18 points and 16
rebounds to help Minnesota beat Milwaukee.

Zach LaVine added 24 points and Shabazz
Muhammad had 22 points in 18 minutes off
the bench for the Wolves. They shot 55.8 per-
cent from the field and hit 13 of 25 3-pointers.
LaVine hit 6 of 9 from deep and Giannis
Antetokounmpo had 25 points, seven
rebounds and five assists for the Bucks, and
Jabari Parker scored 20 points. They played
the first of at least two games without starting
point guard Matthew Dellavedova because of
a strained hamstring.

WIZARDS 119, NETS 95
Trey Burke scored a season-high 27 points,

John Wall had another double-double and
Washington beat Brooklyn to win its third
straight game and reach .500 for the first time
this season. With fellow guard Bradley Beal
out with a sprained ankle, Wall took over with
19 points and 14 assists for his eighth double-
double in nine games. Burke was 10 of 12
from the floor, making his first seven shots

and scoring 20 points in the first half. Trevor
Booker had 16 points and seven rebounds for
the Nets.

PACERS 111, BULLS 101
Paul George scored 11 of his 32 points in

the final 4 1/2 minutes to help Indiana beat
Chicago to snap four-game losing streak.
George broke a 97-97 tie by making a jumper
with 4:07 left, then made three free throws
on Indiana’s next possession and a layup
with 2:52 left for a 102-99 lead. The Pacers
sealed the win with a 9-2 spurt. Jimmy Butler
scored 25 points, and Dwyane Wade had 20
for the Bulls.

HAWKS 105, PISTONS 98
Paul Millsap scored 26 points and Kyle

Korver had a season-high 22 to lead Atlanta
past Detroit. Dwight Howard added 10 points
and 15 rebounds for the Hawks. Jon Leuer led
the Pistons with a career-high 22 points. — AP

Thomas scores 52 for Celtics 

in 117-114 win over Miami

BOSTON: Miami Heat guard Josh Richardson (0) steals the ball from Boston Celtics guard
Isaiah Thomas (4) in the second half of an NBA basketball game, Friday, in Boston. —AP

NBA Results/Standings

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

W L PCT GB      
Toronto 22 10 .688 -       
Boston 20 14 .588 3       
NY Knicks 16 16 .500 6       
Philadelphia 8 24 .250 14      
Brooklyn 8 24 .250 14      

Central Division
Cleveland 24 7  .774 -       
Chicago 16 17 .485 9       
Milwaukee 15 16 .484 9       
Indiana 16 18 .471 9.5   
Detroit 15 20 .429 11      

Southeast Division
Charlotte 19 14 .576 -       
Atlanta 17 16 .515 2       
Washington 16 16 .500 2.5   
Orlando 15 19 .441 4.5   
Miami 10 24 .294 9.5   

Western Conference
Northwest Division

Utah 20 13 .606 -       
Oklahoma City 20 13 .606 -       
Denver 14 19 .424 6       
Portland 14 21 .400 7       
Minnesota 11 22 .333 9       

Pacific Division
Golden State 29 5 .853 -       
LA Clippers 22 13 .629 7.5   
Sacramento 14 18 .438 14      
LA Lakers 12 24 .333 18      
Phoenix 10 23 .303 18.5  

SOUTHWEST Division
San Antonio 27 6 .818 -       
Houston 25 9 .735 2.5   
Memphis 21 14 .600 7       
New Orleans 14 21 .400 14      
Dallas 10 24 .294 17.5  

Golden State 108, Dallas 99; Philadelphia 124, Denver 122; San Antonio 110, Portland 94; New Orleans 104, NY
Knicks 92; Houston 140, LA Clippers 116; Minnesota 116, Milwaukee 99; Atlanta 105, Detroit 98; Boston 117, Miami
114;  Washington 118, Brooklyn 95; Indiana 111, Chicago 101.

SAN JOSE: Rookie Aaron Dell stopped 21
shots to get his first career shutout and the
San Jose Sharks beat the Philadelphia
Flyers 2-0 on Friday night. Patrick Marleau
scored on a power play late in the first peri-
od, and the Sharks won their fourth straight
and eighth of nine. Justin Braun added a
late goal. Marleau has now scored a game-
winning goal against every NHL team. He
has 95 career game-winners. Flyers goalie
Steve Mason left following the first period.
He was hit by a puck on an exposed part of
his hand, apparently a shot by Brent Burns,
who has one of the hardest shots in the
league.  Mason saved 11 of 12 shots.
Anthony Stolarz was excellent in relief,
keeping the Flyers in the game with 21
saves in 22 chances.

HURRICANES 3, BLACKHAWSK 2
Jay McClement scored the key goal 2:54

into the third period and Carolina beat
Chicago. Elias Lindholm and Lee Stempniak
scored early goals 1:05 apart to give the
Hurricanes a 2-1 lead, and they held on to
earn a point in their 11th straight home
game. They’re 10-0-1 at PNC Arena since
Nov. 12. Michal Kempny had a goal and an
assist, and Vinnie Hinostroza added a
deflected goal 5:49 into the third for the
Western Conference-leading Blackhawks,
who had their four-game road winning
streak snapped. Cam Ward made 27 saves

for Carolina while improving to 8-0-1 dur-
ing the Hurricanes’ home ice roll. Scott
Darling stopped 25 shots for Chicago.

PREDATORS 4, BLUES 0
Juuse Saros made 25 saves for his first

career shutout, Filip Forsberg got a goal and
an assist and Nashville beat St. Louis.
Yannick Weber, Viktor Arvidsson and Colin
Wilson also scored, and Saros won his sec-
ond career road game. The Predators have
won three of their four meetings against the
Blues this season and snapped a five-game
losing streak on the road against St. Louis.
Mike Ribeiro had a pair of assists to run his
points streak against the Blues to five
games. Jake Allen allowed three goals on 14
shots before giving way to Carter Hutton to
start the third as the Blues fell to 14-3-4 at
home. They entered the game with points in
16 of their last 17 at the Scottrade Center.

CANUCKS 3, DUCKS 2, OT
Henrik Sedin scored 4:01 into overtime

and Vancouver beat Anaheim. The Canucks
captain roofed his ninth of the season on a
2-on-1 rush after Ryan Getzlaf missed the
net on a 2-on-1 at the other end. Loui
Eriksson and Jack Skille also scored in regu-
lation for Vancouver, which got 24 saves
from Ryan Miller. Getzlaf and Rickard Rakell
scored for Anaheim, and John Gibson
stopped 23 shots. —AP

Dell gets first career 

SO in Sharks’ 2-0 victory

ST LOUIS: Viktor Arvidsson, Jake Allen, Jay Bouwmeester, Colton Parayko Nashville
Predators’ Viktor Arvidsson, (38), of Sweden, scores a goal past St. Louis Blues goalie
Jake Allen (34) as Jay Bouwmeester (19) and Colton Parayko (55) defend during the
second period of an NHL hockey game Friday, in St Louis. The Predators won 4-0. —AP
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LONDON: Huddersfield Town edged up
to fourth spot in England’s
Championship yesterday, rescuing a
point in a 1-1 draw at home to
Blackburn Rovers with a stoppage-time
equaliser from striker Nakhi Wells.

Rovers were denied victory by a Wells
free kick in the 94th minute, having

gone ahead in the 81st when Danny
Graham headed in his seventh goal in
his last eight games.

The draw left Blackburn in the rele-
gation zone ahead of their Monday
meeting with table-topping Newcastle
United. None of the leading three teams
in the second tier were playing on

Saturday. Birmingham City salvaged a 2-
2 draw at Barnsley after going in a goal
down at the break.

Early strikes from Tom Bradshaw and
Sam Winnall, who headed home his
11th goal of the season, put the home
team in charge before Jacques
Maghoma pulled one back for

Birmingham with a left-footed strike
from the left side of the box. Lukas
Jutkiewicz levelled the scores for City
from the penalty spot in the 52nd
minute after Marc Roberts was sent off
for bringing down Che Adams. Queens
Park Rangers snatched a 2-1 win at
Wolverhampton Wanderers thanks to a

late strike from Pawel Wszolek, pulling
themselves away from the relegation
zone. Preston North End drew 1-1 with
Sheffield Wednesday, with Wednesday’s
Adam Reach netting in stoppage time
to spare the blushes of his team mate
Sam Hutchinson who earlier scored an
own goal. — Reuters

Huddersfield edge up Championship table

LEICESTER: West Ham United’s English striker Andy Carroll (2nd R) vies with Leicester City’s Danish goalkeeper Kasper Schmeichel during the
English Premier League football match between Leicester City and West Ham United at King Power Stadium in Leicester, central England yes-
terday. — AFP

LEICESTER: Premier League champions
Leicester City eased their relegation fears as
Islam Slimani’s headed goal gave them a much-
needed 1-0 victory over West Ham yesterday.

Boosted by the inclusion of Riyad Mahrez,
Robert Huth and Danny Drinkwater, Leicester
looked every inch the side who battered
Manchester City just a few weeks ago in one of
this season’s rare high points for the Foxes.

Claudio Ranieri ’s side now travel to
Middlesbrough on Monday looking to pull far-
ther clear of the bottom three whilst Slaven
Bilic’s West Ham host Manchester United

The home side could easily have been a cou-
ple of goals ahead in a fast and frantic opening
and were only denied by fine goalkeeping from
West Ham’s Darren Randolph and the post.

Randolph worked wonders in tipping
Mahrez’s left foot shot over the crossbar follow-
ing a fine Leicester move.  A minute later Marc
Albrighton outpaced Dimitri Payet and sent over
a pin-point cross which the unmarked Slimani
could only head directly against the woodwork.

A rare scare for Leicester followed when
Aaron Cresswell’s ball from the right saw Wes
Morgan flick the ball into Michail Antonio’s path.
The winger though had to stretch and skied his
effort well over the crossbar.

What turned out to be the winner arrived in
the 20th minute when Albrighton produced a
superb cross and Slimani planted a firm header
across Randolph and into the net.

I t was nearly 2-0 moments later when
Demarai Gray’s left wing cross was directed
towards his own net by Angelo Ogbonna only
for Randolph to block with his right knee at
close range.

The visitors claimed a penalty when
Albrighton slid in on Payet, who crumpled to the
ground. They came closer still to finding an
equaliser when Payet’s free-kick, following a
block from Daniel Amartey, led to a mad scram-
ble inside the penalty area.

Mark Noble’s pass was cut out by a sliding
Simpson and Kasper Schmeichel saved from
Payet with his feet. The in-form Antonio then
fired against the crossbar with a spectacular
effort from Cresswell’s cross. 

Huth was booked for winning the ball but
sliding dangerously into Payet and from the
free-kick a diving Schmeichel preserved City’s
lead in diving down low to his left to push the
ball around the post.

The first half ended with Slimani hooking a
shot onto the roof of the net from Mahrez’s
cross. The second half lacked much of the goal-
mouth action but not the intensity or passion.
Amartey was booked for a foul on Noble two
minutes after the restart and Noble was soon
forced off through injury.

A high, late and ugly challenge earned a yel-
low card for West Ham’s Havard Nordtveit with
his victim Ben Chilwell caught by studs into the
midriff.  Schmeichel raced 30 yards out of his
area to join Leicester protests which promptly
earned the goalkeeper a caution for dissent.

The visitors were looking much the stronger
as referee Anthony Taylor’s card-count contin-
ued to rise at a rapid rate. Simpson was booked
from kicking the ball away after tripping Antonio
before Manuel Lanzini also saw yellow for haul-
ing back Amartey.

Chilwell’s goal-bound shot was blocked by

Andy Carroll, who also did enough to deny Shinji
Okazaki from the rebound, then Ogbonna’s

goal-bound header was blocked as City hung on
for a vital win. —AFP

Leicester edge clear 

of relegation zone

Leicester 1 

West Ham 0

KINGSTON UPON HULL: Everton’s mercu-
rial talent Ross Barkley’s header secured
them a 2-2 draw with struggling Hull in
their Premier League clash on Friday.

Barkley, who has lost his place in the
England squad and been in and out of the
Everton first team under manager Ronald
Koeman, allowed the visitors to level for
the second time.

Hull skipper Michael Dawson and then
Robert Snodgrass, with his eighth of the
season, had given Hull the lead on two
occasions. An own goal by Hull ‘keeper
David Marshall at the end of the first-half
had gifted Everton their first equaliser.

The point sees Hull, who have not won
in their last eight, climb off the bottom and
go a point ahead of managerless Swansea
who play later this weekend.

Everton, with just two wins in their last
nine games, remain marooned in seventh
spot, six points adrift of Manchester United.
Dawson pounced with a lovely strike for his
third goal of the season although Everton
would look askance at veterans Phil
Jagielka and Gareth Barry.

Jagielka was beaten to a header at the
near post by Curtis Davies while Barry
reacted too slowly when the ball fell to
Dawson.

Everton awoke to give Hull a few scares,
Kevin Mirallas’s deflected shot being scram-
bled away for a corner by Marshall and a
superb Barry cross being headed against
the post by Seamus Coleman.

Barry, belying his 35 years, was at the
heart of most of Everton’s attacking play
and he went close himself from long range.
Hull, though, looked to be set to go in to
the break with a rare lead until Marshall’s
awful blunder instead gave Everton the

psychological advantage as they levelled
with the last action of the half.

Marshall had his hands warmed early in
the second-half but this time he made a
sharp save from Romelu Lukaku’s deflected
effort, tipping it onto the bar.

Marshall was also equal to the task
when Barkley ran on to Lukaku’s flick on
but the England international shot straight
at the goalkeeper.

Hull went agonisingly close to regaining
the lead in the 55th minute as leading scor-
er Snodgrass’ superb freekick beat Joel
Robles in the Everton goal but was denied
by the post.  

Robles, who has earned a run in the
team with the injury to Maarten
Stekelenburg, did well to prevent Dawson
doubling his tally on the hour mark when
the centreback was found by Egyptian
Ahmed Elmohamady.

However, there was nothing Robles
could do with Snodgrass’s second superb
freekick. It was awarded after Leighton
Baines had fouled the impressive Harry
Maguire who had seized on an error by
Idrissa Gueye and run deep into Everton
territory.

Hull were edging towards an invaluable
victory when Barkley struck, heading home
from Baines’s pinpoint cross.    

Everton could have stolen all three
points in the final minute of normal time as
Coleman’s superb cross was met by substi-
tute Dominic Calvert-Lewin but his header
flashed wide of the post. —AFP

Barkley denies 
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Everton 2 

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

English Premier League

Watford v Tottenham Hotspur 16:30
beIN SPORTS 2 HD
Arsenal v Crystal Palace 19:00
beIN SPORTS 2 HD

SOUTHAMPTON: West Bromwich Albion
forward Hal Robson-Kanu ended his long
goal drought with a brilliant strike to seal a
2-1 win against Southampton yesterday.

Robson-Kanu marked his first Premier
League start for Albion with his first goal
since his memorable effort for Wales in
their shock Euro 2016 quarter-final win
over Belgium.

Having joined Albion on a free transfer
after his heroics with Wales, Robson-Kanu
had failed to convince Baggies boss Tony
Pulis that he was deserving of a single
league start until the trip to St Mary’s.

But he made up for lost time after 13
substitute appearances with a superb long-
range finish in the second half after Matt
Phillips had cancelled out Shane Long’s
opener for Southampton.

Southampton’s Virgil van Dijk sent off
was sent off in the closing moments as his
team slumped to a second successive
home defeat. Just three days after watch-
ing his side thrashed 4-1 by Tottenham,
Saints boss Claude Puel made six changes,
including dropping three defenders, but
the changes brought little improvement.

Sofiane Boufal will  be leaving

Southampton to play in the Africa Cup of
Nations for Morocco shortly and he looked
in the mood to bow out on a high.

He was a constant menace, firing nar-
rowly over from long-range and then set
up Dusan Tadic for a volley that raced wide.
Boufal went close again when he whipped
over a cross that curled just past the far
post and the hosts’ pressure was finally
rewarded in the 41st minute. Tadic swung
in a corner that picked out Long at the near
post and the Irish striker’s header was too
powerful for Albion goalkeeper Ben Foster.

Yet in virtually their first incisive move of
the half Albion equalised two minutes later.

Claudio Yacob fed Chris Brunt and his
first-time pass was flicked on by Robson-
Kanu to Phillips, who took a touch before
side-footing into the bottom corner.

Albion doubled down on their shock
response with a second goal five minutes
after half-time.

Robson-Kanu’s brilliant ‘Cruyff turn’ and
cool finish against Belgium is likely to
remain the highlight of his career whatever
else he does, but his first goal for Albion in
his first Premier League start in over three
years was pretty memorable as well.

Running onto a Phillips pass, Robson-
Kanu set his sights from an angle 18 yards
from goal and unleashed a stunning left
footed strike that flashed into the top cor-
ner. A dispiriting day for Southampton end-
ed on a suitably downbeat note when cen-
tre-back van Dijk was dismissed for hauling
down Salomon Rondon in the 89th
minute.— AFP

Brilliant Robson-Kanu 

stunner fires Albion

Southampton 1 

West Brom 2 

SOUTHAMPTON: Southampton’s English goalkeeper Fraser Forster (R) watches
before saving a shot from West Bromwich Albion’s English-born Scottish midfielder
James Morrison during the English Premier League football match between
Southampton and West Bromwich Albion at St Mary’s Stadium in Southampton,
southern England yestertday. — AFP

SWANSEA: Joshua King rounded off another
miserable day for managerless Swansea yes-
terday as his goal secured Bournemouth a 3-0
victory over the Premier League tailenders.

King’s goal two minutes from time added
to those of England Under-21 striker Benik
Afobe and Scottish midfielder Ryan Fraser
condemned Swansea-who sacked manager
Bob Bradley last Monday-to their eighth
defeat in the last 12 matches.

The Swans are a point adrift of Hull-who
drew 2-2 with Everton on Friday and four shy
of safety. Victory brought Bournemouth their
first away win in four matches and came on
the eighth anniversary when present manag-
er Eddie Howe took over in a caretaker capac-
ity and with them 91st in the 92 member
league.

Now they sit comfortably in mid-table 10
points above the relegation places.   Junior
Stanislas, one of Bournemouth’s standout
players this season, had the Cherries first
chance, his dazzling solo run getting him into
the box and his audacious chip was just

tipped over the bar by Lukasz Fabianski.
Swansea had few chances but Fernando

Llorente, all of whose six goals this term have
come at home, beat Artur Boruc with a head-
er only for it to clip the post.

However, the hosts morale dipped when a
few minutes later Afobe was on hand to
knock the ball home after Jordi Amat had
come close to scoring an own goal, the ball
rebounding off the inside of the post and
eagerly snapped up by the Bournemouth
striker. Amat’s frustrations boiled over shortly
afterwards as his clattering challenge on the
impressive Fraser earned him a booking.  

Fraser, whose introduction as a substitute
engineered their remarkable comeback from
3-1 down to beat Liverpool 4-3 recently, pro-
vided the perfect riposte doubling the visi-
tors lead on half-time.

Stanislas was the provider after playing a
1-2 with the outstanding Jack Wilshere.
Wilshere, who has flourished during his on
loan spell from Arsenal, was at the heart of
everything, teeing up Stanislas in the second-
half, his shot drifting just wide of the post.

The England midfielder then set up Afobe,
who should have done better from the edge
of the box, his shot ballooning over the bar.

However, Swansea couldn’t muster any
sort of fightback and King rubbed in the visi-
tors superiority right at the end with the
home fans having been heading for the exits
well before then.  — AFP

King crowns rudderless 

Swansea another misery

Swansea 0 

Bournemouth 3 

SWANSEA: Swansea City’s Kyle Naughton, left, tackles Bournemouth’s Ryan Fraser during
their English Premier League soccer match against  Bournemouth at the Liberty Stadium,
Swansea, Wales, yesterday. —AP
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LONDON: Chelsea’s Marcos Alonso, left, and Stoke City’s Mame Biram Diouf battle for the ball during their English Premier League soccer match at Stamford Bridge, London, yesterday. —AP

Willian powers Chelsea to record-equalling win

LONDON: Chelsea equalled Arsenal’s record of 13
consecutive Premier League wins in a season as
Willian’s brace inspired a 4-2 win over Stoke yester-
day. Antonio Conte’s side had a difficult afternoon
after twice being pegged back at Stamford Bridge,

but they still managed to match Arsenal’s feat in
2001-02 to ensure they enter the new year with a
sizeable advantage at the top of the table.

Gary Cahill’s header put Chelsea ahead at the
break but Bruno Martins Indi levelled immediately
after the restart before Willian restored the lead.
Peter Crouch then gave Stoke a second leveller,
only for Willian to pop up moments later before
Diego Costa sealed the win. The leaders were able
to recall France midfielder N’Golo Kante and Spain
striker Costa after the suspended pair missed the 3-
0 home win over Bournemouth on Boxing Day.

They went close to taking the lead as the in-
form Eden Hazard beat two men before seeing a
shot deflected wide. Lee Grant came to Stoke’s res-

cue as he brilliantly kept out a deflected Costa
piledriver after he had chested down a Cesc
Fabregas cross. Grant then saved again to deny
Cahill from a Fabregas corner, but Stoke looked
dangerous when they attacked and Charlie Adam
missed a good chance, heading wide from Xherdan
Shaqiri’s corner. However, it was Chelsea who put
the pressure on with Grant denying Costa and then
Hazard on the rebound.

ANIMATED 
And from Fabregas’s resulting 33rd-minute cor-

ner, England defender Cahill headed home to give
Conte’s side the lead with his fourth goal of the sea-
son. Chelsea continued to attack with a Costa free

kick just missing the target but Stoke went on to
surprise the hosts within a minute of the restart.

Adam’s free kick was headed on by Crouch for
Martins Indi to volley home for his first Stoke goal.

Willian drove wide for Chelsea in response as
Conte got increasingly animated, while the
Brazilian midfielder soon missed the target again.

But the Chelsea manager was soon looking far
happier as his team regained the lead on 56 min-
utes. Victor Moses got the better of Erik Pieters
down the right and Hazard’s touch fell perfectly for
Willian to score. Chelsea continued to attack with
Costa driving left footed over the bar following
another lay-off from Hazard.

But it was Stoke who were level again on 64

minutes as Crouch caused problems in the box
before Bojan Krkic fed Mame Diouf, who crossed
for Crouch to convert on the line.

They were level for less than 60 seconds though
as Fabregas played in Willian to score his second of
the game and fifth of the season with an emphatic
finish. That again had Conte dancing with delight
on the touchline as he celebrated amongst the
home fans. Willian missed a chance for a hat-trick as
he scuffed his shot wide while Costa missed an
even better one, blazing over from Hazard’s pass.
But Chelsea could eventually breathe easily five
minutes from time as Costa latched onto a stray
Adam header before driving home left footed past
Grant for his 14th goal of the campaign. —AFP

Chelsea 4 

Stoke 2 

MANCHESTER: Paul Pogba capped Manchester
United’s thrilling fightback as the France midfielder
struck in the closing moments to seal a 2-1 victory
over Middlesbrough yesterday.

Grant Leadbitter’s second half goal put
Middlesbrough on course for an unlikely win against
Jose Mourinho’s side, but brilliant late strikes from
Anthony Martial and then Pogba saw United earn
their fifth successive league win in the most dramatic
fashion. United’s gritty revival maintained their
momentum heading into 2017 as they look to secure
a top four finish and possibly mount a late title chal-
lenge. Middlesbrough boss Aitor Karanka was
Mourinho’s assistant for three years at Real Madrid
and the two share a genuine friendship borne from
that period between 2010 and 2013.

Their relationship was, of course, placed to one
side for 90 minutes in Manchester as United were
looking to go unbeaten in 12 matches, a situation
Middlesbrough can only dream about as they look
set for a protracted battle to beat the drop this term.

United, again missing the injured Wayne Rooney,
had two early corners that amounted to nothing but
it was Middlesbrough who squandered the first glori-
ous chance just three minutes in. 

Adama Traore broke through the middle and had
both Stewart Downing and Alvaro Negredo free in
acres of space close to the edge of the box but he
opted to shoot and embarrassingly scuffed wide.

United looked to attack repeatedly early on as
Antonio Valencia and Anthony Martial threatened,
but they could not really trouble Victor Valdes until
the 14th minute when Pogba’s stunning overhead
kick hit the post from close range.

Middlesbrough again showed their ability as

Traore remained in heart of the action.
He beat Daley Blind and delivered a fine cross that

eventually landed at the feet of George Friend, whose
drilled effort was well blocked by Marouane Fellaini.

The game hit a lull as Middlesbrough looked
strong at the back and United offered little, although
one left footed Henrikh Mkhitaryan effort forced
Valdes into a decent low save after half an hour.

United kept pushing and were unlucky not to take
the lead just before the break. 

Firstly, Martial rifled an effort against the post from
30 yards before Zlatan Ibrahimovic bundled the ball
home past Valdes. However, as Old Trafford celebrat-
ed, the goal was overruled as the United player was
deemed to have fouled Valdes in the process of out-
jumping him to score, although replays showed that

Ibrahimovic had done little wrong.
Four minutes after the interval, Ibrahimovic was

denied by Valdes, who saved his close-range effort
with his feet while Adam Forshaw briefly threatened
at the other end. A goal was needed and few in the
stadium could believe it would arrive for the visitors.

However, after 67 minutes, Leadbitter popped up
to latch onto a fine Negredo knock-down header and
he smashed past David De Gea. The goal kickstarted
the home side as substitute Marcus Rashford started
to cause trouble.

Middlesbrough seemed determined to hold on
but eventually, United’s dominance proved too much.

Martial swept past Valdes to equalise after 85 min-
utes before Pogba scored a fine header 90 seconds
later to confirm the astonishing turnaround.—AFP

ABU DHABI:  Rafael Nadal ended an injury-
plagued 2016 on a high by lifting the Mubadala
World Tennis Championship title for a fourth
time yesterday. 

The 30-year-old Spaniard defeated 11th-
ranked Belgian David Goffin 6-4, 7-6 (7/5) after
world number one Andy Murray earlier ousted
Canada’s Milos Raonic 6-3, 7-6 (8/6) to take third
place. “I’m very happy to return to competition
again. These three days have been good for me.
These three days, playing at this level, are going
to stand me in good stead for the rest of the
season,” said Nadal. Nadal’s 2016 campaign had
been ruined by a wrist injury that forced him
out of Roland Garros after the second round
and saw him miss Wimbledon.

But he looked in form throughout the exhi-
bition tournament in Abu Dhabi, beating Czech
Tomas Berdych in the quarter-final and Raonic
in the semi-finals. “He put a lot of pressure on
me,” said Goffin of his first clash against the

Spaniard. “You can feel how strong he is when
he is in front of you. Mentally he is very impres-
sive and he looks really strong to start the new
season.” Nadal will now head to Australia for the
Brisbane International, with Goffin travelling to
Doha for the Qatar Open.

Wimbledon and Olympic champion Murray,
who was knighted in the New Year Honours list,
lost to Goffin in Friday’s semi-final, his first
defeat in the Belgian in six meetings.

“It was good to finish the year with a win,”
said the 29-year-old Scot. “I still feel like Andy
Murray - that feels more normal - but I am hap-
py with the knighthood and it is a nice way to
start the new year.” Murray’s next stop is neigh-
bouring Qatar for the opening week of the ATP
season and two weeks out from the Australian
Open, the first Grand Slam of 2017.

In the match for fifth-place in the six-man
field, France’s Jo-Wilfried Tsonga beat Czech
Thomas Berdych 6-7 (5/7), 6-3, 10-3. — AFP

ABU DHABI: Spain’s Rafael Nadal receives his trophy from Sheikh Nahyan bin Zayed al-
Nahyan, Chairman of Abu Dhabi Sports Council, after defeating Belgium’s David Goffin in the
final match of the Mubadala World Tennis Championship 2016 in Abu Dhabi yesterday. —AFP

Nadal wins fourth UAE title

Pogba crowns Man 

Utd late fightback

Man United 2 

Middlesbrough 1 

OLD TRAFFORD: Manchester United’s Paul Pogba, right, performs a scissor kick during their
English Premier League soccer match against Middlesborough at Old Trafford, Manchester,
England, yesterday. —AP
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